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Summary 

This document presents and describes as clearly as possible the different steps leading to 
the elaboration of an usefull and efficient software for detecting the presence and signifi
cance of a period in unequally sampled time series data. 

Knowing why this type of method is necessary for astronomers ( chapter 1), the user 
's requirements ( chapter 2), and the implemented methods ( chapter 3) , the different com
mands introduced into MIDAS can be specified (chapter 4), and the different steps of this 
implementation described ( chapter 5) . 
The sixth chapter deals with some tests realized with the package and an example of 
execution. In chapter 7, a study of package 's performance is done , leading to possible 
improvments . Brief conclusions containing other fields of application and future develop
ments are made in the eighth chapter . 

More details about MIDAS 's hardware configurat ion and the data structure ( appendix 
A) , the user 's manual contribution (appendix B) , Toolpack examples and programs (ap
pendix C), the package 's listings ( appendix D) and a bibliography are presented at the 
end of this document . 
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Presentation of the ST-ECF and 
the ESO 

The Space Telescope European Coordinating Facility (ST--ECF) was established in 1984 
by agreement between the European Space Agency (ESA) and the European Southern 
Observatory (ESO), with the main goal of providing the european focal point of the space 
telescope related activities. 

The ST- ECF is active in three main areas : 

• the provision of informations about the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) , its scientific 
instruments and their modes of operation , 

• the coordination of the HST- related data analysis software development in Europe , 

• the establishment of the european archive which will contain a copy of the observa
tions made with the HST. 

This european organization is located in the ESO 's building in Garching near Munich 
(Federal Republic of German y). 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The "opportunity analysis" of this project developed for ESO 's astronomers can be struc
tured in five points : 

• first the astronomers themselves had asked this package ( section 1. 1) , 

• a search in the already existing software was made (section 1.2) , 

• nothing was found , and a particular development adapted to the request was neces
sary, this had been preceded by a biliographical research (section 1.3) , 

• during this research, some contacts were taken with astronomers to help us , and par
ticular with astronomers who had already developed this type of algorithm (section 
1.4), 

• and so only the integration into MIDAS had to be made (section 1.5) . 

1.1 Astronomers 's request 

The astronomers actually working with MIDAS software in ESO wanted to have a specific 
package of period determination . 
With the more sensitive astronomical mesure instrumentation and the more refined ob
servationnal techniques , it occured more and more frequently that abjects were found 
variable,which were previously believed to be constant. 
A natural consequence of this observation is therefore research for possible periodicities in 
the signal curves. 

If the matter of determination periods is not. specific t.o the ast ronomy, it has to be 
noted an important point considering the cla ssical way of coll ecting data. in astronomy. 
" Nightly acquisition rate wi t h missing srq11rnres du e t,o ba.d observing conditions, seasonal 
a.ccessibility to most of the sources , etc." 1 

1see [Heck-Ma.nfroid-Mersch] 

1 
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A natural consequence of t his is that contraryly to classical techniques , the techniques 
used for the determination of period , need measurements not equally spaced in time . 

1.2 Software 's search 

After this request , before beginning to develop ourselves the methods and knowing that 
they are based on mathemat ical formulas, it was necessary to look into the different math
ematical software already existing like NAG, CERN , to see if no method was implemented . 
Nothing was found , only the classical methods, that is to say, methods for equally spaced 
data being developed . 

1.3 Biliographical research 

As nothing was already implemented , it has been necessary to do a bibliographical re
search . 
A survey of the different time series analysis was made. The results of this research are 
presented in the bibliography, containing astronomical and mathematical references . 

This research has been relatively fruitful. 
lt was also necessary to do a selection. This has been clone by comparing the data with 
the required inputs of each method and by ver ifying t he theoreti cal requirements of t he 
algorithms . 
As we are 'nt astronomers , many contacts with experimented people were needed to make 
this selection . 

1.4 Astronomers 's package 

Duriqg these contacts, we have met astronomers who have already developed their own 
package. These persans are Mister Manfroid , Boucher and Stell ingwerf. 
ln the same way, we received a previous software which helped us in understanding better 
the different steps of the analysis 's procedure. 

1.5 Integration into MIDAS 

After having understood the methods as wPII as posssibl e, we were obhle to integrate t hem 
into MIDAS . 
The different steps of t his integrat ion were to t ake th e received software and only change 
the interface with t he data 's stru cture to be in conformation wi t h MIDAS . 
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The received software had been written by astronomers . We were therefore obliged to 
rewrite the programs, not only to incoperate the existing data structure , but also to salve 
some problems : 

• the software was 'nt well structured , 

• no coherent use of single and double precision was made , 

• and some approximations were not accurate. 



Chapter 2 

U ser 's requirements 

During the development of this pacakge , we were obliged to pay particular attention to 
the specific astronomers 's requirements . 
This chapter deals the imposed constraints . 

• Methods in the astronomy 's world ; this means that the implemented methods must 
be chosen among these already developed by astronomers. 
We have 'nt the possibility to impose specific mathematical methods . 

• Fiability criterion ; this means that the chosen methods must respect an astronomical 
fiabi lity criterion. 
For us, it is impossible to impose our fiability criterions which are more mathemat
ical. 

• MIDAS 's environment : the implemented package must be integrated into MIDAS 
(see 4.1), using the MIDAS' data structures and the MIDAS 's design , and respecting 
the MIDAS 's philosophy. 
Whith this, we have 'nt the possibility of using our data structures and are obliged 
to develop particular commands in adequation with the MIDAS 's philosophy. 

• Better justified methods : after the implementation of this project , we would be 
abble to develop other methods , with better mathematically justification. 

We will see in the next chapters , the contraints imposed by th ese requirements. 

4 



Chapter 3 

The algorithms 

This chapter deals with the different algorithms themselves . 
It must be noted that a certain number of methods exist, algorithms that can salve the 
problem of the determination periods . 
According to the dimension of the project , it is necessary to make a choice . 

The reasons of this choice are explained in section 3.1 And section 3.2 discusses and 
describes the chosen algori thms. 

3.1 Bases of the choice 

We have decided to implement the more performant methods . 

To justify our choice, we have based it on the recommendations made by Heck , Man
froid and Mersch in two very important articles1 , where they proceed at a comparative 
study of period determination methods , based on simulations . 
" Since their statistical properties are difficult to establish theoretically, we undertook a 
comparative study, of the performances of some of them by numerical simulations. We 
have decided to simulate typical astronomical observations and more particularly photo
metric measurements obtained during a typical observing run at a mission observatory 
located on a good site. These represent the data that astronomers use to collect for 
periodici ty search ." 

" A number of methods can be found in the litterature, but in this study we shall be 
distinguishing only two big families of algorithms : those based on the Fourier transform , 
on one band, and on the other hand the non-parametric techniques derived from t he 
criterion inspired by Lafler and Kinman ." 
The algorithms retained for the study were a Fouri er T echnique analy sed by Deeming 2 , 

1see [Manfroid-Heck-Mersch], see IHec k-M:1nfr,·,jd-Mer$ch] 

2see [Deeming] 

5 



Chapter 3 The algorithms 6 

and four non parametric algorithms : the autocorrelation of Burki3 , Lafler and Kinman4 , 

Renson 5 and Stellingwerr'. 
"Altough the two last techniques tend to perform slightly better in general , the tests 
applied to single periodic phenomena show that non of the methods are clearly superior 
to the others". But, "as far as the rapidity of carrying out the computations is concerned , 
most of the methods are roughly equivalent , except Stellingwerf 's which is slower, due to 
the particular way binning the data." 

We have decided to implement three meihods. 
These are that described by : 

1. Stellingwerf, 

2. Renson, 

3. Deeming. 

3.2 Description of the algorithms 

As this document is not a mathematical study, we will make a few general comments 
without entering again a complete description of the methods . 
The detailed presentation can be found in the quoted references . 
Before giving this description, the outlines of the availables methods are explained. 

3.2.1 Outlines of the available methods 

A time serie can be represented by a set of pairs (x; , t;) i = 1, . . . , N where xis the vector 
of the measured data and t the time when these measurements were taken Fig 3.1. 

3 see IBurki-Maeder-Rufener] 
4 see ILafl er-Kinman] 
5 see !Renson] 

Gsee !Stellingwerf] 
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f (t) = X 

Time t 

Fig 3.1 Vector of the time, vector of the measurements . 

On the vector of the time , the user wants to determine a period according to the com
putation of a particular fonction of t he period . 
T having as unity 1/ Time , can be considered as a period of the fonc t ion f if and onl y if, 
f applied to (t + T) is equal to f app:i ed to (t.). ,vherP t is : 

T period off ~ J(t + T) = f(t) (see Fig 3.2) . 

f(t) = X 

• 

• 

t (t+T) Time t 

Fig 3.2 Period determinations 
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As we use a discretization of the time, the definition of the period is quite different . 
T will be considered as the searched period if it is the minimal value containing in the 
interval of the periods tested that minimizes the distance between f ( t) and / ( t + T) . 

The average of the sample can be expressed as : 

I.:~1 Xi x =---
N 

and the variance is 
a2 = I.:~1(xi - x )2 

N - 1 

The successive steps of the analysis of time series are resumed as : 

• the definition of a set of trial frequencies li (wi t h li = 1/ T if T is a period) based on 
some user knowledge of the data or on the Nyquist criteria . 

• the definition of a criteria that will point out the actual candidates for the period . 
This can be the minimization of a st atistic 0 on the period range or the detection of 
peaks in a periodogram . 

• from these candidates, the more probable period has to be extracted . 

3.2.2 Stellingwerf 's method 

Description 

The development of this method is based on an article of R. F . Stellingwerf7 . 

This method is a period determination technique well suited to the case of nonsi
nusoïdal time variation covered by only a few irregularly spaced observations . 
This technique is simply an automated version of the classical method of distinguishing 
between possible periods , in wich the period producing the least observational scatter 
about the mean (derived) light curve is chosen. 

For any subset of the measurements, we can define the sampl e variance s2 , with analogy 
to a 2 . 

For any set of M distinct samples, hav ing respectively the variances s; j = 1, ... , M 
and nj j = 1, . . . , M data points , the overall variance is given by: 

\'M ( ) Z .:......,1·= 1 11j - ] SJ· 
S2 = 1\1 . 

Lj= l n1 - M 

7 see [Stellingwerf] 
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This technique is based on the Phase Dispersio n Minimization ( P DM) . 
Let T be a trial period , the phase vert.or <Pis expressed as : 

<Pi -= t, /T - i t;/T ] 

where [t;/T ] represents the greatest integer in t;/T . 
Just remark that the <Pi i = 1, ... , N lie in IO, 1]. 

9 

The method defines the set of samples as a structure of bins and covers in the phase 
interval. The unit interval is divided into Nb bins of length 1/ Nb, and Ne covers of Nb 
bins are taken , each cover offset in phase by 1/ (NbNe) from the previous one . 
Clearly , each data point will fall in exactly Ne bins . 
Let us consider the following example of coverage (5,2) (in Stellingwerf 's notation) of the 
phase interval corresponding to a given frequency 1/ T : 

bill 1 . bi r, 2. b;r, J . bi /) <+ . bin S . co-.e r 1 . 

1 1 1 ' 1 1 0 

·1 
1 l1 

-1-
0 1/>1 ~z P•c•• ()'J 

1 

1 

1 

bin 6. bin .'.f . bin 8 . bin 9 b,n 10 binô . C.o'ler 2. 

giving the following composition : 

• bin 2 : x3 

• bin 3: X4, X5 

• bin 4 : XG 

• bin 5: X7 

• bin 6 : Xt 

• bin 7 : X2 , X3 

• bin 8 : X4 

• bin 9 : xs, x r, 

• bin 10 : X7. 
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The variance of these samples is compu ted according to 8 2 . 

This variance gives a measure of the scatter around the mean light curve defined by the 
means of the Xi in each sample , considered as a fonction of the <f>. 

The statistic 01 considered here is the overall variance s2 of the bins and covers divided 
by the variance of the whole sample: 

The criterion is based on very simple assumptions : we wish to minimi ze t he variance 
of the data to the mean light curve . 
If the tested period T is not a good one, then 8 2 ~ u 2 and 01 ~ 1. 
But , T can be considered as a correct period if 01 reaches a local minimum , compared 
with neighboring periods , hopefolly with ·a near zero value . 

F-test 

The significance of the test performed on the found minima periods uses th e F-di8tribution. 
Here we assume that the total " populat ion" X of possi ble observations of an " object" is 
approximately normally distributed . 

To compute 01, we take the ratio of the variances of two subsets of X, that of the 
actual observations x, and that of the bins and covers . 
Therefore , 01 has a probability density distribu t ion given by a F-distribution with respec
tively I: ni - M and N - 1 degrees of freedom . 
Normally Fis defined as a number greater th an t he unity, so we are defining our F fonc tion 

as F = -l~. 
The probability P that a given value 01 is due to random fluctuation , also called 

the 8ignificance is twice the area of the F-distribution above 011 (two sided test) . This 
probability approaches the unity as 01 ~ l. 
Thus for significance P, we compute 

F(P / 2, Nif , Nd) = 1/ 01 

with Nif = N - I and N2f = L ni - M . 

P may then be obtained by reference to an F-table or by usin g an approx imation to 
P(F, Nif, N2f) given by M . Abramowitz and l. A . Segun8 , solu t ion t hat we have chosen . 

So the most probable periods have t.he small est rnluc in the F-test. Any how, to be 
affected with a correct signifi cance , the F-test. performe<l on tllC' period candidat.es should 
not exceed 0.1. 

8see [Abra.mowitz-Segun] 
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3.2.3 Renson 's method 

Description 

The Signal Variation Minimization method was introduced by P. Renson 9
. 

11 

This described method is " intended to find the period of variable phenomenon from a 

given number of observations ." 

As the previous one , this method is based on the principle of t he phase . 
So for a given period T , the phase of the i-th observation is given by : 

<Pi = t;/T - [t;/T ] 

where [t;/T] is the greatest integer in t;/T. 

This method is more elaborated than Lafler 's and Kin man 's10
. 

Lafler and Kinman introduce the following statistic : 

Indeed , if the tested period is good , the differences xi - x i - 1 becomes small in mean ; the 
points representing the measures corresponding to the <Pi gather around a mean curve. 
Nevertheless , it happens that the difference Xi - Xi - I is important just because they 
correspond to very different phases . 
A correction has to be in t roduced . 

Therefore , the following statistic is defined : 

where ( i - 1) 1s replaced by N if i = 1 and for this term 1 has to be added to the 

denominator . 

This formulais also subject to criticism . 
If different measurements Xi are corresponding to two proximal ph ases then even if they 
only differ by a quantity of order of the noise , the ratio (xi - Xi - 1)

2 / (<Pi - <Pi- d will 
con tri bute too much to t he sum as ( <Pi - <Pi - i) is too small. The tested frequency could 
then be abnormally rejected . 

To salve this problem, one can simply add to the denominator a term é equal to the 
discard in phase corresponding to the noise. 
If the error mean is e and the total vari ation of the fon ction is r , for a more or Jess 

sinusoidal curve of period 1, é can be est imated as : 

( 

é = - . 
'.lr 

9 see [R.enson ] 
11 'see [Lafl er-Ki nman] 
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Finally the statistic 02 proposed by Renson is a weighted sum of the squares of the 
successive differences , i .e. 

where 

• V= { 
1 if i= l (and(i-l) = N) 
0 else 

• e = e/ 2r where 

1. e is the precision in magnitude of the datas; 

2. r = max; x; - min; x; . 

The periods minimizing the value of the statistic are good candidates . 

No test 

No accurate test is actually performed for this method . 

3.2.4 Deeming 's method 

Description 

This is the Fourier Transorm based on the Discrete Fourier Transform investigated by 
T . J. Deeming11 . 

Contrarily to classical Fast Fourier Transforms, the technique introduced here does no t 
require measurements equally spaced in time. 

The philosophy regarding to application of Fourier analysis techniques to real data 
corresponds the fact that one may adopt a totally phenomenological point of view in wich 
one simply defines the Complex Fourier Transform F(v) of a fonction f(t) as : 

/

+oo 
F(v) = _

00 

f(t) eiZ1rVtdt. 

The question is then how to est imate F(1.1) , wich depend s on an integral of f(t) over 
{-oo, +oo) -from observations in a limi ted sect ion at di screte t imes tk. 

It is aise possible to consider a di screte version of t he Follrier t ransfo rm . ln th is case : 

N 

FN(v) = L J(t-k )ri~;rvfi. 

k= 1 

Il see [Deemin g] 
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In the case of determinate processes , the Discrete Fourier Transform is the convolution 
of the continuous Fourier transform F(v) with a fonction c5N(v) called the spectral window 
which is obtainable as a fonction only of the v and the times of the observations tk 

!
+oo , , , 

FN(v) = F(v) * c5N(v) ~ - oo F(v - v )c5N(v )dv 

with 
N 

c5N(v) = L ei21rvt k_ 

k= l 

The symbol bN(v) is used for this quantity because in the limit of a completely filled 
time interval , the corresponding c5(v) (spectral window corresponding to the continuous 
Fourier transform) tends to the Dirac delta-fonctions as T -+ oo . The limit of c5N(v) as 
N -+ oo is similar to the delta function in its locating property. 

ln practical computations , it is most convenient to use the fonction N - 1 FN(v) and the 
corresponding spectral window î'N(v) = N - 18N(v) because this yields a spectral window 

bN(O) = 1. 

Thus 
N - 1 FN(v) = ïN(v) * F(v) . 

An important point is that " the pathology of the data distribution" is ail contained 
in the spectral window, wich can be calculated from the data spaces alone , and dus not 
depend directly on the data themselves . 
Thus there should be subsidiary peaks . 
Furthermore by comparing the shape of any peak in the Discrete Fourier Transform with 
the shape of the spectral window, it is possible to judge whether a peak corresponds to a 
well defined delta function. 

Clean 

As the computed Discrete Fourier Transform is the convolution of the continuous Fourier 
transform and a spectral window , a non linear deconvolution according to the spectral 
window and using the CLEAN algorithm is performed . 
This algorithm is ex plain in the article of U. J. Schwarz 12

. 

The Clean method is shown to be equivalent to so lve a system of linear equat ions by 
an iterative method. "So far the methocl CLEAN has lwen cl esc rihed as a deconvolu t ion 
procedure . Here , we will show that, t,he met.hnd is Pspec ially wPII s11it.ed for t.he Fomier 
Transform data." 

12see !Schwarz] 
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The method is used in the case that one has an obseved map, th e "dirty" map d, which 
is the convolution of the brightness distribution to with an instrumental response , called 
the "dirty" beam b.13 . The dirty beam may have some unwanted secondary responses , as 
sidelobes, wing , etc . the aim of the method is to remove the effects of these secondary 
responses. 
This is clone in two steps . 

• First a deconvolution step , in which the dirty map is decomposed in a set of scaled 
8-functions, the components t, which, when convolved with the dirty beam would 
reproduce the original dirty map. 

• Secondly the components are convolved with an hypothetical clean beam , h, which 
is free from the unwanted responses. 
This finaly gives the clean map c0 , which is the convolution of the true brightness 
distribution with the clean beam , h . 

The CLEAN method is designed for the case that the brightness distribution contains 
only a few sources at well separated , small regions , i.e . the brightness distribution is 
essentielly empty. The method makes use of these characteristics in the following way : it 
searches for the maximum in the correlation between the dirty map and the dirty beam , 
which is in some applications identical to th e absolute largest value in the dirty map . We 
can make the plausible assumption that this response is mainly due to a real signal and 
only a minor part cornes from the filter response from other sources placed further away. 

Sorne fraction g times the absolute largest value is accepted as a first approximation of 
the set of the 8-functions. A dirty beam pattern scaled by this value and centered at the 
corresponding position is substracted from the dirty map thereby removing a great deal 
of the unwanted secondary response. The procedure is repeated on the remaining map 
and by successive iterations one builds up the set of 8-functions . 

ln radio astronomy, the method CLEAN is often used in connection with interferometer 
and synthesis observations , where the map are derived from the Fourier Transform of the 
observed data. 

Note : The measurements can be segrn ent ed in different sets. This segmentation is 
clone in such a way that a large time interval without observations will no t introduce bias. 

1 3 thi s nomencla ture comes from th e a.pplic~ t.i,)n of t.hP met.lwd in r:id i,, :i ;: tr,, n,:, my. 
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For example , if we have the Fig 3.3 , 

' 

/:n 

Fig 3.3 Time space . 

The difference between the time tk - l and tk is to big , and can introduce errors in the 

computation of the statistic . 

l:l"l éi r11t.t 

Fig 3.4 Division into segments . 

Therefore , the time space is divided int.o .orgments Fig 3.4. r1nd 

• 0(whole) = 0(segmentl) + 0(segment2) 

• Power spectrum( whole) = Power spert.r11m( seg ment. l) ..1... Power ~pert rum( <-egment 2) . 
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The specifications. 

As said before , the package has been developed fo t he ESO 's astronomers , in the particular 
environment of MIDAS described in section 4.1. 
ln a second time , we can explain the chosen design of the user 's interface (section 4.2). 

4.1 MIDAS 's environment 

Only a few informations are given in this part, more details can be found in appendix A. 

4.1.1 General introduction 

"MIDAS is the acronym for Munich Image Data Analysis System" 1
. 

The present MIDAS 's environment is shown in Fig . 4 .1. 

1see [IPG-u g] 

16 
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Application 
Program 

T -,-

MIDAS Subroutine Algorithm 
Interface Isolated 
Routines Image Processing 

MIDAS 
Data -

Structures 

j 

• 
MIDAS moni thor / other application programs 

Fig . 4 .1 The MIDAS 's environment . 

Hardware configuration 

The hardware configuration currently used is basically composed of two clustered Vaxes 
supermini computer supporting a given pool of te rminais inc:lu d ing image-processi ng wo rk

stations . 

A common MIDAS 's workstation is typirally cnmposed of thrPe different screens a nd 

of two keyboards . 

Software configuration 

M ID AS refers to the imagP processi ng "Y~f rm h1 1ilrl 011 t llfl ci f \·'.\/S C1p0rntin g .; y,t e m . 

Vax Fortran is used as the prograrnrning language . 
" Only some files accessing routines had to be written in ~1:\ C RO in order to make use o f 
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special RMS options not available in Fortran ." 2 

The MIDAS 's system itself can be run in bath interactive and batch modes. The 
interactive user can also create batch jobs running in parallel with the interactive user . 

But MIDAS is a command driven system, especially tailored to the needs of interactive 
user . Thus an extensive online H elp facility is provided for detailed descriptions of ail 
commands and data structure. 
A set of Tutorial commands guides the novice user through ail major aspects of MIDAS. 

4.1.2 The MIDAS 's monitor 

The interactive MIDAS 's monitor interprets ail command input , which may corne from 
the terminal or procedure file . 

The MIDAS 's commands fall into two categories : 

1. the system commands which contrai the monitor and are executed directly, 

2. the application commands which perform the different application fonctions. For 
t hese commands, the monitor "creates" a spown process in the context of which the 
relevant application program is run. 
So the monitor gives the program and the parameters to an executor, which "exe
cutes" the program. The contrai returns to the monitor as soon as the execution is 
ended. 
This imposes that each program : 

• begins with the PROLOG command which sets up the environment for the 
application program and must be called before any other reference to this one , 

• ends with the EPILOG command which disconnects the calling program and 
must be called as the last reference to it . 

Ali user 's interaction and terminal output is logged by the monitor in a file . This 
logfile may then be printed for an history of a MIDAS 's session and may also be used to 
reply to the entire session later on . 

4.1.3 Data structures 

Image 

Bulk data frames or images are the basic strurture of MIDAS. An image consists of the 
image data (the pixels) and descriptive ùiform.a.tion stored in dC'sc riptors (see here und er). 

The descriptors contain the inforrrrnt.i nn 11C'Cl'SS <lr_v t.o int.Nprcf t. hf' st.ruct11re of the 
image , the number of pixels in each ax is, thf' start valu es , the st0psiz<' and the unit in each 
axis , and an identification string. 

2 see !Banse-Crane- Ounnas-Ponz] 
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Descriptor 

Descriptors are named variables or arrays of type real, integer, character or double preci
sion. They may contain any auxiliary data values connected with an image and reside in 
the same file . 

Beside the standard descriptors , new descriptors may be added and used for other 
purposes at will. 

Keyword 

Keywords from a global parameter serve for the monitor as well as for the application 
programs and provide a channel between them . 
They are named variables or arrays of type real , integer , character or double precision . 

Application programs get their parameters via these keywords only, so no Fortran 
input-output is used. This standardizes the input-output (see section 4.1.4) . 

Table 

Tables represent tabular data, i.e. data arranged in rows and columns, but not necessarily 
of the same physical significance . For ex ample , they are used to store positions of objects , 
their magnitudes and other informat ions derived from images. 

Tabular data may be of type real , integer or character . 

4.1.4 Standard interface 

" MIDAS is based on the Standard Interface for appl ication programs , a set of subroutines 
agreed between ESO and Space Telescope Science Institute (STSci), with the help of the 
ST- ECF ." 3 

These program interfaces allow easy integration of application programs into MIDAS . 

This set of interfaces provides the following fonctions : 

• acces to keywords and descriptors , 
keys and descriptors may be read , writ ten , created and deleted; 

• access to bulk data frames and tabl es , 
working on a computer with a virtu al memory system , it is possibl e to access data 
wholly in a program array instead of reading it in por t ions from a fil e. This is 
done by mapping file directly into th e program vir t ual nw mory. So the fil e is not 
physically read from disk, only some point ers ,H P changed . A poin ter Lo th e st.art 
of the data area is re!,urned to t,h e callin g program and can he used as a norm al 
Fortran array reference in a subrou t, ine called from the main program ; 

3 see [IPG-ug] 
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• communication with the user . 

MIDAS 's application programs have a" clean" st ructure , separating parameter input
output and image data access from the actual algorithm . 
As a matter of fact , the program gets ail necessary inpu t via keywords and-or descriptors , 
maps the input-output frames and passes the relevant pointers to the subroutine wich 
implements the actual algorithm . 

4.1.5 Command structure 

MIDAS 1s a command driven system m which the user enters commands followed by 
parameters . 

A MIDAS 's command has the following structu re : 
COMMAND/ QUALIFIER Parl Par !! Par8; 
where Parl is the first parameter and so on . 

The important points of this tructure are that : 

• command and qual ifier are separated by a slash (/) , 

• the command/ qualifier and the parameters are separated by a space , 

• most commands have qualifiers , 

• in most cases, if the parameters are not specified , the system makes sensible defaults . 

4.1.6 Graphie software 

Ail the graphie software is offered by the MIDAS 's commands. To facilitate easy im
plementation of different graphie and display devices , MIDAS has now adopted a set of 
device independent interfaces for plotting and image display. 

All plotting routines in MIDAS are based on the Astronet Graphie Library developed 
and maintained by the italian Astronet. 

4.2 Design of the user 's interface 

4.2.1 Introduction 

This step aims at the defining the design of th e new MIDAS 's commands that are necessary 
to use the package. 
This will correspond more or Jess to the ,. fun ctionnal analysi. ,. dPsc ribed by F. Boda.rt 

and Y. Pigneur4 . 

4 l:'ee [Boda.rt-Pigneur] 
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The phase of the information structuration is replaced by the identification of the 
inputs and outputs of each method (section 4 .2.2). From the process structuration (section 
4.2.3) we can extract the process dynamic (section 4. 2.4). The process static can be shown 
in section 4.2.5 , and so the MIDAS 's commands can be designed (section 4.2.6) . 
It has to be noted that three commands must be added to respect MIDAS 's philosophy 
(section 4.2.7) . Ail the " rules" to use this package are ment ioned in section 4.2 .8 . 

4.2.2 Inputs-Outputs 

In this part, the inputs and the outputs of each method are described . 
So we can see the different parameters in common , and make known the data 's structure 
chosen in input and output . 

Phase Dispersion Minimization 

This method needs as input : 

• the vector of the time , 

• the vector of the data corresponding to the time, 

• the vector of the segments corresponding to the time and the data , if needed , 

• the minimal frequency, 

• the maximal frequency , 

• the number of discretizations in this in terval , or the frequ ency step , 

• the number of bins , 

• the number of covers . 

In output, this method gives the best period with the F-test corresponding . 

Signal Variation Minimization 

The signal variation minimizat ion method needs as inpu t parameters : 

• the vector of the time , 

• the vector of the data corresponding to t he t ime, 

• the ve.ctor of the segments correspo ndi ng to the t ime and t.he dat.a , if needed, 

• the minimal frequency , 

• the maximal frequen cy, 

• the number of discretizat ions in t his in terval, or the frequ ency step, 

• the noise to the signal ratio . 

Th e result of this method corresponds to th e best period found. 
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Discrete Fourier Transform. 

The input parameters for this method are : 

• the vector of the time, 

• the vector of the data corresponding to the t ime, 

• the vector of the segments corresponding to the time and the data, if needed, 

• the minimal frequency, 

• the maximal frequ ency, 

• the number of discretizations in this interval, or the frequency step, 

• the noise to the signal ratio. 

ln output, we have for this method the best period . 

Conclusions and data structures 

As we can see : 

• the input parameters are rather the same , except the method 's parameters them-
selves, (number of bins and number of covers or the error), 

• the output parameter is the same for each method. 

We have decided on the following data 's structure : 

• the measurements are stored in a table , with a particular column , for respectively, 
the vector of the time, the vector of the data and the one of the segments, 

• to give as output, a table with an ordered list of the period candid ates , the corre
sponding objective fonction , and the test performed if there is one , 

• to give an image with ail the frequencies and the objective fonction at each point of 
the discretizations , 

• to give, for the Discrete Fourier Transform met hod only, two other images , one with 
the spectral window and the other with the deconvolv<.'d function , at each point of 
the discretization . 
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4.2.3 The process structuration 

To structure our process, we wi ll use t he " Mode) of process st ru cturat ion" expl ained 
by F . Bodart and Y. Pigneur5 . 

The aim of this mode! is to give cri teri as t o spli t a proj ect into more and more ele
memtary treatments . So this st ructuration will gi ve the abil ity t o define a hierarchy 
of the operation that will have to be executed to realize t he project . 

This processes will be structured in four different groups of objects represent ing each 
a particular level of t he hierarchy, see Fig. 4.2. 

project 

application application 

phase phase phase phase phase 

function function functions func t ion function function 

Fig. 4.2 The process 's structuration . 

The project is defin ed as being t he abject of t he analysis . 
ln this case, the project wi ll be t he determination of period for unequally spaced 
dat a . 

The application is a quasi "self- living" proccss with respect to t he other appli
cat ions of t he project . 
In t his project, we will say t hat t here is onl y one applica t ion consist ing in th e 
determin ation of periods fo r un equ ally spaced data . 
The project and t he applicat ion are considered in ou r part icular case as t he 
same obj ect . 

By definition , a phase is a rn. 01111 0/ or au lom.alic procesB execuLed 111 location 
and hav ing an uninte rru pted t ime duraLion. 

~see [Bodart-Pigneur] 
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So, in this particular project , seven different main phases can be considered. 
These phases are : 

1. it is necessary first to make the observations, the measurements , 

2. the second phase consists in the formatting of the measurements , format
ting corresponding to the one required by the package , 

3. set the context of the time series analysis package , 

4. in the fourth phase , the analysis 's method must be chosen and the param
eters needed by this particular method have to be evaluated , 

5 . the fifth phase corresponds to the different computations required for the 
realization of the method , 

6. the sixth phase displays parameter 's value and some results of the execu
tion, 

7. and the seventh phase , the last one , consists of a particular visualization of 
all the results of the execution , visual ization adapted to the user 's need . 

Not es : 

* the phases considered in this system will be only the phases number 3, 4, 
5 , 6 , and describe a sub-system of the project , 

* the phases number 1, 2 and 7 are particular phases that must be realized 
by the user itself, 

* to realize the seventh phase, the user needs a particular graphie software 
which already existing (see 4.1.6) . 

Each fonction has to be associated with an elem entary objective. 

* The fonctions of the phase number 3 are : 

1. the giving of a default value to the keyword , 

2. the creation of the different commands , 

* the fonctions ôf the phase number 4 could be 

1. the reading of the chosen method , 

2. the validation of the chosen method , 

3. the preparation of the working area for this method , 

4. the reading of the value of each parameter required by this method , 

5. and the validation of these values, 

* the fonctions of the fifth phase of th e different computations could be : 

· if we use the Phase Dispersion Minimizat.i on method , t he following 
fonctions shoul be : 

1. the initialization of t he time to 0 , 

2. the computation of t he mean and t,he vari a nce of t.he observations. 

3 . the computation of t. he dPgree::- of fr e0dnrn fnr t.he F-t,est . 

4. the initialization of t he outpu t parameters , i.e. : th e im age with t he 
objective fon ction at. eac h point of th e di scret ization , and the table 
with the period candid ates , th e obj ective fonction and the F-test 
corresponding , 
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5. to compute the residual at each point of the discretization ; 
this mean for each frequency : to compute the modulo , the phase for 
the given frequency and to compute the theta, the statistic for this 
frequency, 

6. to check for minima, 

7. to compute the F-test for each minimum, 

· if we proceed according to the Signal Variation Minimization method , 
the fonction should be : 

1. the initialization of the time to 0 , 

2. the computation of the mean and the variance of the observations , 

3. the initialization of the output parameters, i.e. : the image with the 
objective fonction at each point of the discretization, and the table 
with the period candidate and the objective fonction corresponding, 

4. to compute the residual at each point of the discretization; 
this mean for each frequency : to compute the modulo , the phase for 
the given frequency and to compute the theta, the statistic for this 
frequency, 

5. to check for minima, 

· if we use the Discrete Fourier Transform method we get something 
quite different that consists in : 

1. the initialization of the time to 0 , 

2. the initialization of the vector of the datas , 

3. the initialization of the output paramaters , i .e. : the image with the 
objective fonction at each point of the discretization , the image with 
the spectral window at each point of the discretization , the decon
volved image at each point of the discretization , and the table with 
the period candidates, the corresponding Discrete Fourier Transform 
and the deconvolved and normalized fonction , 

4. to compute the Discrete Fourier Transform at each point of the dis
cretization, 
this mean for each frequency, to compute the Discrete Fourier Trans
form for this frequency , and the corresponding spectral window , 

5. to normalize the spectral window for the clean process , 

6. to compute th e clean process at each poin t of t he di sèretization , 

7. and finnaly to check for maxima , 

* and lastly the fonction s of th e phase numb er 6 ro 11l d be 

1. to display on th e scrE•Pn th e valu e of th e <liffNC' nt paramet ers of the 
execution , 

2. to display on th e screen Lh e Jifferent. period candida tes wi th the objec
tive fonction and the test corresponding if th ere is one . 
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4.2.4 Process dynamic. 

The aim of this process dynamic is to show the conditions of triggering, of the execu
tion and of the stopping of the processes in view to indicate the manner the system 

will react . 
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The process dynamic diagram 1s show in Fig 4.3. 

Fig 4.3. The process 's dynamic. 

gi ve a value 
mcthod paramcters 

display 

2ï 
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4.2.5 Process static 

In this mode! each process will be seen as a black box of which we know only the 
specification and the parameters. 

So each process will be better defined in term of : 

the objective to be realized , the specification; 

the information in inpu t and output. 

This will be clone for each phase first and each fonction later. 

Phase 3: 
- Name 
- Objective 

- Input 

- Output 

Phase 4 : 
- Name 
- Objective 

- Input 

- Output 

Phase 5: 
- Name 

- Objective 

- Input 

- Output 

set context 
set the Time Series Analysis context 

user request 

defaul t value to the keywords, 

installat ion of t he different comma ds 

set value 
set the value to the method 's name and the method 's 
parameters 

user 's request 

method 's name 
method 's parameters 

computations 

compute the det,ermin ate period according to the chosen 
method and parameters 

method 's name 
method 's parameters 

table 
image (s) 
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Phase 6: 
- Name 
- Objective 

- Input 

- Output 

visualization 
to show the value of the parameters and the different pe
riod candidates 
parameters 

table 
screens 

Phase 3, fonction 1 : 

- Name 
- Objective 

- Input 

- Output 

default values 
set the default value to the keyword 

keyword 

keyword 

Phase 3, fonction 2 : 

- Name 

- Objective 

- Input 

- Output 

procedures 

set the procedures 

user 's request 

Phase 4, fonction 1 : 

- Name 
- Objective 

- Input 
- Output 

initialize method 
reading the name of the method 

screen 
variable with the name of t he method 

Phase 4, fonction 2 : 

- Name 
- Objective 

- Input 
- Output 

validation method 
to validate the name of th e method read in ph ase 3 , f unc
tion 1 
variable with the name of t he method 
if the method 's name is correc t th en t here is no output, 
otherwise , th e output is an error 's rndP 

29 
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Phase 4 , fonction 3 : 

- Name initalize working area 

- Objective to initialize the working area 

- Input method 's name 
- Output working area 

Phase 4, fonction 4 : 
- Name initialize method 's parameters 

- Objective to read the value of each parameter required by the 

- Input 

- Output 

method 
screen 
method 's name 
parameters with the value 

Phase 4, fonction 5 : 

- Name 

- Objective 

- Input 

- Output 

validation parameters 
to validate the value of the method 's parameters 

parameters 
if the method 's parameter is correct then there 1s no 
output , otherwise , the output is an error 's code 

For the Phase Dispersion Minimizat ion : 

Phase 5, fonction 1 : 

- Name 
- Objective 
- Input 
- Output 

time zero 
set the time to zero 
vector of the time 
vector of the time 

Phase 5, fonction 2 : 

- Name mean-vanance 
- Objective to compute the mean and th e vanance of th e measure-

- Input 
- Output 

ments 
vector of th e meas11rcments 
mean of the measurement s 
variance of the measurements 

30 
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Phase 5, fonction 3 : 

- Name degrees of freedom 

- Objective to compute the degrees of freedom for the F-test 

- Input number of measurements 
number of segments 

number of bins 
number of covers 

- Output degrees of freedom for the F -test 

Phase 5, fonction 4 : 

- Name initialization output 

- Objective to initalize the output parameters 

- Input number of discretization 

- Output 

frequency step 

minimal frequency 
an image with the objective fonction at each point of the 

discretization 
a table with the period candidates 

Phase 5, fonction 5 : 

- Name computat ions 
- Objective to compute the residu at each point of the discretization 

- Input vector of the time 

- Output 

vector of the measurements 
number of discretization 
frequency step 

minimal frequency 

vector of the residus 

Phase 5, fonction 6 : 

- Name 
- Objective 
- Input 

- Output 

mm1ma 
to check for minima 
vector of the re idus produced at phase 5, function 5 

table with the period cand icl a t.es initiali zc at phase 5, 

function 4 

31 
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Phase 5, fonction 7 : 

- Name 
- Objective 

- Input 

- Output 

F-test 
to compute the F-test for each minima 

table with the period candidates produced at phase 5, 

fonction 6 
table with the period candidates and the F-test core-

sponding 

For the Signal Variation Minimization : 

Phase 5, fonc t ion 1 : 

- Name 
- Objective 
- Input 
- Output 

t ime zero 
set the time to zero 
vector of the time 
vector of the time 

Phase 5, fonction 2 : 

- Name mean-vanance 

- Objective to compute the mean and the variance 

- Input vector of the measurements 

- Output mean of the measurements 
variance of the measurements 

Phase 5, fonction 3 : · 

- Name 

- Objective 

- Input 

- Output 

initializat ion output 

to initalize the output parameters 

number of discretization 
frequency step 

minimal frequen cy 
an image with the objective fon ction at each point of the 

discretization 
a t able with the period candidates 

32 
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Phase 5, fonction 4 : 

- Name 

- Objective 

- Input 

- Output 

computations 
to compute the residu at each point of the discretization 

vector of the time 
vector of the measurements 
number of discretization 
frequency step 

minimal frequency 

vector of the residus 

Phase 5, fonction 5 : 

- Name 
- Objective 
- Input 

- Output 

mm1ma 
to check for minima 
vector of the residus produced at phase 5, fonction 5 

table with the period candidates initialize at phase 4, 

fonction 3 

For the Discrete Fourier Transform : 

Phase 5, fonction 1 : 

- Name 
- Objective 
- Input 
- Output 

time zero 
set t he time to zero 
vector of the time 
vector of the time 

Phase 5, fonction 2 : 

- Name 
- Objective 
- Input 
- Output 

initialize datas 
to initialize t he data 's vector 
vector of the data 
vector of t he data 

33 
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Phase 5, fonction 3 : 

- Name 

- Objective 

- Input 

- Output 

ini t ialize outputs 

to initialize the output parameters 

number of discretizations 
frequency step 

minimal frequency 

image with the Discrete Fourier Transform at each point 
of the discretization 
image with the spectral window at each point of the dis
cretization 
image with the deconvolved spectrum at each point of the 
discretization 
table with the period candidates 

Phase 5, fonction 4 : 

- Name 

- Objective 

- Input 

- Output 

computations 

to compute the Discrete Fourier Transform and the spec
tal window at each point of the discretization 

vector of the time 
vector of the measurements 
number of discret izations 
frequency step 

minimal frequency 

vector of the Discrete Fourier Transform 
vector of the spectral window 

Phase 5, fonction 5 : 

- Name 
- Objective 

- Input 

- Output 

normalization 
to normalize the spectral window 

vector of the spect ral window produced at phase 5, fonc
tion 4 
vector of the spectral window normalized 

34 
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Phase 5, fonction 6 : 

- Name 
- Objective 

- Input 

- Output 

clean 
to compute the clean process 
vector with the normalized spectral window produced at 

phase 5, fonction 5 

number of discretization 
frequency step 

minimal frequency 

image with the deconvolved spectrum 

Phase 5, fonction 7 : 

- Name 
- Objective 
- Input 

- Output 

maxima 
to check for the maxima 
vector with the deconvolved and normalized spectral win-

dow produced at the phase 5, fonction 5 

table with the period candidates initialize at phase 5, 

fonction 3 

Phase 6, fonction 1 : 
- Name display parameters 
- Objective to display the valut> of the different parameters on the 

- Input 

- Output 

screen 
method 's name 
method 's parameters 

screen 

Phase 6, fonction 2 : 
- Name display results 

- Objective 

- Input 

- Output 

to display on the screen the different period candidates 

table with the period candidates 

screen 

35 
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4.2.6 MIDAS 's commands 

Now that the problem is well defined , we may attach ourselves to the design of the new 
MIDAS 's commands introduced by thP development of ail the parts of the sub-system . 

A remark must be clone; the MIDAS 's commands proposed and agreed by the ESO 's 
staff are not exactly corresponding to the different phases and fonctions identified in the 
process structuration. 
This means that different phases and fonctions are taking place in the same MIDAS 's 
command. 

The different commands containing the process are : 

• SET/CONTEXT, 

• SET/ISA , 

• ISA/TABLE. 

The command SET /CONTEXT corresponds to the phase 3, and the two other com
mands contain the phases number 4, 5, 6. 

The structure of these commands is in adequation with al! the MIDAS 's package. 

Each command being seen as a bla.ck box, we will give only a specification containing : 

• the objective, the aim, 

• the syntax , 

• the input parameter(s) with the significance , 

• the output parameter(s) with the significance. 

Their implementation will be described in chapter 4. 

SET /CONTEXT 

- Objective 

- Syntax 

- Input 
- Output 

set the time series analysis context 

SET /CONTEXT TSA 

name of t he context "TSA" 
the name of the keyword 
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SET/TSA 

- Objective it sets up the differen t qualifi ers for the next execution of 
the actual analysis 

37 

- Syntax SET/TSA [METHOD= method name] [PRINT= nr _prints] [WIDTH=width] [OUT

PUT= output] 

- Input m ethod_name is the name of the method and is one of t he 
following : 

- Output 

l. PDMfor the Phase Dispersion Minimization method , 
that is to say th e default value 

2. SVMfor the Signal Variation Minimization method 

3. DFT for t he Discrete Fourier Transform met hod 

nr _print; the most probable nr _print periods are displayed 
at the end of the treatment , this is an integer value de

faulted to 0 
width; width is half the minimal distance or the number 
of trial frequencies between two successive extrema, its 
default value is 1 
output is a prefix for th e name of the defaul t output ; if no 
outpu t is given in the TSA/TABLE command (see below) , 
the results will be stored in images and table name built 
with this prefix followed by the method 's name. Default 
value of the prefix is T SA. 

no output 

TSA/TABLE 

- Objective production of the actual analysis of th e time series 

- Syntax TSA/TABLE [method_par] INTAB [time [data [,segment]l] 
[OUTPUT] 

- Input m ethod_par 

the method parameters a re fmin,fm.ax, ndis/ , nb-in , 11 r. ov/ if 
the method is PDM and fm.in,fma.x.ndis/ ,rr ror/ oLlw rwi se. 

The minimal frequ ency fm in and and th e maxim al fmaT 
fix the invest igated frequ ency in te rval and ndis is t he num
ber of tri al frequencies in t his in t,N val if it is a posit ive 
value and represents t he frequency sLep if it. is a negat ive 
one. If they are omitted or set t.o a negat. ive valu e (except 
ndis), they are computed to satisfy th e Ny quist cri teri a . 
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The number of bins and covers of the phase unit interval, 
for the PDM method are exprimed by nbin and ncov, if 
omitted or nul they are set to (5 , 2) . 

The error is the noise to signal ratio with O ::; error ::; 1. 

The default value is 0.1. 
INTAB is t he name of the input table containing the time 

senes 
time is the reference to the column of INTAB containing 
the tirne vector . The default value is :TIME 
datais the reference to the data column in INTAB , it is 
defaulted to :DATA 
segment is the reference to the segment column in INTA B . 
If not given , the existence of only one segment is assumed. 

This column contains the value of the segment corre
sponding to the time and the data. When the value 
change, the time and the data are consedering in an other 

segment 

- Output for each method , an image named OUTPUT.BDF con
tains the value of the object,ive fonction ( the statistic or 
periodogram) value at each point of the discretization and 
a table named OUTPUT.TBL is an ordered list of the pe
riod candidates. The first column of this table is :FREQ 
and contains the frequenci es where the extrema occurred, 
the second one named :FUNC is the value of the objec
tive fonction. The third one is either the F-test (:FTEST) 
for PDM either the amplitude of the peak ( :AMPLI) for 
DFT, and is used to appreciat.e the validity of results . 

Moreover , for DFT , two other images are produced : the 
first named OUTPUT'SW'. BDF is the spectral window 
at each point of the discretization and the second OUT
PUT'DC '. BDF is the deconvolved spectrum 

4.2.7 Others commands 
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To be in agreement with the MIDAS 's philosophy , it is necessary to introduced t,hree 
other commands. These commands are not ex ist ing in the process described . 

These commands are : 

• SHOW/ISA, 

• HELP/TSA , 

• TUTORIAL/TSA. 
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As we have clone for the precious commands, we will speci fied these commands by 

g1vmg: 

• the objective , the aim, 

• the syntax , 

• the input parameter(s) with the significance , 

• the output parameter (s) with the significance . 

SHOW/TSA 

- Objective 

- Syntax 

- Input 

- Output 

HELP/TSA 

- Objective 

- Syntax 
- Input 

- Output 

this causes the display of the actual value of the different 

qualifiers of the TSA package 

SHOW/ISA 
no input 

method_name name of the method act ually performed 

print number of periods display at the end of the treat

ment 
width half the number of trial frequencies between two 

successive extrema 
output prefix of the default name of the outputs 

this causes the display of ail informations concerning the 
commands of the TSA package 

HELP/TSA 
no input 
ail the informations concerning each command 

TUTORIAL/TSA 

- Objective 

- Syntax 
- Input 

- Output 

try to help in the use of the TSA package 

TUTORIAL/TSA 
no input 

execution of the different. rnmmr1nds of t.lw TSA package 
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4 .2.8 Documentation 

With the definition of the design of the user 's interface , a preliminary document destined 

to the users can be written . 
This document corresponds to the specification of t e time series analysis package which 

must be respected during the implementation . 
The document is presented in appendix 2. 
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The implementation 

Trying to respect the specification of the package gives in (chapter 4), we can look now at 
his implementation and integration into MIDAS. 

The programs are made in F ORT RA N-77. To develop t hese programs , we have used 
a suit of software t ools for Fort ran programmers , sect ion 5.1. 
In section 5.2, the Fortran program in relation wich each new MIDAS 's command is 
designed . 

5.1 Toolpack 

After a general introduction , describing the public release of Toolpack , the different tools 
used for developping these programs are defined and explained briefly. 

5.1.1 G eneral introduction 

Toolpack is bath the name of a project and a suite of software tools for Fortan program
mers . 

The original aims of the Toolpack project were : 

• to provide a suite of tools to aid the Fortran-77 programmer , 

• to investigate the development and the use of extensible programming support en-
vironmenis built around integraied tool su ites. 

In our particular case, only the first aim will inierest us. In this context , a software tool is 
an utility program that may be used to assist ihe vari ous phases of constructing, analysing , 
testing, adapting or maintaining a body of Fortran software . 
Alternative terms used to refer to surh programs a rC' programming aids and mechanical 
aids. 

The tool reads the software as inpu t data, process s it. and produces output that may 
have one bath of the following forms : 

41 
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• a report that gives an analysis of the input program. 
A tool that produces this form of report without requiring the user 's program to 

be executed is called static analys er, 

• a modified version of the input program. 
ln this case, the processing tool is a transformer. 

ln some cases, the input may not be a program as such , but could be an associated 
or derived body of informations. Tools that assist directly in the preparation of the 

documentation are usually called documentation general aids . 

Here, we can find the integrated tool suite . The sequence of actions used in our case 

is shown Fig 5.1 : 
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monolithic 

semantic 

analyser 

Fortran program 

Token stream 

1 
Parse tree 
Symbol table 

1 
Semantic analysis 

Token stream 

Declaration part 
standardized 
Token stream 

• 

Fortran program 

Fig . 5.1 The sequence of actions. 

scanner 

parser 

static analyser 

declaration 
standardizer 

polisher 
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option 
file 
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Other tools have been used as those that allow th user in viewing the intermediate 
abjects created by tools , an execution analys er and a version controller. 

Not es: only definitions about these different tools are found below, more details and 
exarnples can be found in appendix 3. 

5.1.2 Monolithic semantic analyser 

This tool which is a static semantic analys er will perform lexical , sy ntaxic and semantic 
analyses on a source code file . 
This equates to : 

• the lexer or scanner , 

• the parser , 

• the static analyser . 

The scanner 

This tool is Fortran-77 lexical analyser that : 

• con verts Fortran-77 source text to a token stream, 

• detects and reports lexical errors. 

The scanner has been rnechanically generated from a specification of the Fortran-77 
language . 

The lexical analyser reads Fortran-77 source text frorn the source file . 
The resulting token strearn is placed in th e tokenfile and the comments in the comment 
file . Any errors discovered are reported to the error fil e and an attempt is made to continue 
scanning by deleting or adding token s. 

During operation , the scanner produces a list fil e which contains the input source text 
preceded by the token number of the firs t token for each statement. 
As the token number when the error occured is also reported , this can be related back to 
the source code using the scanner list file to correct t e errors . 

The parser 

This is a tool which parses a Fortran- 77 program t produce a parse tree and sy mbol 
table. 
It takes as input a token stream produced by the scann er , and gives as resu lts a parse 
tree, a symbol table and a comment index. 

Ali error and warning messages produced hy tlw tool are wri tten both to t he standard 
error channel , the symbol table fil e. 
Wh en a tool which uses the sy mbol t.ab le is exec uted , t hese warning and error messages 
are displayed again. 
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The static analyser 

This tool is equivalent to a static semantic analyser . 

This major tool provides a semantic analysis capability to check conformance to the 
Fortran-77 standard. 
lt analyses the parse tree and symbol table of a program, checking for conformance and 
storing information about the program in a modified parse tree and symbol table with an 
extended attribute area. 

5.1.3 The standardizer 

This is a set of tools that allows to standardize the declaration and the presentation of 
the program. 
For this, we have : 

• the declaration standardizer , 

• the polisher . 

The declaration standardiser 

This tool standardizes , rebuilds the declarative parts of Fortran-77 program unit , according 
to a set of templates . 
This results in the implicit declarat ion of ail implici ty typed items, the removal of ail 
implicit statements and separate declarations for diffe rent types of item ; i.e. local scalar 
variables and local array variables. 
Array declarators will be output in the type statement , not in DIMENSION statements . 

lt takes as input the token stream produced by t he scanner , the parse tree and the 
symbol table produced by the parser , and gives as result a new token stream that can be 
converted to Fortran source code . 

Any error or warning messages produced by the parser will be displayed on the standard 
error channel by the declaration standardizer. 

This standardizer will insert ail necessary declarative sections, if t here are none corre
sponding in the source code. The order in wich the declarative sections occur is preserved 
by the standardizer . 

The polisher 

This tool is a programmable Fort ran-7 ï ,. prpt.t,y printi ng". ,. polis lwr·· or unsca nner . 
This is a formatter for programs wri tt.en in Fort.ra.n. 

It takes a token st ream as inpu t and produ ces a text fil e containing t he format,ted 
program as output. lt is cont rolled by opt ion settin gs from an option fil e, together with 
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any command line options . 
The Fortran program must be " lexically correct" in t he sense that it must be analysed by 
the scanner without producing errors. 

As the polisher make no use of the original source fil e, it may be used as an. "unscan" 
program wich turns the token stream into text . 

When the polisher detects an error , when possible , it corrects this error and continues 
processing the user 's program . In this case the error message will be inserted into the 
output file as comment . 

Because of the large number of possible options for this tool, an option file editor is 
provided and is recommended for option fil e creation and maintenance . 

5.1.4 Viewers 

It exists a serie of tools that allow the user to view the intermediate objects created by 
tools and may also be used to detect some minor coding problems and to dispose of a 
callgraph. 

Attribute viewer 

This tool produces a listing of the information contained in t he attribute table created by 
the semantic analyser. 

View symbol table 

This tool produces a brief report of th e contents of the symbol table for a fil e . 

This produces a formatted listing of th e sy mbol table output from the parser of a 
Fortran-77 pro gram . The symbols for each pro gram uni t are li sted separately, and a 
section is output for each symbol type ; i .e. label, common block , name , program unit 
identifier , variable , procedure , statement fun ction and entry point , which exists in the 
program unit . Any attributes produced by the parser are listed for each sy mbol. 

View parse tree 

This tool interactively displays on th e terminal screen section of a parse t ree produced by 
the parser . The user can move about th e tree, and request parts of the t.ree t,o be written 
to a file . 

View warnings 

This tool provides a capability of d ispl ay in g warn ings. 
It produces a formatted listing warnings produced from the sy mbol table obtained by t he 
execut ion of the parser. 

- -- - -- - ----
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The warning summary contains information about some common features of a program 
unit that often signal that something bas been overlooked. 

Callgraph 

This permits the user to show the routine dependencies of those routines and entry points 
detailed within the specified symbols table files . 

5.1.5 Execution analyser 

This is a Fortran-77 instrumentor for the dynamic analysis of software . 
This tool allows execution and contrai flow statics to be gathered . 

The execution analyser takes as input a Fortran program in token stream form and pro
duces an instrumented Fortran source, a statement summary file for input, an annotated 
token sream and a summary report . 

It is not necessary for the input to contain a complete Fortran program. If only a 
few routines are to be analysed, they may be inpu t to the execution analyser and the 
instrumented output combined with the rest of the program . 
The instrumented program produces as output a listing file , an optional history file , op
tional tracing informatiom and optional single run data file. These results are in addition 
to any output produced y the program. 

5.1.6 Version controller 

This tool is a version controler , maintaining a number of separate versions of a file in an 
archive file. 

It can be used to maintain information about changes made to any formatted sequential 
file . The information about changes is kept in a version contrai file specific to the text 
file being monitored . This tool compares the current copy of the text file with the more 
recent version in the verion contrai file and stores the differencies . 

Earlier versions of a fil e can be recovered from this version contrai file either by version 
number or date/time. When date / file option is used , the current version at the specified 
date and time is recovered. 
lt is also possible to recover inform ation about th e contents of t he version contrai file or 
about any particular entry. 
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5.2 Fortran Programs and MIDAS 's procedures 

5.2.1 Introduction 
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This part of the analysis aims to give a clear and complet description of each command 's 
implementation of the sub-system defined in chapter 3. 

ln this part , each command being seen as a white box; we will give : 

• a short remembering , containing a brief description detailed in chapter 4.; 

• the program design ; 

• the variables used in this program , with their signification ; 

• the pseudo code; 

• the program code. 

Emphasis will be clone on the command TSA / TA BLE, that is the one concerning the 
computations. 

To explain the program design , we will use the method of A. Van Lamswerde 1 . The 
program will be considered as a hierarchy divided into levels . 

5.2.2 SET /CONTEXT 

Remembering 

This command sets the time series analysis context; with the name of the context as 
input and gives as output the name of the contex 's keyword. The syntax chosen is 
SET /CONTEXT TSA. 

The program design 

We have three levels in the hierarchy of this progra 

The level 1 corresponds to the command. 

ln the level 2, we have : 

• the writting of the commands , 

• the creation of the commands, 

• the display of the informations. 

1see !Van La.msweerd e] 
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The level 3 , co rresponding to t ht> creat ion of the command 1s decomposed in the 

creation of : 

• SET/ TSA , 

• TSA/ TABLE , 

• SHOW / TSA, 

• TUTORIAL/ TSA. 

This hierarchy can be visualized in Fig . 5.2. 

level 1 . 

level 2 . □ □ 
level 3 . □□□□ 

Fig . 5.2 Hierarchy of SET / CONTEXT . 

Variables used 

T S AK EY name of the keyword of the TSA co ntext. 

array of 20 characte rs where : 

1.. .5 method name 
6 .. . 8 number of print.ed peri ods 

9 .. . 11 ha lf the numher of trial feq11p 11 r ic~ hc• t \\'Pr n t w c, 

successive extrt>ma 
12 ... 14 prcfix fo r t hr nanw of t. hr· rh•fa 11lt n11t r11t 

15 .. . 20 nothing yet . 
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Pseudo code 

WRITE KEY TSAKEY[1 .. 20] = "PDM 0000001TSA " 

CREATE COMMAND TSA/TABLE TSATAB.PRG 

CREATE COMMAND SET/TSA SETTSA .PRG 

CREATE COMMAND SHOW/TSA SHOWTSA.PRG 

CREATE COMMAND TUTORIAL/TSA TUTTSA . PRG 

Program code 

See appendix 4. 

5.2.3 SET /TSA 

Remembering 
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This command sets up t he different qualifiers for the next execution of the actual analysis. 
The input parameters are : 

• method_name, 

• nr _print periods , 

• half the minimal distance between two successive extrema, 

• prefix for the name of the default output. 

There is no output parameter. 

Program design 

ln this hierarchy 's program, we have three levels : 

The level 1 corresponds to the command . 

The level 2 corresponds : 

• to the cross reference , 

• to define the parameters , 

• to write the parameters , 
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The level 3, corresponding to the definit ion of the parameters is divid ed in the definition 
of : 

• the parameter with the method name, 

• the parameter with the number of printed periods, 

• the parameter with half the minimal distance between two successive extrema, 

• the parameter with the prefix of the default output , 

The level 3, corresponding to the writting of the parameters is divided in the writting 
of : 

• the method name, 

• the number of printed periods , 

• half the minimal distance between two successive extrema, 

• the prefix of the default output. 

The hierarchy of this command is visualized in Fig . 5.3. 
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level 1. 

level 2□ 

level 3□□□□ □□□□ 
Fig. 5.3 Hierarchy of SET / TSA . 

Variables used 

MET HO D name of the method 
array of 5 characters 

P RI NT number of printed periods 

integer scalar 

W I DT H half the mi nimal distance between two successive ex

trema 

OUTPUT 

Pl 

P2 

P3 

P4 

integer scalar 

prefix of the output name 

array of 3 characters 

parameter with the method name 

array of 5 characters 

parameter with the numher of pri nted period 

integer scalar 

parameter with half the minimal d ist ance betwc•f'n two 

successive extrema 
integer scalar 

parameter with the pre fix of t he out put name 

array of 3 characters 
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Pseudo code 

CROSREF METHOD PRINT WIDTH OUTPUT 

DEFINE PARAMETER Pl= 'TSAKEY[l .. 5] '? 

DEFINE PARAMETER P2 = 'TSAKEY[6 .. 8] '? 

DEFINE PARAMETER P3 = 'TSAKEY[9 .. 11] '? 

DEFINE PARAMETER P4 = 'TSAKEY[12 .. 14] '? 

WRITE KEY 'TSAKEY[l . . 5]' = Pl 

WRITE KEY 'TSAKEY[6 .. 8]' P2 

WRITE KEY 'TSAKEY[9 . . 11]' = P3 

WRITE KEY 'TSAKEY[12 .. 14]' = P4 

Program code 

See appendix 4. 

5.2.4 TSA/TABLE 

Remembering 

This command performs the actual analysis of the time series . 
With input parameters : 

• method ' s parameters, 

• name of the table , 

• time column, 

• data column, 

• segment column, 

• name of the outputs; 

and with output parameters : 

• table , 

• image(s). 
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Program design 

ln the hierarchy of this command , we have 7 levels . 

We have first the level corresponding ta the command . 

In the second level, we have : 

• define parameters , 

• write keywords , 
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• execute the computations, this corresponds to the program TSAALL.FOR detailed 
after, 

• delete the scratch table . 

The level 3, corresponding to the writing of the keyword , is divided in 

• the initialization of the keyword , 

• the writting the keyword. 

The level 3, corresponding ta TSAALL.FOR , is divided in 

• the connection with the environment , 

• the reading and validation of the method name , 

• the reading of the output name , 

• the initialization of the input table , 

• the initialization of the time 's column , 

• the initialization of t he data 's column , 

• the initialization of t he segment 's column , 

• the preparation of the working area , and the solvin g of the method. this corresponds 
to the subroutine SOLVE, 

• the disconnection from the MIDAS 's environment . 

The level 4, correspond ing to S OLVE, is divided 111 : 

• initialize the scratch table , 

• copy the input table in the scratch table , column by column , 
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• make necessary iniiializations, take the parameters from the corresponding keywords 
and compute necessary values , this corresponds to the subroutine INIPT, 

• display informations about the chosen method , this corresponds to t he subroutines 
DISPDM, DISSVM, DISDFT, 

• compute the chosen method , this corresponds to the subroutines PDM, RENSON, 
DMING, 

• display the periods computed by the chosen method this corresponds to the subrou
tine DREPDM, DRESVM, DREDFT, 

The level 5, corresponding to INIPT, is divided in : 

• initialize the vector of the time to 0 , this corresponds to the subroutine IN IT IM, 

• get the parameters from the corresponding keyword . 

The level 5, correponding to DISPDM, is divided in display : 

• the name of the method , 

• the name of the input table , 

• the name of the output image, 

• the name of the output table , 

• the minimal frequency, 

• the maximal frequency, 

• the number of sample , 

• the frequency step , 

• the number of bins, 

• the number of covers , 

• half the minimal frequency between t.wo successive ext.rPma. 
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The level 5, correponding to DJSSVM, is divided in display 

• the name of the method , 

• the name of the input table , 

• the name of the output image , 

• the name of the output table , 

• the minimal frequency , 

• the maximal frequency, 

• the number of sample, 

• the frequency step, 

• the error , 

• half the minimal frequency between two successive extrema. 

The level 5, correponding to DISDFT, is divided in display 

• the name of the method , 

• the name of the input table , 

• the name of the output images, 

• the name of the output table , 

• the minimal frequency , 

• the maximal frequency, 

• the number of sample , 

• the frequency step , 

• the error, 

• half the minimal frequency betwPen t.wo successive extrema. 

The level 5, corresponding to PDM is divided in : 

• compute the mean and the variance' , this cor cspnnds t.o thc subout ine VARMV, 

• compute the degrees of freedom for t he F-test , t.his corresponds to th e subroutine 

SETDEG, 
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• initialize the output image with the thetafs , 

• compute the residuals at each point of the discretization , this corresponds to the 
subroutine RESIDU, 

• initialize the table with the frequency, the residu and the F-test corresponding , 

• check for minima this corresponds to the subroutineFJNEXT, 

• compute the F-test for each minimum , this corresponds to the subroutine MINFTE. 

The level 5 corresponding to RENSON is divided in : 

• compute the mean and the variance, this corresponds to the suboutine VARMV, 

• compute the discard in phase , this corresponds to the subroutine DJSCAR, 

• initialize the output image with the thetafs , 

• compute the residuals at each point of the discretization, this corresponds to the 
subroutine RESREN, 

• initialize the table with the frequency , the residu corresponding , 

• check for minima, this correponds to the subroutine FINEXT, 

• sort the output table. 

The level 5, corresponding to DMING, is divided in : 

• substract of each values the mean, this corresponds to the subroutine JNJTX, 

• initialize the output image with the Discrete Fourier Transform, 

• initialize the output image with the spectral window , 

• compute the Discrete Fourier Transform and the spectral window at each point of 
the discretizat ion, this corresponds to the subroutine FTFREQ , 

• initialize the output table with the maxima, 

• normalize the spectral window this corresponds to th e s11hro11tine N OH8PW, 

• initialize the output image with the clean , 

• compute the clean this corresponds to t.hc subrnut.in e CLEA A. 

• check for maxima this corresponds to th e subroutine FINEXT, 

• sort the table on the cl ean, 
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• normalize the column with the clean . 

The level 5, corresponding to DREPDM, is divided in the displaying of : 

• a tittle, 

• the signification of the results , 

• the frequencies , 

• the thetas , 

• the F-tests . 

The level 5, corresponding to DRESVM, is divided in the displaying of : 

• a tittle , 

• the signification of the results , 

• the frequencies , 

• the thetas. 

The level 5, corresponding to DREDFT, is divided in the displaying of : 

• a tittle , 

• the signification of the results , 

• the frequencies , 

• the thetas, 

• the Discrete Fourier Transform , 

• the clean . 

The level 6, correspond ing to INTIM is divided in 

• sort the table on the segments and the time , 

• initialize the first time of each segment to O and comput.f' tlw nt,ht>r value . 

The level 6 , corresponding to VAR MF is divicl PCl 111 

• initialize the mean and the variance to 0, 

• compute the sum of the elements of each segment , 
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• compute the sumsquare of the elements of each segment , 

• compute the mean of each segment , 

• compute the variance of each segment, 

• compute the mean of the measurements , 

• compute the variance of the measurements . 

The level 6 , corresponding to SETDEG is divided in : 

• compute the degrees of freedom for the x2 , 

• compute the degrees of freedom for t he F-test . 

The level 6, corresponding to RESIDU is divided in 

• initialization of the frequency, 

• for each discretization : 

compute the modulo for the frequency , this corresponds to the subroutine MOD
FRE, 

compute the theta for the given frequ ency, this corresponds to the subroutine 
PHADIS . 

The level 6 , corresponding to FINEXT is divided in 

initialization of the columns , 

initialization of the last element , 

loop on t he number of element in the input vector : 

* reading of the element in t he input t able , 

* check t he value of the current and the last element , 

* check t he value of the increment, 

* check if we can write the extremum found . 

The level 6 , corresponding to MIN FTE is divid ed in 

loop on the number of minima : 

* read the minimum in t.he t.ahl e. 

* compute t he F-test for it. , t hi s corresponds to t he s11bro11tin0 PCHI, 

* compute t he signifi cance of t he F-tcst, 

* write the F-test corresponding Lo the minim um in t,he table, 
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- sort the table on the F-test . 

The level 6, corresponding to DJSCAR is divided in : 

find the maximal and the minimal value , 

compute the discard in phase. 

The level 6 , corresponding to RESREN is divided in 

initialization of the frequency, 

for each discretization : 
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* compute the modulo for the frequency, this corresponds to the subroutine 
MODFRE, 

* compute the theta for the given frequency, t his corresponds to the subrou
tine TH EREN, 

substract of each value the mean of the values. 

The level 6 , corresponding to FTFREQ is divid ed in 

for each frequency between O and fmin : 

* compute the exposant, 

* compute the spectral window this corresponds to the subroutine FOUSPW, 

* increment the frequency , 

for each frequency between fmin and (nech * incspw) * frestp : 

* compute the exposant , 

* compute the Discrete Fourier Transfo rm and the spectral window this cor
responds to the subroutine FOUTRA, 

* increment the frequency, 

for each frequency between (nech * incspw) * frestp and fm ax : 

* compute the exposant, 

* compute the DFT this corresponds to t he su broutine FOU DFT, 

* increment the frequency. 

The level 6 , corresponding to NORSPW is divided in 

find the maximum, 

for each value compute t he norm a. li za.t. ion. 

The level 6, corresponding to CLEAN is divid ed in 
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initalize the scratch image , 

fill the scratch image this corresponds to the subroutine FILL , 

initialize the clean vector to 0 , 
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find the indice of the maximum and check the clean this corresponds to the 
subroutine FINMAX, 

compute the clean this corresponds to the subroutine COMCLE, 

find the indice of the maximum and check the clean this corresponds to the 
subroutine FINMAX. 

The level 7 corresponding to MODFRE is divided in : 

- for each value compute the modulo . 

The level 7 corresponding to PH A DIS is divided in : 

initializations , 

- segment loop, 

cover loop , 

reading of the table for a bin , 

compute the theta for a bin , 

compute the theta for the cover, 

compute the theta for the segment , 

compute the number of samples and the divisor , 

compute the thetaf. 

The level 7 corresponding to THEREN is divided in : 

comput e the difference of the first and the last el ement of th e segment, 

compute the difference of their modulo , 

compute the theta, 

for each element of the segment : 

* compute of this element and the nex t one. 

* compute the difference of th eir modulo , 

* compute the theta, 

* increment the frequency. 

The level 7 corresponding to FOUSPWi s divided in : 
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initialize the real and imaginary part of the spectral window , 

for each observations : 

* compute the exposant, 

* compute the sinus of it , 

* compute the cosinus of it, 

* compute the real and imaginary part of the spectral window , 

compute the spectral window normalized. 

The level 7 corresponding to FOUT RA is divided in : 
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initialize the real and imaginary part of the Discrete Fourier Transform and the 
spectral window , 

for each observations : 

* compute the exposant, 

* compute the sinus of it, 

* compute the cosinus of it , 

* compute the real and imaginary part of the Discrete Fourier Transform and 
the spectral window , 

compute the Discrete Fourier Transform and the spectral window normalized . 

The level 7 corresponding to FOUDFT is divided in : 

initialize the real and imaginary part of the Discrete Fourier Transform, 

for each observations : 

* compute the exposant , 

* compute the sinus of it, 

* compute the cosinus of it, 

* compute the real and imaginary part of the Discrete Fourier Transform, 

compute the Discrete Fourier Transform normalized. 

The level 7 corresponding to FILL is divid ed in : 

- for each value of the input vector co py it in t,hP out.put on e. 

The level 7 corresponding to FIN MAX is divided in 

initializations, 

check for maxima and minima, 

check for the clean . 
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The level 7 corresponding to COMCLE is divided in : 

search the maximal value , 

- substract to each value 17 

Variables used 
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lt is not possible to identify the variables used by each level , so we will do it for each 

subroutine. 

Working on a computer with a virtual memory system , we have used the possibility 
described in section 4.1.4 ; some pointers were , dus , needed . 

The design used for the variables 's description correponds to : 

the input variables of the subroutine , 

the output variables of the subroutine, 

the variables used by the subroutine . 

For the command : 

There is only variables used. 

Pl 

INPUTR 

parameter representing the method 's parameters 

array of 5 characters 

name of the keyword representing the method 's pa
rameters and equal to Pl 

array of 5 characters 

T S ASC R.T B L name of the scratch table used 

For TSAALL.FOR : 

- There is only variables used. 

T S AK EY real name of t he keyword 

array of 20 chara.cters 

MET HO D name of the choscn mcthod 
array of 5 characters 

I NT AB name of the input, table 

array of 20 charact,ers 
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COLS EG reference to the segment 's column in the input table 
INTAB 
integer scalar 

COLT I M reference to the time 's column m the input table 
INTAB 

COLX 

NCOL 

NROW 

integer scalar 

reference to the data 's column m the input table 
INTAB 
integer scalar 

number of columns in the input table I NT AB 

integer scalar 

number of rows , datas in t he input table I NT AB 
integer scalar 

LABT I M transfer variable to read from the parameter the refer
ence of the time 's colu.mn in the input table 

integer scalar 

LABX transfer variable to read from the parameter the refer
ence of the data 's column 
integer scalar 

OUT PUT name of the generic output 

array of 20 characters 

For SOLVE : 
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SUBROUTJNE SOLVE (METHOD, INTAB, INTIM, INX, INSEG, NROW, 
OUTPUT} 

Input variables : 

MET HOD name of the chosen method 
array of characters 

I NT AB name of the input. table 

array of characters 

INTIM 

INX 

reference to thf' column of the timf' 1n the inpu t 
table INTAB 
integer sra.lar 

reference to the column of the da.ta 1n the input 
table INTAB 
integer scala.r 
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IN S EG reference to the column of the segment in the input 
table INTAB 
integer scalar 

N ROW number of rows in the input table I NT AB 
integer scalar 

OUT PUT name of the generic outputs 

array of characters 

- Variables used : 

PT RI N pointer to the start of the column in the input table 
INTAB 
integer scalar 

SC RT AB name of the scrath table used 
array of 20 characters 

PT RM S K pointer to the start of the scratch table SC RT AB 
integer scalar 

COLT I M reference to the column of the time in t he scratch 
table SC RT AB 
integer scalar 

PT RT I M pointer to the start of the start of COLT I M 
integer scalar 

COLX reference to the column of the data in the scratch 
table SC RT AB 
integer scalar 

PT RX pointer to the start of COLX 
integer scalar 

COLMOD reference to the column of the modulo m the 
scratch table SC RT AB 
integer scalar 

PTRMOD pointer to the start of COLA10D 
integer scalar 

COLSEG reference to the column of the modulo in S C RT AB 
integer scalar 

PTRSEG pointer to the sta rt of COLMO D 
integer scalar 

FMAX maximal fr equency 

real scalar 
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FMI N minimal freq uency 

real scalar 
F REST P frequency step 

real scalar 
NEC H number of discretizations 

integer scalar 

INC S PW increment for the spectral window 

integer scalar 

NBIN number of bins 
integer scalar 

NCOV number of covers 
integer scalar 

ERME AN error mean 
real scalar 

SIGC LE significance value for the clean 

NREXT 

NSEG 

PRINT 

WIDTH 

For INIPT: 

real scalar 
number of extrema 
integer scalar 

number of segments 

integer scalar 

number of printed periods at the end of the treat
ment 
integer scalar 

half the minimal distance between two successive 
extrema 
integer scalar 
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SUBROUTINE INIPT (METHOD, SCRTAB, COLTIM, COLX, COLMOD, 
COLSEG, TIAfE, SEGM, NSEG, NROW, FMIN, FMAX, NECH, FRESTP, 
NBIN, NCOV, SJGCLE, ERMEAN, WIDTH , PRJNT. IN CSPW) 

The input parameters are : 

METHOD name of the chosen mctho<l 
array of characters 
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SC RT AB name of the scratch table 
array of characters 

COLT IM reference to the column of the time in SC RT AB 
integer scalar 

COLX reference to the column of the data in SC RT AB 
integer scalar 

COLMOD reference to the column of the modulo in SC RT AB 
integer scalar 

COLS EG reference to the column of the segment in SC RT AB 

integer scalar 

N ROW number of rows, of datas 

integer scalar 

TI ME vector of the time 
array of N ROW integers 

SEGM vector of the segment 
array of N ROW integers 

OUT PUT generic name of the outputs 

array of characters 

The output variables are : 

NSEG 

FMAX 

number of segments 

integer scalar 

maximal frequency 

real scalar 
FMI N minimal frequency 

real scalar 
NEC H number of discretizations 

integer scalar 

F REST P frequency step 

real scalar 
N BI N number of bins 

integer scalar 

NCOV number of covers 
integer sca.lar 

SIGCLE significance value for the clean 

real scala.r 
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ERME AN error mean 
real scalar 

W I DT H half the number of points between two successive 
extrema 
integer scalar 

P RI NT number of printed periods a t the end of the treat
ment 
integer scalar 

INCSPW increment for the spectral window 

real scalar 

The variables used are : 

DEFTIM difference of the time 
real scalar 

D FT I S G diff erence of the time between the first and the last 
element of a segment 

real scalar 
F NY MAX maximal frequency computed on the Nyquist cri

teria 
real scalar 

F NY MIN minimal frequency computed on the Nyquist cri
teria 
real scalar 

F NY MID middle frequency computed on the Nyquist criteria 

real scalar 
LGT ISG longer of the time in one segment 

DFFRST 

IROW 

INDSGB 

NPTSEG 

NSOR 

real scalar 
number of discretizations corresponding to the 
Nyquist criteria 

real scalar 
indice on N ROW 
integer scalar 
indice of the beginning of the segnwnt 

integer scalar 

number of points in a segment 

integer scalar 

number of column to be sort.cd 
integer scalar 
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BUFF intermediate buffer to read the value from the pa

rameter 
array of 3 characters 

P ARAM intermediate buffer to read the value from the pa-
rameter 
array of 5 characters 

COLSOR array with the references to the column to be 

sorted 
array of 4 integers 

For INITIM: 
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SUBROUTINE INITIM {INTAB, COLTIM, COLX, COLMOD, COLSEG, 
TIME, SEGM, NROW} 

- The input variables are : 

I NT AB name of the input tab le 

array of characters 
COLT I M reference to the column of the time in J NT AB 

integer scalar 
COLX reference to the column of the data in J NT AB 

integer scalar 
COLMOD reference to the column of the modulo in I NT AB 

integer scalar 
COLS EG reference to the column of the segment in I NT AB 

NROW 

TIME 

SEGM 

integer scalar 
number of rows, of datas 

integer scalar 

vector of the time 
array of N ROW integers 

vector of the segment 

array of N ROW integers 

- The out put variables are : 

TI ME vector of t he t im e 
array of N ROW in tegers 
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The variables used are : 

TJMEl 

I 

IROW 

ISEG 

NSOR 

value of the time of the first element of a segment 

real scalar 
indice in N ROW 
integer scalar 

indice in the number of rows 
integer scalar 

indice in the number of segments 

integer scalar 

number of columns to be sorted in the tab le 
integer scalar 

COLSOR vector with t he reference of the columns to be 
sorted 
array of 4 integers 

For DISPDM: 
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SUBROUTJNE DISPDM {INTAB, OUTPUT, FMIN, FMAX, NECH, FRESTP, 
NBIN, NCOV, WIDTH) 

The input variables are : 

INTAB name of the input table 

array of characters 

OUT PUT generic name of the outputs 

FMAX 

array of characters 

maximal frequency 

real scalar 
FMIN minimal frequency 

real scalar 
NEC H number of discretizat ions 

integer scalar 

F REST P frequency step 

NBIN 
real scalar 
number of bins 
integer scalar 
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NCOV number of covers 
integer scalar 

W I DT H half the number of points between two successive 
extrema 
integer scalar 

- There is no output variable. 

- The variables used are : 

OUTIMA name of the output image 

array of 25 characters 

OUTT AB name of the output table 

array of 25 characters 

OUTT EX text to be displayed 

array of 120 characters 

For DISSVM: 
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SUBROUTINE DISSVM (INTAB , OUTPUT, FMIN, FMAX, NECH, FRESTP, 
ERMEAN, WIDTH) 

The input variables are : 

INTAB name of the input table 

array of characters 

OUT PUT generic name of the ou tputs 

FMAX 

FMIN 

NECH 

FRESTP 

array of characters 

maximal frequency 

real scalar 
minimal fre quency 

real scalar 
number of di scret.izations 
integer scalar 

frequency step 

real scalar 
ERME AN error mean 

real scalar 
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W 1 DT H half the number of points between two successive 
extrema 
integer scalar 

There is no output variable. 

The variables used are : 

OUT 1 MA name of the output image 

array of 25 characters 

OUTT AB name of the output table 

array of 25 characters 

OUTT EX text to be displayed 

array of 120 characters 

For DISDFT: 
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SUBROUTINE DISDFT (JNTAB, OUTPUT, FMIN, FMAX, NECH, FRESTP, 
ERMEAN, WJDTH} 

The input variables are : 

INTAB 

OUTPUT 

FMAX 

FMIN 

NECH 

FRESTP 

name of the input table 

array of characters 

generic name of the outputs 

array of characters 

maximal frequency 

real scalar 
minimal frequency 

real scalar 
number of discretization s 
integer scalar 

frequency step 

real scalar 
ERMEAN error mean 

real scalar 
W IDTH half the n11rnbrr of points bPf,W<'<'ll two successive 

extrema 
integer scalar 

There is no output variable. 
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- The variables used are : 

OUT/MA name of the output image 

array of 25 characters 

OUTT AB name of the output table 

array of 25 characters 

OUT DCV name of the deconvolved spectrum image 

array of 25 characters 

OUTS PW name of the image with the spectral window 

array of 25 characters 

OUTT EX text to be displayed 

array of 120 characters 

For PDM: 
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SUBROUTINE PDM (JNTAB , COLTIM, COLX, COLMOD, COLSEG, TIME, 
XVAL, MODULO, SEGM, NROW, NB IN, NCOV, NSEG , FMIN, NECH, 
FRESTP, WIDTH, OUTPUT, NRMIN) 

- The input variables are : 

I NT AB name of the input table 

array of characters 

COLTIM reference to the column of the. time in INTAB 
integer scalar 

CO LX reference to the column of the data in I NT AB 
integer scalar 

COLMOD reference to the column of the modulo in I NT AB 
integer scalar 

COLSEG reference to the column of th e segment in J NT AB 

integer scalar 

NROW 

TIME 

XVAL 

number of rows , of datas 

integer scala r 

vector of th e tim e 
array of N R OW integer~ 

vector of th e measurements 
array of N ROW reals 
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MODULO vector of the modulo, the phase 

array of N ROW reals 

SEGM vector of the segment 

array of N ROW integers 

N BI N number of bins 

NCOV 

NSEG 

integer scalar 

number of covers 
integer scalar 

number of segments 

integer scalar 

FMI N minimal frequency 

real scalar 
NEC H number of discretizations 

integer scalar 

F RE ST P frequency step 

real scalar 
W I DT H half the nurnber of points between two successive 

extrema 
integer scalar 

OUT PUT generic name of the outputs 

array of characters 

The output variables are : 

NRMIN 

The image and table 

The variables used are : 

number of minima found 
integer scalar 

S IG2 variance of the measurements 
real scalar 

X ME AN mean of the measurements 
real scalar 

GOLF RE refcrence to th<' column of thC' frC'quC'n cy in the 
output table 

· integer scalar 
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COLT HE reference to the column of the theta in the output 
table 
integer scalar 

COLFTE reference to the column of the F-test in the output 
t able 
integer scalar 

F LAG indicates if minima have to be found (value equal 
to -1) or if maxima have to be found (value equal 

to 1) 

integer scalar 
N DEG number of degree of freedom for the F-test 

integer scalar 

N DEGFl number of degree of freedom for the F-test 

integer scalar 
N DEGF2 number of degree of freedom for the F-test 

integer scalar 
PT RFT E pointer to the start of the column of the F-test in 

the output table 

integer scalar 

PT RT HE pointer to the start of the column of the theta in 
the output table 

START 

STEP 

NPIX 

integer scalar 
start coord inate for the output image 

array of 1 real 
step for the output image 

array of 1 real 
number of pixels in the output image 

array of 1 integer 
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For VARMV: 

SUBROUTINE VARMV (COLSEG, XVECT, SGVECT, NELE1, NBELEM, 

NSEG, SIG2, MEAN} 

The input variables are : 

COLSEG reference to the column of the segment in the input 

table 
integer scalar 

N BELEM number of elements 
integer scalar 

XV ECT vector of the measurements 
array of N BELEM reals 

SGV ECT vector of the segments 

array of N BELEM reals 

N ELEl indice of the first element of the measurements 
integer scalar 

NSEG number of segment 

integer scalar 

The output var iables are : 

SIG2 variance of the measurements 
real scalar 

MEAN mean of the measurements 
real scalar 

The variables used are : 

SUM sum of the measurements 
real scalar 

SMSQ sum square of the measurements 

real scalar 
I indice in the number of measurement.s 

integer scalar 

I BEG indice of the first element of the segrrn'nt 

integer scalar 
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ILST 

ISEG 

indice of the last element of the segment 

integer scalar 

indice in the number of segment 

integer scalar 

N PTS EG number of points in a segment 

integer scalar 

For SETDEG : 
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SUBROUTINE SETDEG {NDAT, NSEG, NBIN, NCOV, NDEG, NDEGF1 , 
NDEGF2} 

The input variables are : 

N DAT nurnber of rows, of datas 

integer scalar 

N S EG nurnber of segment 

integer scalar 

N BI N number of bins 
integer scalar 

NCOV nurnber of covers 
integer scalar 

- The output variables are : 

N DEG nurnber of degree of freedom for the F-test 

integer scalar 

N DEGFl umber of degree of freedom for thf' F-test 

integer scalar 

NDEGF2 number of degree of freedom for the F-test 

integer scalar 

There is no variable used. 
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For RESIDU: 

SUBROUTINE RESIDU (INTAB, COLTIM, COLX, COLMOD, COLSEG, 
TIME, XVAL , MODULO, SEGM, NROW, NSEG, NBIN, NCOV, NECH, 
FMIN, FRESTP, SIG2X, THETA} 

The input variables are : 

I NT AB name of the input table 

array of characters 
COLT I M reference to the column of the time in I NT AB 

integer scalar 

CO LX reference to the column of the data in I NT AB 
integer scalar 

COLMOD reference to the column of the modulo in I NT AB 
integer scalar 

COLS EG reference to the column of the segment in I NT AB 

integer scalar 

N ROW number of rows, of datas 

integer scalar 

TI ME vector of the time 
array of N ROW integers 

XV AL vector of the measurements 
array of N ROW reals 

MODULO vector of the modulo, the phase 

array of N ROW reals 

SEGM vector of the segment 

array of N ROW integers 

N BI N number of bins 

NCOV 

NSEG 

FMIN 

NECII 

integer scalar 

number of covers 
integer sca.la.r 

number of segments 

integer sca.la r 

minimal freqt1(-'11r:-,· 

real scala.r 
number of di sc ret.ization s 
integer sca lar 
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F RE ST P frequency step 

real scalar 

SJG2X variance of the measurements 
real scalar 

- The output variables are : 

TH ET A vector with the residu 
arr a y of NEC H reals 

- The variables used are : 

FREQ 

IFREQ 

NSOR 

frequency 

real scalar 
indice in the number of frequencies 

integer scalar 
number of columns to be sorted in the table 

integer scalar 
COLSOR vector with the reference of the columns to be 

sorted 
array of 4 integers 

For MODFRE: 

SUBROUTINE MODFRE (TIME, MODULO, NROW, FREQ} 

- The input variables are : 

N ROW number of rows, of datas 

integer scalar 

T 1 ME vector of the tim<" 
array of N ROH int.cgers 

F REQ frequency 

real scalar 

- The output variable is : 

MODULO vector of t.h<' modulo, the phase 

array of N RO\V reals 
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The variables used are : 

TI M PH transfer variable 
real scalar 

I ROW indice in N ROW 
int eger scalar 

For PHADIS: 
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SUBROUTINE PHADIS (COLSEG, XVAL, MODULO, SEGM, NROW, 
NSEG, NBIN, NCOV, SJG2X, THETA} 

The input variables are : 

COLSEG reference to the column of the segment in J NT AB 

integer scalar 

N ROW number of rows , of datas 

integer scalar 

XV AL vector of the measurements 
array of N ROW reals 

MODULO vector of the modulo, the phase 

array of N ROW reals 

SEGM vector of the segment 

array of N ROW integers 

N BI N number of bins 

NCOV 

NSEG 

SIG2X 

integer scalar 

number of covers 
integer scalar 

number of segments 

integer scalar 

variance of the measurements 
real scalar 

- The output variable is : 

T If ET A residu for a frequ ency 

real scalar 
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The variables used are : 

BilSSQ 

BilSUM 

sum square of the elements of the first bin 

double precision scalar 

sum of the elements of the first bin 
double precision scalar 

BI N S SQ sum square of the element of a bin 

double precision scalar 

BI N SU M sum of the element of a b in 
double precision scalar 

DIV divisor 
double precision scalar 

TH ET AF intermediate theta for t he frequency 

double precision scalar 

BEGBIN value of the beginning of a bin 

real scalar 
BEGBN S value of the first modulo in a bin 

real scalar 
EN DBI N value of the end of a bin 

real scalar 
THIBIN discard between two successive bins 

real scalar 
TH ICOV discard between two successive covers 

real scalar 
ICOV indice in the number of covers 

integer scalar 

I LOW indice of the first element of the bin 
integer scalar 

I ROW indice in the number of elements N ROW 
integer scalar 

ISEG indice in the number of segments NSEG 
integer scalar 

N BELEJvf number of elements 
integer scalar 

NDIV 

NPTBil 

number of divisor 
integer scalr1r 

number of ckrnent.s in t. hc firs t bin 
integer sca lar 
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N PT BI N number of elements 
integer scalar 

NSAMP number of samples 

integer scalar 

For FINEXT: 
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SUBROUTINE FINEXT {FLA G, EXTREM, VEGA UX, NECll, FMIN, FRESTP, 
WIDTH, EXTTAB, COLFRE, COLEXT, COLAUX, NREXT} 

The input variables are : 

FLAC indicates if minima have to be found (value equal 
to -1) or if maxima have to be found (value equal 

to 1) 
integer scalar 

N ECH number of discretizations 
integer scalar 

EXT REM vector with the objective fonction 

array of NEC H reals 

V EC AU X auxiliary vector 
arr a y of NEC H reals 

FMI N minimal frequency 

real scalar 
F REST P frequency step 

real scalar 
W I DT H half the number of points between two successive 

extrema 
integer sca.la.r 

EXTT AB name of the table with the extrema. 
array of characters 

CO LAU X reference to the aux iliary column in F,' .'<TT AB 

integer se.a.Jar 
COLEXT reference to the column of the rxt.H'lll<l i11 f; XTT AB 

integer scalar 
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GOLF RE reference to the column of the frequency m 
EXTTAB 
integer scalar 

- The output variables are : 
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NREXT number of extrema in the output table 

integer scalar 

The output table EXTTAB 

- The variables used are : (see next page) 
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CU RAU X auxiliary value of the current element 

real scalar 
CU RELE value of the current element 

real scalar 
CU RF RE value of the current frequency 

real scalar 
LST AU X auxiliary value of the last element treated 

real scalar 
LST ELE value of the last element treated 

real scalar 
LST F RE value of the la.st frequency trea.ted 

real scalar 
I indice in the number of elements NEC H 

integer scalar 

LST INC indice of the last increase 
integer scalar 

LST MIN indice of the last extrema 
integer scalar 

NRCOL number of columns 
integer scalar 

INC REA true if we increase, false otherwise 

logical scalar 

LST ELT vector with the different value corresponding to 
the last elernent treated 
array of 3 reals 

COLM IN vector with the references to the column of the 
table EXTTAB 
array of 3 integers 
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For MINFTE: 

SUBROUTINE MINFTE (MINTAB, COLTHE, COLFRE, COLFTE, NR

MIN, NDEGF1, NDEGF2} 

- The input variables are : 

MI NT AB name of the table with the minima 
array of chara.cters 

GOLF RE reference to the column of the frequency m the 
output table 

integer scalar 
COLT HE reference to t he colum n of the theta in the output 

table 
integer scalar 

COLFT E reference to the colum n of the F-test in the output 
table 
integer scalar 

ND EG Fl number of degree of freedom for the F-test 

integer scalar 
NDEGF2 number of degree of freedom for the F-test 

integer scalar 

N RM IN number of minima found 
integer scalar 

- The output variable is : 

The table with the minima MI NT AB 

- The variables used are : 

TH ET A value of the theta 
real scalar 

I NVT HE inverse of the value of TH ET A 
real scalar 

SIGNIF significanc~ of thC' F-tcs t 

I 
real scalar 
indice in t he 11umber of minima 
integer sca lar 
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COLSOR vector with the reference of the columns to be 
sorted 
array of 3 integers 

For PCIII: 

FUNCTION PCHI (CHI2, F, NDEG, ND2, NT} 

The input variables are : 

CH I2 distribution of the X2 
real scalar 

F value to be checked 
real scalar 

N D2 degrees of freedom 

integer scalar 

N DEG degrees of freedom 

integer scalar 
NT indicates if it is one or two tailed area 

integer scalar 

The output variable is : 

PC HI sign ificance of the F-test 

real scalar 

The variables used are : 

Al intermediate value containing a constant 

real scalar 
A2 intermediate value contain ing a constant 

real scalar 
A3 intermediate value containing a rnnst.a nt 

real scalar 
F13 intermediate value cont.ain ing a constant. 

real scalar 
Gl intermediate value contain ing a constant. 

real scalar 
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Pl intermediate value containing a constant 

real scalar 
T intermediate value to compute the significance 

real scalar 
T29 intermediate value containing a constant 

real scalar 
X2 interrnediate value to compute the significance 

real scalar 
Z2 intermediate value to compute the significance 

real scalar 
JPOS indice 

integer scalar 

For RENSON: 
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SUBROUTINE RENSON {INTAB, COLTIM, COLX, COLMOD, COLSEG, TIME, 
XVAL, MODULO, SEGM, NROW, NSEG, FMIN, NECH, FRESTP,ERMEAN, 
WIDTH, OUTPUT, NRMIN} 

- The input variables are : 

I NT AB name of the input table 

array of characters 

COLT I M reference to the column of the time in I NT AB 
integer scalar 

COLX reference to th e column of the data in I NT AB 
integer scalar 

COLAf OD reference to the column of the modulo in I NT AB 
integer scalar 

COLS EG reference to th e column of the s0gm ent. in I NT AB 

integer scalar 

N ROW number of rows, of datas 

integer scala.r 

TIME 

XVAL 

vector of t lH' tinw 
array of N RO\\ . integNs 

vector of th e meas urements 
a.rray of N R OlV reals 
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MODULO vector of the modulo , t he phase 

array of N ROW reals 

SEGM vector of the segment 
array of N ROW integers 

ERME AN error mean 
real scalar 

N S EG number of segments 

integer scalar 

FMI N minimal frequency 

real scalar 
NECH 

FRESTP 

WIDTH 

OUTPUT 

number of discretizations 
integer scalar 

frequency step 

real scalar 
half the number of points between two successive 
extrema 
integer scalar 
generic name of the outputs 

array of characters 

The output variable is : 

N RM IN number of minima found 
integer scalar 

The variables used are : 

SIG2 variance of the measurements 
real scalar 

X MEAN mean of the measurements 
real scalar 

GOLF RE reference to the column of the frequenc y in the 
output table 

integer scalar 
COLT HE reference to the column of the theta in th e output 

table 
integer sca lar 
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CO LAM P reference to the column of the amplitude in the 
output table 

integer scalar 
FLAC indicates if minima have to be found (value equal 

to -1) or if maxima have to be found (value equal 
to 1) 
integer scalar 

PT RAM P pointer to the start of t he column of the amplitude 
in the output table 

integer scalar 
PT RT HE pointer to the start of the column of the theta in 

the output table 

START 

STEP 

integer scalar 
start coordinate for the output image 

array of 1 real 

step for the output image 

array of 1 real 
NP IX number of pixels in t he ouipui image 

array of 1 integer 

DIS PH A discard in phase 

double precision scalar 

COLSOR vector with the reference of the columns to be 
sorted 
array of 3 integers 

For DISCAR: 

SUBROUTINE DISCAR (XVAL, NELEM, ERMEAN, DISPHA} 

The input var iables are : 

NROW 

XVAL 

ERMEA 

number of rows, of data s 

integer sca.l a.r 

vector of the measurement.s 
array of N J?OIF real s 

error mea.n 
real scalar 
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- The output variable is : 

DIS PH A discard in ph ase 
double precision scalar 

The variables used are : 

V ALM AX maximal va.lue of the measurernents 
real scalar 

V ALM IN minimal va.lue of the measurements 
real scalar 

I ELEM indice in the number of measurements 
integer scalar 

For RESREN: 
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SUBROUTINE RESREN {INTA B, CO LTIM, COLX, COLMOD, COLSEG, 
TIME, XVAL , MODULO, SEGM, NROW, NSEG, FMIN, FRESTP, NECH, 

DISPHA, SIG2, THETA} 

The input variables are : 

I NT AB name of the input table 

array of characters 
COLT I M reference to the column of th~ time in I NT AB 

integer scalar 
COLX reference to the column of the data in J NT AB 

integer scalar 
COLMOD reference to the column of the modulo in J NT AB 

integer scalar 
COLS EG reference to thP rolumn of the spgm0nt in / NT AB 

NROW 

TIME 

XVAL 

integer sca.lar 
number of rows, of dr1tas 

integer sca lar 

vector of lhr tinw 
array of N RO\l · integers 

vector of thr measurements 
array of N ROW reals 
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MODULO vector of the modulo, the phase 

array of N ROW reals 

SEGM vector of the segment 
array of N ROW integers 

N S EG number of segments 

integer scalar 

FMIN minimal frequency 

real scalar 
NEC H number of discretizations 

integer scalar 

F REST P frequency step 

real scalar 
SIG2 variance of the measurements 

real scalar 
DISPHA discard in phase 

double precision scalar 

The output variable is : 

TH ET A vector with the modulo 
array of NEC H reals 

The variables used are : 

FREQ 

IFREQ 

NSOR 

frequency 

real scalar 
indice in the number of frequencies 

integer scalar 
number of columns to be sorted in the table 
integer scalar 

COLSOR vector with thf' reference of t hf' columns to be 
sorted 
array of 4 intf'gers 
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For THEREN: 

SUBROUTINE THEREN (XVAL , MODULO, SEGM, NROW, NSEG, DIS
PHA, SIG2, THETA} 

The input var iables are : 

N ROW nurnber of rows, of datas 

integer scalar 

XV AL vector of the measurements 
array of N ROW reals 

MODULO vector of the modulo, the phase 

array of N ROW reals 

SEGM vector of the segment 

array of N ROW integers 

N S EG number of segments 

integer scalar 

DIS PH A discard in phase 

SIG2 

dou hie precision scalar 

variance of the measurements 
real scalar 

The output variable is : 

TH ET A value of the residu 
real scalar 

The variables used are : 

DI F MOD difference of the modulo of two successive elements 
dou hie precision scalar 

DIFV AL difference of the va.lue of two success ive elements 
double prec.is ion scalar 

DIV divisor 
double precis ion sca.lar 

THETAF transfer val11C' for t. h<' rC's idu 
double prC'ci sion srala.r 

IN S EG B indice of th e begin of th e segment, 

integer scalar 
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I ROW indice in the number of elements N ROW 
integer scalar 

For DMING: 
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SUBROUTINE DMING (TIME, XVAL, NROW, FMIN, NECH, FRESTP, WIDTH, 
OUTPUT, SIGCLE, INCSPW, NRMAX} 

The input variables are : 

NROW 

TIME 

XVAL 

NSEG 

FMIN 

number of rows , of datas 

integer scalar 

vector of the time 
array of N ROW integers 

vector of the measurements 
array of N ROW reals 

number of segments 

integer scalar 

minimal frequency 

real scalar 
NEC H number of discretizations 

integer scalar 

F RE ST P frequency step 

real scalar 
W I DT H half the number of points between two successive 

extrema 
integer scalar 

OUT PUT generic name of the outputs 

array of characters 

S JGC LE value for the clean 
real scalar 

INCSPW increment for the spectral window 

in teger sca I ar 

The output variable is : 

N RM AX number of maxima found 
integer sca lar 
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The variables used are : 

V ALC LE value of the clean 
real scalar 

V ALNOR value of the normalization 
real scalar 

COLC LE reference to the column of the clean in the output 

table 
integer scalar 

COLDFT reference to the column of the Discrete Fourier 
Transform in the output table 

integer scalar 
GOLF RE reference to the column of the frequency in the 

output table 

FLAG 

integer scalar 
indicates if minima have to be found (value equal 
to -1) or if maxima have to be found (value equal 

to 1) 
integer scalar 

PT RDCV pointer to the start of the column of the decon
volved spectrum in the output table 

integer scalar 
PT RDFT pointer to the start of the column of the Discrete 

Fourier Transform in the output table 

integer scalar 
PT RS PW pointer to the start of the colum of the spectral 

window in the output table 

START 

STEP 

integer scalar 
start coordihate for the outpu t image 

array of 1 real 

step for the output image 

array of 1 rea 1 

NP IX number of pixels in the out.pu t imag<' 

array of 1 intege r 
COLSOR vector with the reference of t.h<' rol11mns to be 

sorted 
array of 3 int.<'gf'fs 
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For INITX: 

SUBROUTINE INITX (XVAL , NROW} 

- The input variables are : 

N ROW number of rows, of datas 

integer scalar 
XV AL vector of the measurements 

array of N ROW reals 

- The output variable is : 

XV AL vector of the measurements 
array of N ROW reals 

- The variables used are : 

XSUM sum of the measurements 
real scalar 

X MEAN mean of the measurements 
real scalar 

I ROW indice in the number of elements N ROW 
integer scalar 

For FTFREQ: 
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SUBROUTINE FTFREQ (TIME, XVAL , NROW, NECH, FRESTP, JNC

SPW, DIFOTR, SPEWIN} 

The input variables are : 

N ROW number of rows , of datas 

integer scalar 

TI ME vector of th e t.inw 
array of N ROH ' int.c>gn s 

XV AL vector of the rnC'asurcments 
array of N RO\ \' reals 
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NEC H number of discretizations 
integer scalar 

F RE ST P frequency step 

real scalar 
INC S PW incrementat ion for the spectral window 

integer scalar 

The output variables are : 

DI FOT R vector with the Discrete Fourier Transform at each 
point of the discretization 

array of NEC H reals 

S P EW IN vector with the spectral window at each point of 
the discretization 
array of NEC H reals 

The variables used are : 

P 12 value of the TI * 2 
real scalar 

V ALEXP value of the exposant 

FREQ 

I 

IFREQ 

NROW2 

double prec ision scalar 

frequency 

real scalar 
indice in the number of elements 
integer scalar 
indice in the number of frequency 

integer scalar 
square number of the measurements 

integer scalar 
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For FOUSPW: 

SUBROUTINE FOUSPW (TIME, NROW, NROW2, VALEXP,SPWNND) 

The input variab les are : 

N ROW number of rows, of datas 

int eger scalar 

TI ME vector of the time 
array of N ROW integers 

XV AL vector of the measurements 
array of N ROW reals 

N ROW2 square number of the measurements 

integer scalar 

V ALEXP value of the exposant 

double precision scalar 

The output variable is : 

S PW N ND spectral window normali zed 

real scalar 

The variables used are : 

EXPTIM value of the exposant 

double precision scalar 

COS EXP cosinus of the exposant 

double precision scalar 

SIN EXP sinus of the exposant 

clou ble precision scalar 

I P SW FQ imaginary part of the spectra l ,vindow 

double prccision scalar 

RPSW FQ real part of th e spectra l wind ow 

clou ble precision scalar 

IROW indice in t.liC' nu rnl)(' r of 1·km0nt~ 
integer scalar 
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For FOUTRA : 

SUBROUTINE FOUTRA (TIME, XVAL, NROW, NROW2, VALEXP, FOTRND, 

SPWNND) 

The input variables are : 

N ROW number of rows , of datas 

integer scalar 

TI ME vector of the time 
array of N ROW integers 

XV AL vector of the measurements 
array of N ROW real s 

N ROW2 square number of the measureménts 

integer scalar 

V ALEXP value of the exposant 

double precision scalar 

- The output variables are : 

FOT RN D Discrete Fourier Transform normalized 
real scalar 

S PW N ND spectral window normalized 

real scalar 

- The variables used are : 
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EXPTIM value of the exposant 

double precision scalar 

COS EXP cosinus of the exposant 

double precision scalar 

SIN EXP sinus of the exposant 

double precision scalar 
I P FT FQ imaginary part of the Discrete Fourier Transform 

double precision scalar 

RP FT FQ real part of the Discrete Fourier Transform 

double precision scalar 

I P SW FQ imaginary part of the spectral window 

double precision scalar 

RP SW FQ real part of the spectral window 

double precision scalar 

IROW 

For FOUDFT: 

indice in the number of elements 
integer scalar 

gg 

SUBROUTINE FOUDFT {TIME, XVA L, NROW, NROW2, VALEXP, FOTRND) 

The input variables are : 

NROW 

TIME 

XVAL 

NROW2 

number of rows , of datas 

integer scalar 

vector of the time 
array of N ROW integers 

vector of the measu rements 
array of NROW rPals 

square number of t he measurements 

integer scalar 

V ALEXP . value of the exposant 

double precision scalar 

The output variable is : 
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FOT RN D Discrete Fourier Transform normalized 
real scalar 

- The variables used are : 

EXPTIM value of the exposant 

double precision scalar 

COS EXP cosinus of the exposant 

double precision scalar 

SIN EXP sinus of the exposant 

double precision scalar 

I P FT FQ imaginary part of the Discrete Fourier Transform 

doub le precision scalar 

RP FT FQ real part of the Disci-ete Fourier Transform 

double precision scalar 

For NORSPW: 

SUBROUTINE NORSPW (VECSPW, NPOINT} 

The input variables are : 

N PO! NT number of measurements 
integer scalar 

V EC S PW vector with the spectral window 

array of N POINT reals 

- The output variable is : 

V EC S PW vector with the spectral window 

array of N PO 1 NT rea.ls 

- The variables used are : 
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V ALM AX maximal value of the spectral window 

integer scalar 

I MAX indice of V ALM AX 
integer scalar 

I POINT indice in the number of elements 
integer scalar 
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For CLEAN: 

SUBROUTINE CLEAN {IMABDF,IMASPW,IMADCV, NECH, FMIN, FRESTP, 
SIGCLE) 

The input variables are : 

FMI N minimal frequency 

real scalar 
NEC H number of discretizations 

int eger scalar 

F RE ST P frequency step 

real scalar 
IM ABDF vector with the objective fonction to be cleaned 

array of NEC H reals 

IMASPW vector with the spectral window 

array of NEC H reals 

SIGCLE value for the clean 
real scalar 

The output variable is : 

I M ADCV vector with the deconvolved spectra 

array of NEC H reals 

- The variables used are : 

AM PM AX value of the maximum for the clean 
real scalar 

C LEM AX value of the maximum for the clean 
real scalar 

I MAX indice of the maximum 
integer scalar 

·J P IX indice in t lw number of pixels 

integer sca lar 

IMASCR name of the sc ratch image 

array of 20 rharacters 
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PT RSC R pointer to the start of the scratch image 

integer scalar 
T RC LEA true if the clean has to be computed ; false other

w1se 

START 

STEP 

NPIX 

For FILL : 

logical scalar 
start coordinate for the output image 

array of 1 real 
step for the output image 

array of 1 real 
number of pixels in the output image 

array of 1 integer 

SUBROUTINE FILL (INVEC, NPOINT, OUTVEC} 

The input variables are : 

N POINT number of elements 
integer scalar 

I NV EC input vector with the value 

array of N POINT reals 

- The output variable is : 

OUTV EC output vector with the value 

array of N PO! NT reals 

- The variable used is : 

IV AL indice in the numbcr of elernents 
integer scalar 
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For FINMAX: 

SUBROUTINE FINMAX (VECT, NPOINT, SIGCLE, !MAX, CLEMAX, 

AMPMAX, TRCLEA} 

The input variables are : 

N POINT number of elements 
integer scalar 

V ECT vector with the input elements 

array of N POINT reals 

S IGC LE significance for the clean 

real scalar 
AM PM AX value of the first maximum 

real scalar 

- The output variables are : 

!MAX indice of the maximum of the elements 
integer scalar 

C LEM AX value of the maximum 
real scalar 

T RC LEA true if the computation of the clean is needed, false 
otherwise 
logical scalar 

- The variables used are : 

!MIN indice of the minimum value 
integer scalar 

I POINT indice in the nurnber of elements 
integer scalar 
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For COMCLE: 

SUBROUTINE COMCLE (JNVEC1 , JNVEC2, NPOJNT, JMAX, CLEMAX, 

OUTVEC} 

The input variables are : 

N POINT number of elernents 
integer scalar 

I NV ECl vector with the spectrum 

array of N POINT reals 

I NV EC2 vector with the spectral window 

array of N PO] NT _reals 

I MAX indice of the maximum 
integer scalar 

C LEM AX value of the maxumum 
real scalar 

The output variable is : 

OUTV EC vector with the deconcolved spectrum 

array of N POINT reals 

- The variables used are : 

V ALC LE value for the clean 
real scalar 

IV AL indice in the number of elements 
integer scalar 

C LEC ST indice to stop the computation of the clean 

integer scalar 
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For DREPDM: 

SUBROUTINE DREPDM {INTAB, NELEM} 

- The input variables are : 

N ELEM number of elements 
integer scalar 

I NT AB name of the input table containing the elements to 
be displayed 

array of characters 

There is no output variable. 

The variables used are : 

IELEM indice in the number of elements 
integer scalar 

OUTT EX text to be displayed 

array of 100 characters 

V ALOUT vector of the frequency, the objective fonction and 
the F-test to be displayed 

array of 3 reals 

COLOUT vector with the reference to the column of the fre
quency, the column of the objective fonction and 
the one of the F-test in t he table J NT AB 
array of 3 integers 

For DRESVM: 

SUBROUTINE DRESVM {INTAB, NELEM) 

The input variables are : 

N ELEM number of clem ents 
integer sca.lar 
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I NT AB name of the input table containing the elements to 
be displayed 

array of characters 

There is no output variable. 

The variables used are : 

I ELEM indice in the number of elements 
integer scalar 

OUTTEX text to be displayed 
array of 100 characters 

V ALOUT vector of the frequency, the objective fonction to 
be displayed 

array of 2 reals 
COLOUT vector with the reference to the column of the fre

quency, the column of the objective fonction in the 

table INTAB 
array of 2 integers 

For DREDFT: 

SUBROUTINE DREDFT (INTAB , NELEM} 

The input variables are : 

N ELEM number of elements 
integer scalar 

INTAB name of the input table containing t he elements to 

be displayed 

array of cha.racters 

There is no output variables. 

The variab les used are : 
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I ELEM indice in the number of elements 
integer scalar 

OUTT EX text to be displayed 

array of 100 characters 

V ALOUT vector of the frequency, the objective fonction and 
the deconvolved spectrum to be displayed 

array of 3 reals 

COLOUT vector with the reference t o the column of the fre
quency, the column of the objective fonction and 
the one of the deconvo lved spectrum in the table 
INTAB 
array of 3 integers 

Pseudo code 
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Before looking at the pseudo code corresponding to each su broutine, it is 
necessary to give the specification of the different commands of the MIDAS 
's interface used. 

CALL PROLOG _ST 
This routine will sets up the environment for the application program. 

CALL EPILOG ST 
This routine will disconnect the calling program from the environment. 

CALL GETKEY ST (KEY, FELEM, MAXVALS , VALUES) 
This routine will read value(s) from the keyword area. 

* The input arguments are : 

KEY 

FELEM 

keyword name 

a.rra.y of characters 

position of the first data item t.o be accessed 

integer sralar 

MAXV ALS maximum number of values required 

integcr scalar 
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* The output argument is : 

VALU ES buffer to hold value 
if M AXV ALS ;, 1 V ALV ES must be dimen-
sioned at least that size 

CALL PUTIMAG _ST (NAME, NAXIS , NPIX, START, STEP, PNTR) 
This routine writes data frame and the standard descriptors. 

* The input arguments are : 

NAM E file name of data frame 
array of characters 

N AXIS number of dimensions of the image 

integer 
NP IX sizes dimensions · 

array of N AXIS integers 

ST ART start coord inates 
array of N AX 1 S reals 

ST EP step sizes 
array of N AX 1 S reals 

* The output argument is : 

P NT R pointer to mapped data area 

integer scalar 

CALL TBL_READ (N AME) 
This routine reads the specified table file already existing on disk. 

* The input argument is : 

NAM E table name 
array of charact.ers 
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CALL TBL RDINFO (NAME, COLUMN , NROW) 
This routine returns general information on the specified table. 

* The input argument is : 

NAM E table name 
array of characters 

* The output arguments are : 

COLU MN number of columns 
integer scalar 

ROW number of rows 
integer scalar 

CALL TBL_FNDLAB (NAME , LABEL, COLUMN) · 
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This routine returns the table column number corresponding to the spec
ified column label. 

* The input arguments are : 

NAM E table name 
array of characters 

LABEL column label 
array of characters 

* The output arguments are : 

COLU MN number of column assoc iated with that label 
integer scalar 

CALL TBLINIT (NAME, ALLCOL, ALLROW) 
This routine initializes a non existing table file on disk and allocates 
initial memory space. 

* The input arguments are : 

NAM E table na.me 
array of characters 

ALLCOL numbc>r of phys ical columns allocatPd 

integer scalar 

ALLROW numlwr of ph ys ical rows allocated 

integer scalar 
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- CALL TBL MAPCOL (NAME , COLUMN, PNTR) 
This routine returns the address of a column in the spec ified table. 

* The input arguments are : 

NAM E table name 
array of characters 

COLUMN column number 
integer scalar 

* The output argument is : 

P NT R pointer to the start of the column 

int eger scalar 

- CALL TBL _DEFCOL (NAME , LABEL, COLUMN) 
This routine define a new column in the specified table. 

* The input arguments are : 

NAM E table name 
array of characters 

LABEL column label 
array of characters 

* The output argument is : 

COLU MN · number of the column just created 

integer scalar 

CALL TBL _CPYCOL (NAME , FROM , TO , NELEM) 
This routine copies one column to an other. 

* The inpu t arguments are : 
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NAME 

FROM 

TO 

pointer to the beginning of the input tab le 

integer scalar 
pointer to t he beginning of t he input column 

integer scalar 
pointer to the beginning of the ou t pu t column 

integer scalar 
N ELEM number of elements to copy 

integer scalar 
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- CALL TBL SORT (NAME , NC, COLUMN, SRTFLG) 
This routine sorts the rows of the speci fi ed table with the respect to the 

ascending / descending order. 

* The input arguments are : 

NAM E table name 
array of characters 

N C number of columns to be sorted 
integer scalar 

COLU MN array defining the columns to be dorted 

array of N C integers 

S RTF LG sort flag 
= 1 ascending order 

= -1 descending order 

integer scalar 

CALL TBL_RDELEM (NAME , ROW, COLUMN, VALUE) 
This routine reads element from the specified table. 

* The input arguments are : 

NAME 

ROW 

table name 
array of characters 

row number 
integer scalar 

COLUMN · column number 
integer scalar 

* The output argument is : 

VALUE table element 

CALL TBL_WRRO\V (NAM E, ROW, NC, COLUMN, VALUE) 
This routine writes a row into the spec ified tab le. 

* The input arguments are : 

NAM E t able name 
array of charadcrs 

ROW sequence number 

in teger scalar 
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NC number of columns to be written 
integer scalar 

CO LU MN arr a y wi th the col umn nu mbers 

arra.y of NC integers 

* The output argument is : 

VALUE array with the data 

array of NC elements 

CALL TBLWRELEM (NAME, ROW, COLUMN , VALUE) 
This routine wri te an element into the specified table. 

* The input arguments are : 

NAME table na.me 
a.rra.y of characters 

ROW sequence number 

integer scalar 

COLU MN column number 
integer scalar 

VALUE value to be written 

CALL TBL_DELEM (N AME , ROW, COLUMN) 
This routine deletes the specified element in the table. 

* The input arguments are : 

NAME table na.me 
array of characters 

ROW sequence number 

integer scalar 

COLU /..1 N column number 
integer scala r 
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VTME(PTR) is used to obtain th e virt11a l m <' mor~· cor-rPsponding t.o the 

pointer PTR. 
VTME(PTR) corresponds to tlw Fortran inst rurtion %VAL( PTR). 

We can now look at the different subrouti nes. 
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For the command : 

DEFINE PARAMETER P1 

WRITE KEY INPUTR 

WRITE KEY INPUTR = P1 

RUN TSAALL 

DELETE TSASCR.TBL 

For TSAALL.FOR : 

BEGIN 

CALL PR0L0G_ST 

CALL GETKEY_ST('TSAKEY' ,1,5,METH0D) 

CALL GETKEY_ST('P5' ,1,2O,0UTPUT) 

IF ( OUTPUT (1 : 1) . EQ . '? ' ) THEN 

CALL GETKEY_ST('TSAKEY' ,12,14,0UTPUT) 

0UTPUT(4:8) = METH0D 

END IF 

CALL GETKEY_ST('P2' ,1,2O,INTAB) 

CALL TBL_READ(INTAB) 

CALL TBL_RDINFO(INTAB,NC0L.NR0W) 

CALL GETKEY_ST('P3' ,1,8,LABTIM) 

CALL TBL_FNDLAB(INTAB,LABTIM,C0LTIM) 
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END 

CALL GETKEY_ST('P4' ,1,17,LABXS) 

CALL TBL_FNDLAB(INTAB, LABXS, CDLX) 

IF (SEGMENT) THEN 

CALL TBL_FNDLAB(INTAB, LABXS, C0LSEG) 

END IF 

CALL S0LVE(METH0D,INTAB,C0LTIM,C0LX,COLSEG,NR0W,OUTPUT) 

CALL EPIL0G_ST 

For SOLVE: 

SUBROUTINE SOLVE (METHOD, INTAB, INTIM, INX, INSEG, NROW, 
OUTPUT) 

BEGIN 

SCRTAB = 'TSASCR.TBL' 

CALL TBL_INIT(SCRTAB,4,NR0W) 

CALL TBL_MAPC0L(INTAB,O,PTRMSK ) 

CALL TBL_DEFC0L(SCRTAB,'TIME' ,C0LTIM) 

CALL TBL_MAPC0L(INTAB,I NTIM,PTRIN) 

CALL TBL_MAPC0L(SCRTAB,C0LTIM,PTRTIM) 

CALL TBL_CPYC0L(VTME(PTRMSK) ,VTME(PTRIII) ,VTME(PTRTIM) ,HR0W) 

GALL TBL_DEFC0L(SCRTAB, 'VALUE' ,C0LX) 

CALL TBL_MAPC0L(INTAB,INX,PTRIN) 
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CALL TBL_MAPCOL(SCRTAB,COLX,PTRX) 

CALL TBL_CPYCOL(VTME(PTRMSK) ,VTME(PTRI N) ,VTME(PTRX) ,NROW) 

CALL TBL_DEFCOL(SCRTAB, 'MODULO' ,COLMOD) 

CALL TBL_MAPCOL(SCRTAB,COLMOD,PTRMOD) 

IF (INSEG <> 0) THEN 

CALL TBL_DEFCOL(SCRTAB, 'SEGM' ,COLSEG) 

CALL TBL_MAPCOL(INTAB.INSEG.PTRIN) 

CALL TBL_MAPCOL(SCRTAB,COLSEG,PTRSEG) 

ELSE 

CALL TBL_CPYCOL(VTME(PTRMSK) ,VTME(PTRIN) ,VTME(PTRSEG), 
NROW) 

PTRSEG = 0 

COLSEG = 0 

END IF 

CALL I NIPT(METHOD,SCRTAB,COLTIM.COLX,COLMOD,COLSEG,VTME(PTRTIM), 
VTME(PTRSEG) ,NSEG, NSEL,FMIN,FMAX,NECH,FRESTP,NBIN, 
NCOV,SIGCLE,ERMEAN. WIDTH,PRI NT,I NCSPW) 

IF (METHOD = 'PDM ') THEN 

CALL DISPDM(IHTAB ,OUTPUT.FMIH,FMAX,HEGH,FRESTP,NBIH,NGOV, 
WIDTH) 

GALL PDM(SGRTAB,GOLTIM,COLX,GOLMOD,GOLSEG,VTME(PTRTIM), 
VTME (PTRX) , VTME (PTRMOD) , VTME (PTRSEG) , IISEL, 11Bil1. 
NGOV, IISEG. FMIH, IIEGH , FRESTP. \IJIDTH. OUTPUT, NREXT) 

GALL DREPDM(OUTPUT,PRI NT) 
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ELSE 

IF (METHDD = 'DFT ') THEN 

CALL DISDFT(INTAB,OUTPUT,FMI N, FMAX, NECH,FRESTP,SIGCLE, 
WIDTH) 

CALL DMI NG(VTME(PTRTIM) ,VTME(PTRX) ,NSEL,FMIN,NECH, 
FRESTP, WIDTH,OUTPUT,SIGCLE,INCSPW,NREXT) 

ELSE 

CALL DREDFT(OUTPUT,PRI NT) 

IF (METHDD = 'SVM ' ) THEN 

CALL DISSVM(I NTAB,OUTPUT,FMI N,FMAX,NECH , FRESTP, 
ERMEAN, WIDTH) 

CALL RENSO N(SCRTAB,COLTIM, COLX,COLMOD,COLSEG, 
VTME(PTRTIM) ,VTME(PTRX) ,VTME(PTRMOD), 
VTME(PTRSEG) ,NSEL, NSEG,FMI N,N ECH, 
FRESTP,ERMEA N,WIDTH,OUTPUT, NREXT) 

CALL DRESVM(OUTPUT,PRINT) 

END IF 

END IF 

END IF 

END 

For lNlP T : 
SUBR OUTINE INIPT (ME TH OD, SCRTAB. COLT/Al. COLX, COLJ\,fOD , 
COLSEG, TIME, SEGM, NS F,C . NROW. FM IN. F1'1:\ .Y . f\ F.x -:n, FRES TI'. 
NB IN, NCOV, SIGCLE. E RMl~AN. ll'J JJT H. Pl?JA T. f ;V ( :SPW) 

BEGIN 
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CALL INITIM (SCRTAB,COLTIM,COLX, COLMOD,COLSEG,TIME,SEGM,NRO W) 

CALL GETKEY_ST('INPUTR' ,1,6,PARAM ) 

IF (METH0D = ' PDM ') THEN 

IF (PARAM(4) < 1.E-O4) THEN 

NBIN = 5 

ELSE 

NBI N = PARAM(4) 

END IF 

IF (PARAM(5) < 1 .E-O4) THEN 

NC0V = 2 

ELSE 

NC0V = PARAM(5) 

END IF 

END IF 

IF (C0LSEG = 0) THEN 

NSEG = 1 

ELSE 
NSEG = SEGM(NR0W) 

END IF 

IF (METH0D = ' DFT') THEIi 

IF (PARAM(4) < 1.E-O4) THEH 
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SIGCLE = 0 .1 

ELSE 

SIGCLE = PARAM(4) 

END IF 

END IF 

IF (METHOD = 'SVM') THEN 

IF (PARAM(4) < 1. E-04) THEN 

ERMEAN = 0 .1 

ELSE 

ERMEAN = PARAM(4) 

END IF 

END IF 

CALL GETKEY_ST('TSAKEY' ,9,3,BUFF) 

IF (BUFF(1:1) = '?') THEN 

WIDTH = 1 

ELSE 

WIDTH = BUFF 

END IF 

CALL GETKEY_ST('TSAKEY' ,6,3,BUFF) 

IF (BUFF (1 : 1) = '? ') THEIi 

PRINT = O 
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ELSE 

PRINT = BUFF 

END IF 

FMIN = PARAM (1) 

FMAX = PARAM(2) 

IF (PARAM(3 ) > 0) THEN 

NECH = PARAM(3) 

ELSE 

NECH = 0 

EHD IF 

LGTISG = 0 

DEFTIM = 0 

IF (COLSEG <> 

COLSOR(1) 

COLSOR (2) 

COLSOR (3) 

COLSOR (4) 

NSOR = 4 

0) THEN 

= COLSEG 

= COLTIM 

= CDLX 

= COLMOD 

CALL TBL_SORT(SCRTAB,HSOR,COLSOR,1) 

INCSPW = -1 

NBPTSE = 0 
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INDSGB = 1 

DO 20 IR0W = 1,NR0W 

ELSE 

END 

IF (SEGM(IR0W) <> SEGM(INDSGB)) THEN 

DFTISG = TIME(IR0W-1) - TIME(I NDSGB) 

END 

END DO 

DFTISG = 

DEFTIM = 

LGTISG = 

LGTISG = 

DEFTIM = 

IF 

DEFTIM = DEFTIM + (DFTISG/ (IR0W-INDSGB-2)) 

LGTISG = MAX(LGTISG,DFTISG) 

I NDSGB = IR0W 

IF 

TIME ( IR0W-1) - TIME(I NDSGB) 

DEFTIM + (DFTISG/ (IR0W-INDSGB - 2)) 

MAX(LGTISG,DFTISG ) 

TIME(NR0W) 

LGTISG/ (NR0W-1) 

DEFTIM = DEFTIM/NSEG 

IF (PARAM(3) <> 0) THE N 

FRESTP = 1/ (5*LGTISG) 

ELSE 

FRESTP = PARAM(3) 
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END IF 

FNYMIN = 1/LGTISG 

FNYMAX = 1/ (2*DEFTIM) 

FNYMID = (FNYMAX-FNYMIN)/2 

DFFRST = (FNYMAX-FNYMIN)/FRESTP + 1 

IF (PARAM(1) < 0) THEN 

IF (PARAM(2) < = 0) 

FMIN = FNYMIN 

FMAX = FNYMAX 

THEN 

IF (PARAM(3) = 0) THEN 

FRESTP = FNYSTP 

NECH = DFFRST 

INCSPW = 5 

ELSE IF (PARAM(3) > 0) THEN 

NECH = PARAM(3) 

FRESTP = (FMIN-FMAX)/ (NECH-1) 

ATMP = FMIN/FRESTP 

NTMP = IHT(ATMP) 

IF (ATMP-NTMP < 0 .5E-2) I!ICSPW = NTMP 

ELSE 

FRESTP = ABS(PARAM(3)) 
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ELSE 

NECH = (FMAX-FMIN)/FRESTP + 1 

ATMP = FMIN/FRESTP 

NTMP = INT(ATMP) 

IF (ATMP-NTMP < 0.5E-2) INCSPW = NTMP 

END IF 

FMAX = PARAM(2) 

FMIN = FNYMIN 

IF (PARAM(3) = 0) THEN 

FRESTP = FNYSTP 

NECH = (FMAX-FMIN)/FRESTP 

INCSPW = 5 

ELSE IF (PARAM(3) > 0) THEN 

NECH = PARAM(3) 

FRESTP = (FMIN-FMAX)/ (NECH-1) 

ATMP = FMIN/FRESTP 

NTMP = ATMP 

IF (ATMP-HTMP < 0 .5E-2) IHCSPW = NTMP 

ELSE 

FRESTP = PARAM(3) 

NECH = (FMAX-FM IN)/FRESTP + 1 
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ELSE 

ATMP = FMIN/FRESTP 

NTMP = ATMP 

IF (ATMP-NTMP < 0.5E-2) INCSPW = NTMP 

END IF 

END IF 

IF (PARAM(2) < = 0) THEN 

FMIN = PARAM(1) 

FMAX = FNYMAX 

IF (PARAM(3) = 0) THEN 

FRESTP = FNYSTP 

NECH = (FMAX-FMI N)/FRESTP 

ELSE IF (PARAM(3) > O . ) THEN 

NECH = PARAM(3) 

FRESTP = (FMAX-FMI N)/ (NECH-1) 

ELSE 

FRESTP = PARAM(3) 

NECH = (FMAX-FMIH)/FRESTP 

EHD IF 

ATMP = FMIH/FRESTP 

NTMP = ATMP 
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ELSE 

IF (ATMP-NTMP < 0 .5E-2) INCSPW = NTMP 

FMIN = PARAM(1) 

FMAX = PARAM(2) 

I F (PARAM(3) = 0) THEN 

FRESTP = FNYSTP 

NECH = (FMAX-FMI N)/FRESTP + 1 

ELSE IF (PARAM(3) > O.) THEN 

NECH = PARAM(3) 

FRESTP = (FMAX-FMI N)/ (NECH-1) 

ELSE 
FRESTP = PARAM(3) 

NECH = (FMAX-FMIN)/FRESTP + 1 

END IF 

ATMP = FMIN/FRESTP 

NTMP = ATMP 

IF (ATMP-NTMP < 0.5E-2) INCSPW = NTMP 

END IF 

END IF 
END 

For INITIM: 

SUBROUTINE INITIM (JNTA B. COLTJ1'1, COLX, COL!v!OD, COLSEG, 

TIME, SEGM, NRO W) 
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BEGIN 

IF (C0LSEG <> 0) THEN 

C0LS0R(l) = C0LSEG 

C0LS0R(2 ) = C0LTIM 

C0LS0R(3 ) = C0LX 

C0LS0R(4) = C0LM0D 

NS0R = 4 

CALL TBL_SORT(INTAB,NSDR,C0LS0R,1) 

ISEG = SEGM (1) 

TIME1 = TIME(l) 

DO I = 1,NR0W 

I F (SEGM(I) = ISEG) THEN 

TIME(I) = TIME(I) - TIME1 

ELSE 

TIME1 = TIME(I) 

TIME(I) = 0 

ISEG = SEGM (I) 

END IF 

END DO 

ELSE 
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END 

COLSOR(1) = COLTIM 

COLSOR(2) = CDLX 

COLSOR(3) = COLMDD 

NSDR = 3 

CALL TBL_SDRT(INTAB,NSOR,COLSOR,1) 

TIME1 = TIME(1) 

DO IROW = 1,NROW 

TIME(IROW) = TIME(IRDW) - TIME1 

END DO 

END IF 

For DISPDM: 

SUBROUTINE DISPDM (INTAB , OUTPUT, FMIN, FMAX, NECH, FRESTP, 

(VBIN, NCOV, WIDTH} 

BEGIN 

OUTTEX = 'PHASE DISPERSIO N MINIMIZATIO H' 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

OUTIMA = ' . BDF' 

OUTTAB = ' . TBL' 

OUTTEX = 'INPUT TABLE OUTPUT TABLE AND IMAGES' 
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END 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

OUTTEX = (I NTAB,OUTPUT ,OUTIMA,OUTTAB) 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

OUTTEX = 'FREQ MIN FREQ MAX SAMPLE FREQ STEP 
NR OF BINS NR OF COVERS WIDTH' 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

OUTTEX = (FMI N,FMAX, NECH,FRESTP, NBI N,N COV, WIDTH) 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

For DISSVM: 
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SUBRO UTINE DISSVM (INTAB, OUTP UT, FMIN, FMAX, NECH, FR ESTP, 
ERME A N, WIDTH) 

BEGIN 

OUTTEX = 'SIGNAL VARIATION MI NIMIZATION' 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

OUTIMA = ' . BDF' 

OUTTAB = ' . TBL' 

OUTTEX = 'INPUT TABLE 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

OUTPUT TABLE AHD IMAGES ' 

OUTTEX = (I NTAB,OUTPUT,OUTIMA,OUTTAB ) 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 
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OUTTEX = 'FREQ MIN FREQ MAX SAMPLE FREQ STEP ERROR 
WIDTH' 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

OUTTEX = (FMI N,FMAX,NECH,FRESTP,ERMEAN,W IDTH) 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

END 

For DISDFT: 

S UBRO UTINE DISS VM {INTA B , OUTP UT, FMIN, FMAX, NE CH, FRES TP, 

ERMEAN, WIDTH} 

BEGIN 

OUTTEX = 'SIGNAL VARIATION MI NIMIZATION' 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

OUTIMA = ' . BOF' 

OUTSPW = 'SP .BDF' 

OUTDCV = 'DC.BDF' 

OUTTAB = ' . TBL' 

OUTTEX = ' I NPUT TABLE 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

OUTP T TABLE AllD IMAGES' 

OUTTEX = (I NTAB,OUTPUT ,OUTIMA,OUTTAB) 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 
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OUTTEX = 'FREQ MIN FREQ MAX SAMPLE FREQ STEP ERROR 
WIDTH' 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

OUTTEX = (FMIN,FMAX, NECH,FRESTP ,ERMEAN,W IDTH) 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

END 

For PDM: 

SUBROUTINE PDM {INTAB , COLTIM, COLS, COLMOD, COLSEG, TIME, 
XVAL, MODULO, SEGM, NROW, NB IN, NCOV, NSEG, FMIN, NECH, 
FRESTP, WJDTH, OUTPUT, NRMIN) 

BEGIN 

CALL VARMV(COLSEG,XVAL,SEGM,1,NROW,NSEG,SIG2,XMEAN) 

CALL SETDEG(NROW,NSEG,NBI N,NCOV,NDEG,NDEGF1,NDEGF2) 

STEP(1) = FRESTP 

START(1) = FMIN 

NPIX (1) = NECH 

CALL PUTIMAG_ST(OUTPUT,1,HPIX,START ,STEP,PTRTHE) 

CALL RESIDU(INTAB,COLTIM,COLX,COLMOD,COLSEG,TIME,XVAL, 
MODULO,SEGM, l!RO\il/ , HSEG , llBill,IICOV,llECH,FMIN, 
FRESTP,SIG2,VTME(PTRTHE)) 

CALL TBL_I NIT(OUTPUT ,3,NECH) 
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END 

CALL TBL_DEFCOL(OUTPUT, 'FREQ' ,COLFRE) 

CALL TBL_DEFCOL(OUTPUT, 'FUNC' ,COLTHE) 

CALL TBL_DEFCOL(OUTPUT, 'FTEST ' ,CDLFTE) 

CALL TBL_MAPCOL(OUTPUT,COLFTE,PTRFTE) 

FLAG = -1 

CALL FINEXT(FLAG,VTME(PTRTHE) ,VTME(PTRFTE) ,NECH,FMI N, 
FRESTP, WIDTH,OUTPUT,COLFRE,COLTHE,COLFTE, 
NRMIN) 

CALL MINFTE(OUTPUT,COLTHE,COLFRE,CDLFTE ,NRMI N,NDEGF1 , 
NDEGF2) 

For VARMV: 
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SUBROUTINE VA RMV (COLSEG, XVECT, SGVECT , NELE1, NBELEM, 

NSE G, S IG2, MEA N} 

BEGIN 

SIG2 = 0 

MEA N = 0 

IF (NBELEM <> 0) THEN 

SUM = 0 

SUMSQ = 0 

ILST = NELE1 + NBELEM - 1 
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20 

IF (COLSEG = 0) THEN 

DO I = NELE1,ILST 

SUM = SUM + XVECT( I ) 

SUMSQ = SUMSQ + XVECT(I) **2 

END DO 

MEAN= SUM/NBELEM 

ELSE 

IF (NBELEM > 1) SIG2 = (SUMSQ-SUM*SUM/NBELEM)/ 
(NBELEM-NSEG) 

IBEG = NELE1 

DO ISEG = 1,NSEG 

DO I = IBEG,ILST 

IF (SGVECT(I) <> ISEG) GO TO 20 

SUM = SUM + XVECT(I) 

SUMSQ = SUMSQ + XVECT(I) ** 2 

NPTSEG = NPTSEG + 1 

END DO 

IF (NPTSEG <> 0) THEN 

MEAH =MEAN+ (SUM/IIPTSEG) 

SIG2 = SIG2 + (SUMSQ-SUM~SUM/NPTSEG) 

END IF 

SUM = 0 
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SUMSQ = 0 

NPTSEG = 0 

!BEG = I 

END DO 

MEAN= MEAN/NSEG 

SIG2 = SIG2/ (NBELEM- NSEG) 

END IF 

END IF 

END 

For SETDEG: 
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SUBROUTINE SETDEG (NDAT, NSEG, NBIN, NCOV, NDEG, NDEGF1, 

NDEGF2} 

BEGIN 

END 

NDEG = (NDAT-NBIN • NSEG) *NCOV 

NDEGF1 = NDAT - NSEG 

NDEGF2 = NDEG 

For RESIDU: 

SUBROUTINE RESIDU (lNTAB . COLTIM, COLX, CO LMOD, COLSEG, 
TIME, XVAL, MODULO, SEGM. NRO IV, NSEG, NBIN, NCOV, NECH, 
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FMIN, FRESTP, SIG2X, THETA} 

BEGIN 

IF (COLSEG = 0) THEN 

COLSOR(1) = COLMOD 

COLSOR(2) = CDLX 

COLSOR(4) = COLMOD 

CALL TBL_SORT(I NTAB,NS OR,COLSOR,1) 

END IF 

CALL MODFRE(TIME,MODULO,NROW,FREQ) 

IF (COLSEG <> 0) THEN 

COLSOR(2) = COLMOD 

COLSOR(4) = COLTIM 

END IF 

CALL TBL_SORT(INTAB,NSOR,COLSOR,1) 
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CALL PHADIS(COLSEG,XVAL,MODULO,SEGM,NROW,NSEG,NBIN,NCOV, 
SIG2X,THETA(IFREQ ) ) 

FREQ = FREQ + FRESTP 

END DO 

END 

For MODFRE: 
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SUBROUTINE MODFRE (TIME, MODULO, NROW, FREQ} 

BEGIN 

END 

DO IROW = 1 , NROW 

TIMPH = TIME(IROW) *FREQ 

MODULO(IR0W) = TIMPH - IFIX(TIMPH) 

END DO 

For PHADIS: 
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SUBROUTINE PHADIS (COLSEG, XVAL , MODULO, SEGM, NROW, 

NSEG, NBIN, NCOV, S IG2X, THETA} 

BEGIN 

THETA= 0 

THETAF = 0 

ILOW = 1 

THIBIN = 1/NBIN 

THICOV = 1/NCOV*THIBIH 

NBELEM = 0 

DO ISEG = 1 , NSEG 

BEGBNS = MODULO(ILOW) 
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DO 

50 

ICOV = 1, NCOV 

BEGB IN = BEGBNS 

ENDBIN = BEGBNS + TRIBI N 

BINSUM = 0 

BINSSQ = 0 

BI1SUM = 0 

BI1SSQ = 0 

NPTBI N = 0 

NPTBI1 = 0 

DO IROW = ILOW,NROW 

IF (COLSEG <> 0) TREN 

IF (SEGM(IROW) > ISEG) GO TO 30 

END IF 

IF (MODUL0(IR0W) < = ENDBI N) TREN 

XIR0W = XVAL(IR0W) 

BI NSUM = BI NSUM + XIR0W 

BINSSQ = BI NS SQ + XIROW*XIROW 

NPTBI N = NPTBI N + 1 

ELSE 

IF (BEGBIH < - 1 .E-8) THE Ii 

BI1 SUM = BI HSUM 
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30 

BI1SSQ = BI NSSQ 

NPTBI1 = NPTBIN 

ELSE 

IF (NPTBIN <> 0) THEN 

THETAF = THETAF + (BINSSQ-
(BI NSUM*BINSUM/NPTBIN)) 

NBELEM = NBELEM + NPTBIN 

END IF 

END IF 

BEGBI N = ENDBIN 

ENDBI N = BEGBI N + THIBI N 

BI NSUM = 0 

BI NSSQ = 0 

NPTBIN = 0 

GO TO 50 

END IF 

END DO 

NPTBIN = NPTBIN + NPTBI1 

IF (NPTBIN <> 0) THEH 

BINSUM = BI HSUM + BI1SUM 

BIHSSQ = BIIISSQ + BI 1SSQ 

THETAF = THETAF + (BINSSQ- (BINSUM*BI NSUM/ NPTBI N)) 
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END 

NBELEM = NBELEM + NPTBI N 

Elm IF 

BEGBNS = BEGB NS - THICOV 

END DO 

ILOW = IROW 

END DO 

NSAMP = NSEG • NCDV *NBI N 

NDIV = NBELEM - NSAMP 

DIV= NDIV*SIG2X 

IF (DIV> 1.E-4) THETA= THETAF/DIV 

For FINEXT: 

SUBROUTINE FINEXT {FLAG, EXTREM, VECAUX, NECH, FMIN, FRESTP, 
WIDTH, EXTTAB, COLFRE, COLEXT, COL A UX, NREXT} 

BEGIN 

EQUIVALENCE (LSTELE,LSTELT(1)) 

EQUIVALE~CE (LSTFRE,LSTELT(2)) 

EQUIVALENCE (LSTAUX,LSTELT(3)) 

COLMI N(1 ) = COLEXT 

COLMIN(2) = COLFRE 

--------------
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IF (FLAG = 1) THEN 

NRC0L = 3 

C0LMI N(3) = C0LAUX 

LSTAUX = VECAUX(1) 

ELSE 

NRC0L = 2 

END IF 

LSTINC = -WIDTH + 1 

LSTMIN = 0 

PREMIN = 0 

INCREA = . FALSE . 

NREXT = 0 

LSTELE = (-FLAG) *EXTREM(1) 

LSTFRE = FMI N 

CURFRE = LSTFRE + FRESTP 

DO I = 2, NECH 

CURELE = (-FLAG) *EXTREM(I) 

IF (FLAG = 1) CURAUX = VECAUX(I ) 

IF (CURELE <> LSTELE) THEN 

IF (CURELE > LSTELE) THEH 

IF (NOT I NCREA ) THEN 
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IF (LSTI NC < = I-WIDTH) THEN 

NREXT = NREXT + 1 

PREMI N = LSTMI N 

LSTMI N = I - 1 

IF (NREXT < = 0) NREXT = 1 

LSTELE = (-FLAG) *LSTELE 

CALL TBL_WRROW(EXTTAB,NREXT,NRCOL, 
COLMIN ,LSTELT) 

END IF 

I NCREA = .TRUE. 

END IF 

LSTINC = I 

ELSE 

IF (INCREA) THEN 

IF (I-1-LSTMIN < = WIDTH) THEN 

NREXT = NREXT - 1 

IF (NREXT > = 0) THEM 

DO IC OL = 1 ,HRCOL 

141 

CALL TBL_DELEM(EXTTAB, NREXT+1 , 
ICOL) 

EI JD DO 

El!D IF 
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END 

LSTMIN = PREMI N 

END IF 

I NCREA = .FALSE. 

END IF 

END IF 

ELSE 

IF (I NCREA) LSTI NC = I 

END IF 

LSTELE = CURELE 

LSTFRE = CURFRE 

IF (FLAG = 1) LSTAUX = CURAUX 

CURFRE = CURFRE + FRESTP 

END DO 

For MINFTE: 

SUBROUTINE .MINFTE (A1INTAB , COLTHE, COLFRE, COLFTE, NR
MIN, NDEGF1, NDEGF2} 

BEGIN 

DO I = 1, NRMIN 

CALL TBL_RDELEM(MI NTAB ,I,COLTHE ,THETA) 
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END 

INVTHE = 1/THETA 

SIGNIF = PCHI(O,INVTHE,NDEGF1,NDEGF2,2) 

CALL TBL_WRELEM(MINTAB,I,COLFTE,SIGNIF) 

END DO 

COLSOR(l) = COLFTE 

COLSOR(2) = COLTHE 

COLS0R(3) = C0LFRE 

CALL TBL_SORT(MINTAB,3,C0LSOR, 1) 

For PCHI: 

FUNCTION PCHI (CHI2, F, NDEG , ND2, NT} 

BEGIN 

T29 = 0 .22222222 

Pl = 0.33267 

Al = 0.4361836 

A2 = -.1201676 

A3 = 0.9372980 

Gl = 0 .3989423 

IF (CHI2 = 0) GO TO 10 
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X2 = (CHI2/NDEG) ** (1/3) - (1-T29/NDEG) 

X2 = X2/SQRT (T29/NDEG) 

GO TO 20 

10 CONTINUE 

F13 = F** (1/3) 

X2 = F13* (1-T29/ND2) - (1-T29/NDEG) 

X2 = X2/SQRT(T29/NDEG+F13 ** 2*T29/ND2) 

20 CONTI NUE 

IF (X2 > 0) GO TO 30 

X2 = -X2 

IPOS = 0 

IF (X2 > 10) GO TO 60 

GO TO 40 

30 CONTINUE 

IPOS = 1 

IF (X2 > 10) GO TO 70 

40 CONTINUE 

22 = G1 *EXP(-X2**2/2) 

T = 1/ (1+P1 • X2) 

PCHI = Z2* (T:,, (A1+T , (A2+T-,-A3)) ) 

IF (N T <> 2) GO TO 50 
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PCHI = 2*PCHI 

RETURN 

50 CONTINUE 

IF (IPOS <> 0) PCHI = 1 - PCHI 

RETURN 

60 CONTINUE 

PCHI = 0 

RETURN 

70 CONTI NUE 

PCHI = 1 

IF (NT = 2) PCHI = 0 

END 

For RENSON: 

SUBROUTINE RENSON (INTAB, COLTIM, COLX, COLMOD, COLSEG, 
TIME, XVAL, MOD ULO, SEGM, NROW, NSEG, FMIN, NECH, FRESTP, 
ERMEAN, WIDTH, OUTPUT, NRMIN} 

BEGIN 

CALL VARMV(COLSEG,XVAL,SEGM, 1 ,NRO W, NSEG,SIG2X,XMEA N) 

CALL DISCAR (XVAL, HROW, ERMEAIJ ,DISPHA) 

STEP(1) = FRESTP 

START(1) = FMIN 
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END 

NPIX (1) = NECH 

CALL PUTIMAG_ST(0UTPUT,1, NPIX ,START,STEP,PTRTHE) 

CALL RESREN(I NTAB,C0LTIM,C0LX ,C0LM0D,C0LSEG,TIME , XVAL, 
M0DUL0,SEGM,NR0W,NSEG,FMI N,FRESTP, NECH ,DISPHA, 
SIG2X,VTME(PTRTHE) ) 

CALL TBL_I NIT(0UTPUT,2, NECH) 

CALL TBL_DEFC0L(0UTPUT, 'FREQ' ,C0LFRE ) 

CALL TBL_DEFC0L(0UTPUT , 'FUNC' ,C0LTHE ) 

CALL TBL_DEFC0L(0UTPUT, 'AMPLI' ,C0LAMP) 

CALL TBL_MAPC0L(0UTPUT,C0LAMP,PTRAMP) 

FLAG = -1 

CALL FI NEXT(FLAG,VTME(PTRTHE ) ,VTME(PTRAMP) ,NECH,FMI N, FRESTP, 
WIDTH , 0UTPUT,C0LFRE,C0LTHE,C0LAMP, NRMI N) 

IF (NRMI N > 0) THEN 

C0LS0R(1) = C0LTHE 

C0LS0R(2) = C0LFRE 

C0LS0R(3) = C0LAMP 

CALL TBL_S0RT(0UTPUT , 3,C0LS0R,1) 

END IF 

For DISCAR: 

SUBROUTINE DISCAR (X l·AL, NELEM, ERMEAN, DJSPHA} 
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BEGIN 

VALMAX = XVA L(1) 

VALMIN = XVAL(1) 

DO IELEM = 2,NELEM 

IF (XVAL(IELEM) > VALMAX) THEN 

VALMAX = XVAL(IELEM) 

ELSE 

IF (XVAL(IELEM) < VALMI N) VALMIN = XVAL(IELEM) 

END IF 

END DO 

147 

DISPHA = (ERMEAN/4) * ((VALMAX+VALMI N)/ (VALMAX-VALMIN)) 

END 

For RESREN: 

SUBROUTINE RESREN {IN TAB, COLTIM, COLX, COLMOD, COLSEG, 
TIME, XVAL, MODULO, SEGM, NROW, NSEG, FMIN, FRESTP, NECH, 

DISPHA , SIG2, THETA} 

BEGIN 

IF (COLSEG <> 0) THEN 

COLSOR(1) = COLSEG 

COLSOR(2) = COLMOD 
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END 

COLSOR(3) = COLX 

COLSOR(4) = COLTIM 

NSOR = 4 

ELSE 

COLSOR( 1) = COLMOD 

COLSOR(2) = COLX 

C LSOR(3) = COLTIM 

NSOR = 3 

END IF 

FREQ = FMIN 

DO IFREQ = 1, NECH 

CALL MODFRE(TIME,MODULO,NROW,FREQ) 

CALL TBL_SORT(INTAB, NSOR ,COLSOR,1) 

CALL THEREN(XVAL,MODULO,SEGM,NROW,N SEG,DISPHA,SIG2, 
THETA(IFREQ)) 

FREQ = FREQ + FRESTP 

END DO 

For THEREN: 

SUBROUTINE THEREN {,\TAL. MODULO. SR<,'M. A/?0 11 ·, NSEG . DJS

PHA, SIG2, THETA} 
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BEGI N 

THETA= 0 

THETAF = 0 

IF (NSEG = 1) THEN 

DIFVAL = XVAL(1) - XVAL(lROW) 

DIFMOD = MODULO(!) - MODULO(NROW) 

THETAF = (DIFVAL*DIFVAL)/ (DIFMOD+1+DISPHA) 

DO IROW = 2,NROW 

ELSE 

DIFVAL = XVAL(IROW) - XVAL(IROW-1) 

DIFMOD = MODULO(IROW) - MODULO(IROW-1) 

THETAF = THETAF + ((DIFVAL *DIFVAL)/ (DIFMOD+DISPHA)) 

END DO 

INSEGB = 1 

DO IROW = 2,NROW 

IF (SEGM(IROW) = SEGM(I NSEGB)) THEN 

DIFVAL = XVAL(IROW) - XVAL(IROW-1) 

DIFMOD = MODULO( IROW) - MODULO(IROW- 1) 

THETAF = THETAF + ((DIFVAL ~DIFVAL)/ (DIFMOD+DISPHA)) 

ELSE 

DIFVAL = XVAL(IIJSEGB) - XVAL(IROW- 1) 
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DIFM0D = M0DUL0(I1SEGB) - M0DUL0(IR0W-1) 

THETAF = THETAF + ( (DIFVAL*DIFVAL)/ 
(DIFM0D +1+DISPHA)) 

INSEGB = IR0W 

END IF 

END DO 

DIFVAL = XVAL(INSEGB) - XVAL(IR0W-1) 

DIFM0D = M0DUL0(INSEGB) - M0DUL0(IR0W-1) 
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THETAF = THETAF + ((DIFVAL*DI FVAL)/ (DIFM0D+1+DISPHA)) 

END I F 

DIV= (NROW-1) *SIG2 

IF (DIV> 1E-O4) THETA= THETAF/DIV 

END 

For DMING : 

SUBROUTINE DMING (TIME, XVAL , NROW, FMIN, NECH, FRESTP, WIDTH, 

OUTPUT, SIGCLE, INCSPW, NRMAX} 

BEGIN 

CALL INITX(XVAL,NR0W) 

STEP(1) = FRESTP 

START(1) = FMIN 

NPIX (1) = NECH 
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CALL PUTIMAG_ST(0UTPUT,1,NPIX,START,STEP,PTRDFT) 

START(l) = 0 

CALL PUTIMAG_ST(0UTPUT//"SW' ,1, NPIX,START,STEP,PTRSPW) 
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CALL FTFREQ(TIME,XVAL,NR0W,NECH, FRESTP,INCSPW,VTME(PTRDFT), 
VTME(PTRSPW)) 

CALL TBL_INIT(0UTPUT,3,NECH) 

CALL TBL_DEFC0L(0UTPUT, 'FREQ' ,C0LFRE) 

CALL TBL_DEFC0L(0UTPUT, 'FUNC' ,C0LDFT) 

CALL TBL_DEFC0L(0UTPUT, 'AMPLI' ,C0LCLE) 

CALL N0RSPW(VTME(PTRSPW) ,NECH) 

START(l) = FMIN 

CALL PUTIMAG_ST(0UTPUT//'DC' ,1, NPIX,START,STEP,PTRDCV) 

CALL CLEAN(VTME(PTRDFT),VTME(PTRSPW) ,VTME(PTRDCV) ,NECH, 
FMIN,FRESTP,SIGCLE) 

FLAG = 1 

CALL FINEXT(FLAG,VTME(PTRDCV),VTME(PTRDFT) ,NECH,FMIN, 
FRESTP,WIDTH,0UTPUT,C0LFRE,C0LCLE,COLDFT, 
NRMAX) 

IF (NRMAX > 0) THEN 

C0LS0R(l) = C0LCLE 

C0LS0R(2) = C0LDFT 

C0LS0R(3) = C0LFRE 

CALL TBL_S0RT(0UTPUT,3,C0LS0R,-1) 
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END 

CALL TBL_RDELEM(OUTPUT,1,COLCLE,VALNOR) 

DO IROW = 1,NRMAX 

CALL TBL_RDELEM(OUTPUT,IROW,COLCLE,VALCLE) 

VALCLE = VALCLE/VALNOR 

CALL TBL_WRELEM(OUTPUT,IROW,COLCLE,VALCLE) 

END DO 

END IF 

For INITX: 

SUBROUTINE INITX (XVAL, NROW) 

BEGIN 

XSUM = 0 

XMEAN = 0 

DO IROW = 1 , NROW 

XSUM = XSUM + XVAL(IROW) 

END DO 

IF (NROW <> 0) XMEAII = XSUM/II RO1t! 

DO IROW = 1,NROW 

XVAL(IROW) = XVAL(IROW) - XMEAII 

END DO 
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END 

For FTFREQ : 

SUBROUTINE FTFREQ (TIME, XllAL , NROW, NECH, FRESTP, INC
SPW, DIFOTR, SPEWIN) 

BEGI N 

PI2 = 6.283185005187988DO 

NROW2 = NROW *NROW 

FREQ = 0 

DO I = 1 ,NECH 

SPEWI N (I) = 0 

DIFOTR(I) = 0 

END DO 

DO IFREQ = 1 ,INCSPW - 1 

VALEXP = PI2*FREQ 

CALL FOUSPW(TIME, NROW,NROW2,VALEXP ,SPEWI N(IFREQ)) 

FREQ = FREQ + FRESTP 

END DO 

DO IFREQ = I NCSPW,NECH 

VALEXP = PI2*FREQ 

CALL FOUTRA(TIME,XVAL, NRO W, ROW2,VALEXP, 
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DIFOTR(IFREQ-INCSPW+1) ,SPEWIN(IFREQ)) 

FREQ = FREQ + FRESTP 

END DO 

DO IFREQ = NECH - INCSPW + 2 ,NECH 

VALEXP = PI2*FREQ 
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CALL FOUDFT(TIME,XVAL , NROW,NROW2 ,VALEXP,DIFOTR(IFREQ)) 

FREQ = FREQ + FRESTP 

END DO 

END 

For FOUS PW : 

SUBRO UTINE FO USP W ( TIME, NROW, NROW2, VALEXP,SP WNND) 

BEG IN 

RPSWFQ = 0 

IPSWFQ = 0 

DO IROW = 1, NROW 

EXPTIM = VALEXP *TIME(IROW) 

COSEXP = COS(EXPTIM) 

SINEXP = SIN(EXPTIM) 

RPSWFQ = RPSWFQ + C0SEXP 

IPSWFQ = IPSWFQ + SIN EXP 
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END DO 

SPWNND = (RPSWFQ **2+IPSWFQ **2)/NRDW2 

END 

For FOUTRA: 

SUBROUTINE FOUTRA (TIME, XVAL , NROW, NROW2, VALEXP, FOTRND, 

SPWNND} 

BEGIN 

RPFTFQ = 0 

IPFTFQ = 0 

RPSWFQ = 0 

IPSWF Q = 0 

DO IROW = 1 , NROW 

EXPTIM = VALEXP *DBLE(TIME(IROW)) 

COSEXP = COS(EXPTIM) 

SINEXP = SIN(EXPTIM) 

RPFTFQ = RPFTFQ + XVAL(IROW) ~COSEXP 

IPFTFQ = IPFTFQ + XVAL( I RO W) *SIHEXP 

RPSWFQ = RPSWFQ + COSEXP 

IPSWFQ = IPSWFQ + SIIIEXP 
END DO 
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END 

FOTRND = (RPFTFQ ** 2+IPFTFQ ** 2) / NROW2 

SPWN ND = (RPSWFQ **2+IPSWFQ ** 2) / NROW2 

For FOUDFT: 
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S UBROUTINE FO UDFT {TIME, XVA L, NRO W, NR O W2, VA LEXP, FOTR ND) 

BEGIN 

END 

RPFTFQ = 0 

IPFTFQ = 0 

DO IROW = 1 , NROW 

EXPT IM = VALEXP *TIME(IROW) 

COSEXP = COS(EXPTIM) 

SI NEXP = SIN(EXPTIM) 

RPFTFQ = RPFTFQ + XVAL(IROW) *COSEXP 

IPFTFQ = IPFTFQ + XVAL(I ROW) *SI NEXP 

END DO 

FOTRND = (RPFTFQ **2+IPFTFQ ** 2) /HROW2 

For NORSPW : 

SUBR OUTINE N ORSP W ( VECSPW, NPOINT} 
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BEGIN 

END 

!MAX :: 1 

DO !POINT= 2,NPOINT 

IF (VECSPW(IPOINT) > VECSPW (IMAX)) IMAX = IPOINT 

END DO 

VALMAX = VECSPW(IMAX) 

DO !POINT= 1,NPOINT 

VECSPW(IPOINT) = VECSPW(IPOINT)/VALMAX 

END DO 

For CLEAN: 
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SUBROUTINE CLEAN (IMABDF,IMASPW,IMAD C V, NECH, FMIN, FRESTP, 

SIGCLE} 

BEGIN 

IMASCR = 'SCRIMA .BDF' 

START(1) = FMIN 

STEP(1) = FRESTP 

NPIX (1) = NECH 

CALL PUTIMAG_ST (IMASCR, 1. IlPIX. ST ART. STEP, PTRSCR) 

CALL FILL(IMABDF,NECH,VTME(PTRSCR)) 
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DO IPIX = 1,NECH 

IMADCV(IPIX) = 0 

END DO 
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CALL FINMAX(VTME(PTRSCR),NECH,SIGCLE,IMAX,CLEMAX,O,TRCLEA) 

AMPMAX = CLEMAX 

10 CALL COMCLE(VTME(PTRSCR) ,IMASPW,NECH,IMAX,CLEMAX,IMADCV) 

CALL FINMAX(VTME(PTRSCR) ,NECH,SIGCLE,IMAX,CLEMAX,AMPMAX,TRCLEA) 

IF (TRCLEA) GO TO 10 

END 

For FILL: 

SUBROUTINE FILL (INVEC, NPOINT, OUTVEC} 

BEGIN 

END 

DO IVAL = 1,NPOINT 

OUTVEC(IVAL) = I NVEC(IVAL) 

END DO 

For FINMAX: 

SUBROUTINE FINMAX (VEC T, NPOINT, SJGCLE, !MA.\ , CLEMAX, 

AA1PMAX, TRCLEA} 
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BEGIN 

END 

IMAX = 1 

IMIN = 1 

CLEMAX = 0 

DO IPOINT = 1,NPOINT 

IF (VECT(IPOINT) > CLEMAX) THEN 

IMAX = IPOINT 

CLEMAX = VECT(IPOINT) 

ELSE 

IF (VECT(IPOI NT) < = VECT(IMI N) ) IMIN = IPOINT 

END IF 

END DO 

TRCLEA = (VECT(IMIN) > (-2 •SIGCLE*AMPMAX)) AND 
( (CLEMAX-VECT(IMIN)) > (SIGCLE• AMPMAX)) 

For COMCLE: 
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SUBROUTINE COMCLE (INVEC1, INVEC2, N POIJ\ T , !MAX, CLEA1AX, 

O UT.VEC} 

BEGI N 

PARAMETER (CLECST=0.17) 
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VALCLE = CLECST*CLEMAX 

DO IVAL = IMAX,NPOINT 
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INVEC1(IVAL) = INVEC1(IVAL) - (VALCLE*I NVEC2(IVAL-IMAX+1)) 

END DO 

DO IVAL = IMAX - 1,1,-1 

INVEC1(IVAL) = INVEC1(IVAL) - (VALCLE*I NVEC2( - IVAL+IMAX+1)) 

END DO 

OUTVEC(IMAX) = OUTVEC(IMAX) + VALCLE 

END 

For DREPDM: 

SUBRO UTINE DREPDM {IN TAB, NELEM} 

BEGIN 

COLOUT (1) = 1 

COLOUT(2) = 2 

COLOUT(3) = 3 

OUTTEX = 'MOST PROBABLE PERI ODS' 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

OUTTEX = 'FREQ THETA F-TEST' 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

DO IELEM = 1,NELEM 
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END 

CALL TBL_RDROW(INTAB,IELEM,3, COLOUT,VALOUT) 

OUTTEX = (VALOUT(1), VALOUT(2), VALOUT(3)) 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

END DO 

For DRESVM: 

SUBROUTINE DRESVM (INTAB, NELEM} 

BEGIN 

COL OUT (1) = 1 

COLOUT(2) = 2 

OUTTEX = 'MOST PROBABLE PERIODS' 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

OUTTEX = 'FREQ THETA' 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

DO IELEM = 1,NELEM 

CALL TBL_RDROW(INTAB,IELEM,2,COLOUT,VALOUT) 

OUTTEX = (VALOUT(1), VAL OUT(2)) 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

END DO 
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END 

For DREDFT: 

SUBROUTJNE DREDFT (INTAB, NELEM) 

BEGIN 

END 

COL OUT (1) = 1 

COLOUT(2) = 2 

COLOUT(3) = 3 

OUTTEX = 'MOST PROBABLE PERIODS' 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

OUTTEX = 'FREQ THETA CLEAN' 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

DO IELEM = 1,NELEM 

CALL TBL_RDROW(INTAB,IELEM,3,COLOUT,VALOUT) 

OUTTEX = (VALOUT(l), VALOUT(2), VALOUT(3)) 

WRITE (OUTTEX) 

END DO 

Program code 

See appendix 4. 
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5.2.5 SHOW /TSA 

Remembering 

The command causes the display of the act ual value of the different qualifiers 
of the TSA package. 
It has no input and gives as outputs : 

- the method's name, 

the number of printed periods at the end of the treatment , 

half the number of trial frequencies between two successive extrema, 

the prefix of the name of the default ou tput. 

Program design 

In this hierarchy, we bave three levels : 

level 1 : command 

level 2 : display informations 

level 3: 

* display the method 's name 
* display the number of printed periods at the end of the treatment 

* display the number of trial frequencies between two successive ex
trema 

* display the prefix of the default out p t . 

The hierarchy of SHOW / TSA is visualized in Fig 5.4. 
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level 1 . 

1 

level 2. 

level 3. □□□□ 
Fig . 5.4 Hierarchy of SHOW / T SA. 

Variables used 

T S AK EY name of the TSA key containing ail the values 

array of 20 characters 

Pseudo code 

WRITE OUT METHOD = 'TSAKEY(l:5)' 

WRITE OUT PRINT = 'TSAKEY(6:8)' 

WRITE OUT WIDTH = 'TSAKEY(9 : 11)' 

WRITE OUT OUTPUT= 'TSAKEY(12 : 14)' 

Program code 

See appendix 4. 
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5.2.6 HELP /TSA 

Remembering 

This causes the display of ail informations concerning the commands of the 
TSA package. · 

This command has no input, and gives as output the informations about each 

command. 

Note : It was not possible to use the same partition for this command as for 
the other. Only the informations displayed can be seen. 

Informations displayed 

See appendix 4 . 

5.2.7 TUTORIAL/TSA 

Remembering 

This command tries to help the user of the T A package. 
The command has no input and produced the execution of the different com-

mands of package. 

Program design 

The hierarchy of this command has only three levels. 

The first level is the one of the command. 
The second level is : 

to give explanations 

to proceed the execution 

The third level corresponding t.o th e execution. i~ diYi(kd in 

- copy the table with th e datas in t he use r 's directory. 

- select the Phase Dispersion 1-Iinimization , 
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- give a value to the different method 's parameters and execute the chosen 
method, 

- show the value of the different parameters . 

select the Discrete Fourier Transform method , 

- give a value to t he different method 's parameters anci exernte the chosen 
method, 

select the Signal Variation Minimization method , 

give a value to the different method 's parameters and execute the chosen 
method, 

delete ail the files created for the execution. 

The hierarchy of this command can be shown if Fig 5.,'">. 

level 1 . 

1 

level 2 D 
1 

1 

level 3 . CD□□□□□□□ 
Fig. 5.5 HierarchyofTl1TOHIAL ,. TS A. 

Variables used 

No particular variables are used. 
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Pseudo code 

WRITE OUT 'EXPLANATIONS' 

COPY TSATUT.TBL TSATUT.TBL 

SET/CONTEXT TSA 

SET/TSA METHOD = PDM PRINT = 4 WIDTH = 2 

TSA/TABLE 0.1,0.3,20,5,2 TSATUT :T :X,:S TUTPDM 

SHOW/TSA 

SET/TSA METHOD = DFT 

TSA/TABLE 0 ,0,0 TSATUT :T :X,:S TUTDFT 

SET/TSA METHOD = SVM 

TSA/TABLE 0.2,0.5,0,0 TSATUT :T :X,:S TUTSVM 

DELETE TUT* .* ; * , TSATUT.TBL; * 

Program code 

See appendix 4. 

5.3 Toolpack program 
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Ali the tools from Toolpack presented in section 4.1 have been utilised on the 

Fortran-77 program designed in sect ion 5.2. 

And particular results from this tools ar<" prPsC:'ntNI in apJH'ndix :3. 
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Tests and results 

Now that the implementation is ended , we would li ke to have a look at two important 
points . These are : 

• the phase of testing the package (section 6.1 and 6.2), 

• the results prod uced by the package (section 6.3). 

Three different types of tests consisting of a static analysis, a fortran portability and a 
numerical tests are realized on the Fortran programs . 
ln a second step, particular tests of the MIDAS 's procedure are made . 

6.1 Fortran programs 

6.1.1 Static Analysis 

ln this phase of the st atic analysis of the Fortran programs, we have proceed at a lexical 
and a syntaxic analysis of the source code file. This has bee realized in using the scanner 
and the parser of Toolpack (see section 5.1.2). 

6.1.2 Fortran portability 

As the MIDAS software must become a portable version rn January 1988, ail the new 
written programs must be portable . 
We have checked the portabi lity of our T SA package by usin g t he st.at.ic analyser of Tool
pack (see section 5.1.2) . 

Note : our package has no particu larity except the % VAL fonction whi ch a ll ow t he 
using of virtual memory. 
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6.1.3 Numerical tests 

This numerical tests concern the subroutines of the command TSA/ TABLE . 

To test these subroutines, we have used the methodology described by A. Yan Lam
swerde in his course intituled : "Méthodologie de développement de logiciels" . 

1
. 

To see if a subroutine is in adequation with its specification , we have three steps to 

make : 

• the first corresponds to the description of the attending results produced by the 

subroutine, using only the specification ; 

• the second step is to identify the results obtained by the execution 

• the third step is the comparaison between the attending results and the obtained 
ones; if these results are equal, we can say_ the subroutine respects its specification. 

As this phase is a little to"o long , we have not described it in this document . 

6.1.4 MIDAS 's procedures 

To test the MIDAS 's procedures, we have used , more or Jess, the same methodology as 

the one used for the numerical tests. 

• For SET / TSA : 
the only way to test this command is to execute ail the other of the package, when 
possible to determine that, this command has clone its work . 

• For SET / TSA : 
as this command has to join the value to the TSA keyword ; while the execution we 
must visualize the value of the keyword and compare them with that put. 

• For TSA/ TABLE : 
to give a data' set in input , we must execute this command with ail parameters. And 
on the other sicle, we execute the prev ious received package with the same value for 
each parameters ; and after this, we compare the different results obtained by the 

two packages . 
It must be note that the results obtained by the two parkagP~ a re not really the 
same. But it seems to be in advantage for s. as in the software' rereivecl no accura.te 

attention is made during the computations. 

• For SHOW / TSA : 
knowing the value of the TSA keyword, and aft.er <>xerut,inn of t.his rommand , we 

can compare if it gives the good resul ts. 

1 see [V,rn Lamsweerdej 
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• For HELP / TSA : 
the only way to test this command is to execute it , read the given informations and 
compare then wi t h the one requested . 

• For TUTORIAL/ TSA: 
to test this command, we have only to execu te it and see if it does everything asked 
for. 

6.2 Example of an execution 

Now that we are sure that the package is giving good results, we can execute it, and look 
at the results obtained. 

For this particular execution, we will use a set of observations about TU CAS from 

the years 1966 to the years 1977 . 
These observations are divided into four seasons, for us we will say in four segments . 

The input table corresponds to the one described in Fig. 6.1. 

TABLE TUCAS 

SELECT : T . GT . 10 

Seq . no . T X s 

1 37936 . 969 8 . 010 1.000000 

2 37937 . 945 7 . 550 1 . 000000 
3 37938 . 949 8 . 040 1 . 000000 

4 37939.969 7 . 630 1 . 000000 
5 37940 . 664 7 .910 1 . 000000 

6 37940 . 949 7 . 900 1 . 000000 

9 38219 . 852 7.252 2.000000 

10 38220 . 828 7 .908 2 . 000000 
11 38220 . 895 7.926 2 . 000000 

12 38221.781 7 . 584 2 . 000000 

13 38221 . 887 7 .407 2 . 000000 
14 38225 . 906 8 . 052 2 . 000000 

15 38228 .910 7 . 518 2.000000 

16 38229 . 910 7.988 2 . 000000 

17 38231 . 824 8 . 011 2.000000 

18 38232 . 926 7 . 574 2 . 000000 

19 38233 . 832 7 . 846 2 . 000000 

20 38234. 801 7.689 2.000000 

21 38234.898 7.367 2 . 000000 
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22 38235 . 902 7 . 996 2.000000 
25 43015 . 902 8 . 050 3.000000 
26 43017 . 891 8 . 024 3 . 000000 
27 43052 . 578 7 . 198 3 . 000000 

28 43052 . 715 7 . 147 3 . 000000 
29 43052 . 824 7 . 292 3 . 000000 

30 43052 . 9 4 1 7.457 3 . 000000 

31 43057.574 7.694 3.000000 

32 43057.703 7 . 787 3 . 000000 

33 43057 . 832 7.892 3 . 000000 

34 43061.559 7.574 3 . 000000 
35 43061.652 7 . 601 3 . 000000 
36 43061 . 754 7 . 633 3.000000 
37 43061 . 867 7 . 681 3 . 000000 
38 43066 . 723 7 . 936 3 . 000000 
39 43066 . 801 7.960 3 . 000000 
40 43066 . 895 7.977 3 . 000000 

41 43073 . 605 8 . 076 3 . 000000 

42 43073 . 820 7 . 707 3.000000 

43 43092 . 605 7 . 973 3 . 000000 
44 43092 . 637 7 . 981 3 . 000000 
45 43094 . 734 8 . 070 3 . 000000 
46 43094.758 8 . 085 3 . 000000 
47 43098 . 625 7 . 866 3.000000 
48 43104 .680 7 . 719 3 . 000000 
49 43104.832 7 . 831 3.000000 
50 43126.707 8 . 047 3 . 000000 
51 43403 . 762 7 . 489 4 . 000000 
52 43403 . 883 7 . 620 4 . 000000 
53 43403 . 973 7 . 705 4 . 000000 

54 43404 . 625 8 . 021 4 . 000000 
55 43404 . 742 8 . 044 4 . 000000 
56 43405 . 629 7 . 539 4 . 000000 
57 43405 . 699 7 . 574 4 . 000000 
58 43405 . 762 7 . 606 4 . 000000 
59 43405 . 832 7 . 646 4 .000000 

60 43405 . 887 7 . 658 4 . 000000 
61 43405.965 7 . 686 4 .000000 

62 43406 . 008 7 . 706 4 . 000000 

63 43406 . 637 7 . 859 4 .000000 

6 4 43406 . 730 7 . 886 4 .000000 
65 43406 . 816 7.903 4 . 000000 
66 43406 . 891 7.937 4 . 000000 

67 43407 . 000 7 . 962 4 . 000000 
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68 43407 . 625 7 . 744 4 . 000000 

69 43407 . 723 7 . 427 4. 000000 

70 43407 . 770 7 . 262 4. 000000 

71 43407 . 871 7 . 192 4 . 000000 
72 43407 . 949 7 . 248 4. 000000 
73 43408. 012 7 . 328 4. 000000 
74 43408 . 621 7 . 889 4 .000000 

75 43408 .684 7 .928 4 .000000 
76 43408 . 738 7 . 953 4 .000000 
77 43408 . 813 7 .980 4. 000000 

78 43411 .621 7 . 882 4. 000000 
79 43411. 707 7 . 836 4 . 000000 

80 43411 . 836 7 . 754 4 . 000000 

81 43411 . 910 7 . 707 4 .000000 
82 43412 . 012 7 . 625 4 . 000000 
83 43492.652 8 .087 4 .000000 
84 43500 . 598 7·. 817 4. 000000 

Fig . 6 .1. Table with the value of TU CAS . 

We can set t he context of the time series analysis with t he command SET /CONTEXT TSA . 

Suppose that we want to execute the Phase Dispersion Minimization , with the default 
value for ail the parameters except for : 

• t he name of the input table, 

• t he reference to t he column of the time , 

• t he reference to t he column of t he values , 

ln correspondance , we have t he two commands : 

• SET/TSA METHDD = PDM, 

•ISA/TABLE? TUCAS :T, :X, :S. 

T he results of t his execution are : 

• a table described in Fig 6.2 , 

• an image plotted in Fig 6.3 . 
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TABLE : TSAPDM 

Seq.no . FREQ FUNC FTEST 

1 0 . 15703 0 . 59537 0 . 10955E-01 

2 0 . 18050 0 .62726 0 . 22135E-01 

3 0 . 18591 0 .64323 0 . 30407E-01 

4 0 . 16425 0 . 79013 0 . 24695 

5 0 . 12635 0 . 82926 0 . 35645 

6 0 . 34295E-01 0 . 83825 0 . 38450 

7 0 . 13176 0 . 85009 0 .42290 

8 0 . 63174E-01 0 . 8591 4 0 .45328 

9 0 . 90249E-01 0 . 90410 0 . 61540 

10 0 . 10288 0 . 90689 0 .62595 

11 0 . 14620 0 . 90698 0 . 62630 

12 0 . 11010 0 . 91997 0 . 67587 

13 0 .41514E-01 0 .92437 0 . 69284 

14 0 . 16245E-01 0 . 94872 0 . 78767 

15 0 . 13718 0 . 96597 0 . 85529 

Fig. 6 .2 Table correspondin g to t he PDM method . 
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Fig . 6 .3 Image corresponding to the PDM method. 
Horizontal Axe = Tested frequencies. 
Vertical Axe = Phase dispersion corresponding. 

l ï ..t 

NO LIHE = 

20 

We want to execute the Signal Variation M inimiza ion with t he clefaul t value for ail 
the parameters except for : 

• the name of the input table. 

• the reference to the column of th0 time. 

• the reference to the column of the ,·alues. 

The commands corrcspon rlecl will lie 

• SET/TSA METHOD = SVM. 

• TSA/TABLE 7 TUCAS :T, :X, :S. 
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The results of this execution are : 

• a table described in Fig 6.4 , 

• an image plot t ed in Fig 6.5 . 

TABLE TSASVM 

Seq.no _. FREQ FUNC AMPLI 

1 0 .15703 1.7358 * 
2 0 . 74004E-01 2 . 0233 * 
3 0 . 10469 2 . 1319 * 
4 0 . 63174E-01 2 . 1388 * 
5 0 . 12635 2 . 1796 * 
6 0 . 12093 2 . 2536 * 
7 0 .18050 2.2834 * 
8 0 . 36100E-01 2 . 2924 * 
9 0 .45124E-01 2 . 3444 * 

10 0 . 16967 2 . 4169 * 
11 0 .13898 2.4240 * 
12 0 . 18050E-01 2.4343 * 
13 0 . 84834E-01 2 . 4647 * 
14 0 . 18772 2 .4745 * 
15 0 . 90249E-02 2 . 5209 * 
16 0 . 50539E-01 2 . 5894 * 
17 0 . 19494 3 . 1953 * 

Fig. 6.4 Table corresponding to the SVM m ethod . 
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Fig . 6.5 Image corresponding to the SVM method . 
Horizontal Axe = Test,ed freq11encies . 
Vertical Axe = Signal variation corresponding . 
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If it is the Discrete Fourier Transform method t.hat. has t.o be exernted . with t he defaul t 

value for ail parameters except : 

• the name of the input table , 

• the reference to the column of thr time. 

• the reference to the column of the \·a lu es . 

The commands c rrrspond r <l will IH• : 

• SET/TSA METHDD = DFT. 

•ISA/TABLE? TUCAS :T, :X, :S . 
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The results of this execution are : 

• a table described in Fig 6.6 , 

• the image with the Fourier Transform at each point of the discretization plotted in 

Fig 6 .7, 

• t he image with t he spectral window at each point of the discretization plotted in Fig 

6 .8, 

• and the image wi t h the deconvolved spectrum plotted in Fig 6.9. 

TABLE : TSADFT 

Seq .no. FREQ FUNC 

1 0 . 18230 1 . 0000 
2 0 . 86639E-01 0 .64006 
3 0.32490E-01 0 : 55914 

AMPLI 

1.0000 
0 . 36816 
0.17745 

Fig. 6 .6 Table corresponding to the DFT method . 
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Fig. 6 .ï Image correspondi ng to t he DFT method . 
Horizontal Axe = Tested frequenci es. 
Vertical Axe = Fourier transform corresponding . 
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Fig . 6 .8 Image corresponding to the spectral window . 
Horizontal Axe = Tested frequencies . 
Vertical Axe = Spectral window corresponding. 
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10:u1t- J TSRDFT. DC U NO L!NE = 

3 
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0 5 10 15 20 

Fig. 6.9 Image corresponding to t he deconvolved s pectrum. Hor izo nt al 

Axe = Tested frequencies . 
Vertical Axe = Deconvolved spectrum corresponding . 

The logfile corresponding to this particular ex ecution can be found in a ppendix l . 

In conclusion of this execution , we can see : 

• that the Phase Dispersion Minimization method and th e ~ignal \ 'a r ia ti n n \1inimi za

tion method give the same result<. . 

• nevertheless the S ignal Variation Minimizati on gÎH' '- m n r0 int c· r111 c•d i<1 t 0d fr C' q110 nciC's. 

periods , 

• the results o bt.ained by the Di<.rrC'tr Fnnrier Tr a nsfnrm a r0 111 11 r<· 11 r le·"" t li <' -:a rn 0 a,; 

the ones produced by the two ot li e r m C' t hod s . 

To have a more co mplete s tudy of the"e three methods . o ther cx ec 11ti o n,.; with p a rtic

ular sets of input data have to b e realized . 
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But only with this execution can we have the same conclusions as the one obtained by 
Heck , Man froid and Mersch 2 . 

None of the methods is clearly superior to the others . Nevert heless Fou rier 's and non
parametric methods have relatively different scopes and they are, t o some extend , com
plementary. 

2 see [Heck-M a.nfroid- Mersch] 
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Performances, possible 
improvments 

This chapter deal with the point concerning the performance tests of our package. 

This point is consider to be important for different reasons . 
The first one can be the user 's request, precisely if the computations of the program take 
more time that manual computations, this package is not used over lon g periods. 
The second reason is that the performance analysis is an operation that can help in un
derlining those parts of the process takin g too much time , in such a way that one can 
eventually find a way out , or at least , propose di fferent remedies. 

The study of performance is divided into two steps : 

1. first the number of theoritical operations is count for each method , 

2. in a second step , a dynamic analysis of the Fortran programs is made . 

7 .1 Theoritical operation counts 

The method 's performances wi ll be clone in te rms of number of computat ions made . 

7.1.1 Phase D ispersion Minimiza tion 

As explained in set ion 3 .2.2, the P hase Dispersion Minimization is divid Pd into three parts 
of computations : 

1. the computations of the var iancE-' of the a il 111easu rements (t,hi s correponds to t he 
subroutine VAR:vIV), 

2. the computations of the phase vector (this corresponds t.o the subroutine MODFRE) , 

182 
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3. the computations of the overall vari ance of th e bins and covers, th e phase dispersion 
(this corresponds to the subroutine PHADIS) . 

• To compute the variance of ail the segments, two variabl es are important . 
These are : 

the number of segments NBS , 

the number of measurements NBE. 

For one segment , if we have NBES elements in this segment, we will do (2 * NBES) 
additions and NBES multiplications (to compute t he sum and the sumsquare), 1 
multiplication, 2 divisions , 2 additions , 1 substraction. 
As the sum of the number of elements of each segment is equal to the number of 
elements NBE. 
So we have : "'E,~~s N BES; = N BE 

To compute the varian_ce of the ail segments , we will do : 

(NBE + NBS) multiplications 

(2 * (NBS + 1)) divisions 

(2 * (NBE + NBS)) additions 

(NBS + 1) substractions. 

• The computations of the phase vector depends of two variables : 

the number of measurements NBE, 

the number of trial frequen cies NBF . 

For one frequency, we have to do : 

NBE multiplications 

NBE substractions . 

So , for NBF frequencies , we will do : 

(NBF .* NBE) multiplications 

(NBF * NBE) substractions. 

• For the computations of the phase dispersion , we have to kn nw : 

the number of trial frequ encies N BF , 

the number of seg ments NBS . 

the number of measurements NBE, 

the number of bins NBB, 

the number of covers NBC . 
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For 1 frequency, 1 segment, 1 cover , 1 bin havin g NBEB elements; we do : 

- (NBEB + 1) multiplications 

- 1 division 

- ((2 * NBEB) + 1) additions 

- 1 substraction . 

For 1 frequency, 1 segment , 1 cover and NBB bins having NBEB elements each , we 
do: 

- (NBB * (NBEB + 1)) multiplications 

- NBB divisions 

- (NBB * ((2 * NBEB) + 1)) additions 

- (NBB + 1) substractions . 

For 1 frequency, 1 segment, NBC covers and NBB bins having NBEB elements each , 

we do : 

- (NBC * (NBB * (NBEB + 1))) multipl ications 

- (NBC * NBB) divisions 

- (NBC * (NBB * ((2 * NBEB) + 1))) additions 

- (NBC * (NBB + 1)) su bstractions . 

For 1 frequency, NBS segments, NBC covers and NBB bins having NBEB elements 

each , knowing that : 
I:.~1B N BEBi = N BES with NBES , the number of elements in each segment 

I:,~1 s N BESi = N BE 
we do : 

- (NBC * (NBB * (NBE + NBS))) + 3 multiplications 

- (NBS * ( BC * NBB))) + 1 divisions 

(NBC * (NBB * ((2 * NBE) + NBS))) ad<l it. ions 

- (NBS * (NBC * (NBB + 2))) su bstractions. 

And for NBF frequencies , we do : 

- (NBF * (NBC * (NBB ·i, (NBE -t NBS ))) + 3) mult.ipli ca t.ions 

- (NBF * (NBS * (NBC * NI3B))) + 1) divisions 

- (NBF * (NBC * (NBB * ((2 * NBE) + NBS)))) additions 
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- (NBF * (NBS * (NBC ,. (NRR + 2)))) s 11 hs tract.inns . 

• And 'BF additions to increment the frequency . 

For the ail method , if : 

• NBF is the number of trial frequencies , 

• NBS is the number of segments , 

• NBE is the number of measurements , 

• NBB is the number of bins , 

• NBC is the number of covers, 

the number of computations is res umed in Fig 7 .1. 

multiplications di vi sions additions 

IIBE+NBS 2* orns+ 1) 2* ( HBE+l!BS) 

l lBF *NBE 

HBF * (NBC • NBB • (NBE+ NBF • (NBS *l!BC ·, HBf ,cflBC ,, fJBB • 

NBS)+3) NBB+l) (IIBE • 2+I1BS) 

IIBF 

NBF*(((NBC•NBB)* (2 * (HBS+1)+ 2* (IIBE+IIBS) + 

l85 

substractions 

IIBS+ 1 

IIBF+IIBE 

I-!BF ,; tlB S• lfBC ,;. 

(IJBB+2) 

!IBF < ( 1 + (IIBS ~ 

(HBE+NBS))+NBE+3) CNBF• (l!BS+IJBC ,~ (l!BF -+: ( 1 + (IIBC , IIBB) l!BC) "' (l!BB+2))) 

NBB+l)) , (NBE+IIBF+!IBS))) +IIBS+tlBE+1 

Fig . 7.1 Number of computations rE'qu irP<l by the PD1\1111rl'11,d 

7.1.2 Signal Variation Minimizatiou 

Described in section 3.2.3, t.his met h()(l is di, idC'd in r,111r ph n--(',-. "r rn111p11t ol i,111~ : 

• the com pu tations of the \' a ri ancr of t hE' ail 111Pas1m•11w 11t s ( t his curreponds t.o tE'h 
su broutine VARMV} , 
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• the computations of the discard in phase (this corresponds to the subroutine DIS
CAR), 

• the computations of the phase vector (this corresponds to the subrou tine MODFRE), 

• and the computations of the phase dispersion ( this corresponds to the' su broutine 

THEREN) . 

• To compute the variance, as we used the same pocedure as the one described for the 
Phase Dispersion Minimization , the number of computations, for NBES segments 
and NBE elements, is : 

(NBE + NBS) multiplications 

(2 * (NBS + 1)) divisions 

(2 * (NBE NBS)) additions 

(NBS + 1) substractions. 

• The computations of the discard in phase is don e in : 

1 multiplication 

2 divisions 

1 addition 

- 1 substraction. 

• The computations of the phase vector depends of two variables : 

the number of measurements NBE, 

the number of trial frequencies NBF . 

The number of computations is : 

- (NBF * NBE) multiplications 

(NBF * NBE) substractions. 

as explained before. 

• For the phase dispersion , the important variables are : 

the number of trial frequencies, 

- the number of segments NBS, 

the number of elements NBE. 

For one segment having NBES c-lcmc-nt s wc- h aY C' : 

NBES multiplications 

NBES divisions 
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- ((2 * NBES ) + 1) additions 

(2 * NBES) substractions. 

But , "Lf:~5 N BESi = N BE 

For NBS segments , we have : 

NBE multiplications 

- NBE divisions 

(2 * NBE) + NBS) additions 

- (2 * NBE) substractions. 

And for NBF frequencies , there are : 

(NBF * (NBE + 1)) multiplications 

- (NBF * (NBE + 1)) divisions 

- (NBF * ((2 * NBE) + NBS) additions 

- (NBF * ((2 * NBE) + 1) substractions . 

• And NBF additions for the incrementation of the frequency. 

If: 

• NBF is the number of trial frequ encies, 

• NBS is the number of segnents, 

• NBE is the number of measurements, 
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the number of computations for t he Signal Variation Minimization is resumed in Fig 7.2. 
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multiplications divisions additions substractions 

NBE+NBS (2 * (IIBS+1) 2 ;· OIBE+!IBS) l!BS+ 1 

1 2 1 1 

NBF * IŒE !IBF * IIBE 

NBF * (UBE+l) NBF * (HBE+l) NBF* (2 * IIBE+IIBS) !JBF .;. (2 * HBE) 

HBF 

NBF • (2 ~NBE+1)+HBE+ 2• (!1BS+2)+11BF , 2 * ( ( !IBE •· ( IIBF+ 1)) + 3 ,, tr BF -•·!!BE+ IJBS+2 

NBS+1 (NBE+l) UBS) +NBf ,, (!JBS+1) + 

1 -

Fig . 7.2 Number of computations required by t he SVM meth od . 

7 .1.3 Discrete Fourier Transform 

As described in section 3.2.4. this method is divided into two phases of comp utations : 

• the substraction of the mean of the value (this corresponds to the subrouti ne INITX) , 

• the computations of the Discrete Fourier Transform and the spectral window for 
each frequency (t his corresponds to the subroutine FTFREQ) . 

• For the substraction of the mean of the measu rements. if we have BE measure-
ments , we will carry out : 

- 1 division 

- NBE add it ions 

- NBE substractions. 

• For the compu t ations of the DisrrE.'t.E.' Fn11riN Tran sfnrrn él l)(I t lie• ~pect rnl \\·ind o11 . 
we have to know : 

- the number of t ri al frt·quc•11CÎf•~ :"JDF. 

-- t he number of observations BE . 

For one fr equency, we will do : 
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- (3 * (NBE + 2)) multipli cat ions 

- 2 di vis ions 

- NBE cosinus 

- NBE sinus 

- ( 4 * NBE) additions . 

For NBF frequencies, we will do : 

- ((3 * NBF) * (NBE + 2)) multiplicat ions 

- (NBF * 2) divisions 

- (NBF * NBE) cosinus 

- (NBF * NBE) sinus 

- ( 4 * (NBF * NBE)) additions . 

• And NBF ad ditions for thE' incrementat.ion of thE> frequen cies . 

If : 

• NBF is the number of trial frequencies, 

• NBE is the number of measurements, 

the number of computations is descrihed in Fi g ï .3. 

mul div sin cos add sub 

1 IIBE IIBE 

(3 * NBF) * 2 * NBF IJBf ,;,tlBE l'!BF · IIBE 4" IIBF , IIBE 

(NBE+2) 

IIBF 

(3 * NBF) * 2* 1ŒF+1 IIBF*IJBE IIBF ' IIBE IIBF • ( 4 · IIBE IIBE 

(IIBE+2) +1)+1 IB E 

Fig . 7.3 Number of co mput ai.ion ~ rc•q11irerl h~ t hr DFT 111<'11 111<! . 
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7.2 Possible improvments 

To have more informations about the execution and the performances, wc have uscd the 
execution analyser of Toolpack described in section 4.1.5 . 
This tool <livides the program into segments, and after t he execution gives the number of 
passages by each segment . We can see where the improvments have to be clone . 

In our case, particular improvments would be made in the computat ion of the phase 
dispersion from Stell ingwerf 's method , wi th the particular decomposition in bins and 
covers . Perhaps, accurate searchs would be clone to improve this particular phase. 
For the two other methods , no particular improvment has to be realized . 
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Conclusions 

Now that ail the package has been described, some conclusions have to he made . We can 
divide these conclusions into three parts. 

• The first concerns other field s of application for t his package section 8 .1. 

• The second one deals with future developments section 8.2 . 

• And the third makes evident conclusions sect ion 8.3. 

8.1 Other fields of application 

As this package has been developed for astronorners, and the great rn ajority of the ref
erences given corresponds to astronomical papers , one can thing t hat these metho<ls are 
good only for astronomers. 
But other professions can allow this type of method . With the necessary changings dic
tated by the required data 's format , this package can be used by other people who have 
time series with unequal spaced datas. 
We can also t ry to use th e package in a way to prove t hat in a particular set of observations , 
no period can be found . 

Not only the time is concerned in this part . If we have irregu larl y sampled data 
depending from other parameters that the time , these methdos can be a lso used. 

8.2 Future develop1nents 

• The first development env isaged can be t he implerne1it.a t,ion of t.h e ot.her methods 
described in the comparative study. 

• In a second step, th e irnp!f•rnent.;it.io11 of r1cc 11rnt.<• t.<"s1.s 1.0 IH· lp 1 hC' 11 sP r in t.h P choice 
of the best period between t he candid atPs can be rc0 a li zed. 

• The computations of the test reali zed on t hP p riod când idates can be separated 
from the ones of the method in itse lf. 

191 
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• An other development could be the research and the implementation of methods 
which have a beter mathematical justification . 

• The last development envisaged could be the extension of the activity to the auto
matie classification of time series. 

8.3 Conclusions 

As a certain number of constraints concerning the mathematical contents of the package 
and the imposed data structure, we have attach ourselves particularly at the designing of 
an "user-friendly" interface , at the rigorously implementation and at the testing phase . 

This package has been realized in collaboration wi t h ESO 's astronomers, and it must 
be integrated in the MIDAS 's environment . This implies that particular decisions take 
in the process structuration and in the ïmplementation can be different for other people 
who wants to implement the chosen method . 

On an other sicle, this document presents only the different steps leading to the elab
oration of the package. 
lt can be completed by different studies concerning : 

• the different methods implemented , 

• new methods, 

• other fields of application, 

• a comparaison between these methods on one hand and on the other hand methods 
for equally spaced data. 
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Midas 

A.1 Hardware 

The hardware configuration actuall y used at ESO and described in section 4.1.1 can be 

visualized in the Fig A . l here-under. 
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Fig . A. l The computer co nfigurntion rnrrent ly used a t. ESO . 
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The MIDAS 's worksation is typically composed of t hree different screens and two 

keyboards. The firs t keyboard / screen pair is used to enter a MIDAS 's session and to 
provide the computer t he commands to execute. This terminal also received t he results 

of the computations , the on-line help , the mail messages and the error messages . 
The second terminal is a graphie display terminal used to plot the graphics,-i.e. curves, 
histograms and so on. 
The third terminal is composed of a high resolution color monitor and of a joystick. The 
display device is used to show the images while the j oystick is helpful to interactively point 
and define zones to process the image. 

The hardware also comprises other ty pical dev ices such disk- an d tape drives , many 
different type printing devices , i .e . line printers, dot-mat rix printer , laser printers, graphie 
printers and so on ; and a device especiallly design to copy the digital images on photo
graphie film . 

The system is also equipped with modem to· allow communication with t he widespread 
world of astronomy. 

A.2 Image 

An image is an array of numbers represent in g data values. 
An image can be considered as a se t of pixels. These pix els are drawn up in lines, each line 
usually contains the same number of pixels. The number of pixels in the line determine 
the image size. 

Such a structure implies that an image will be accessed as a matrix, giving the pixel 
coordinates of the point to access in the image. 

ln our particular case, it is not possible to access to tbe pixels of the output image. 
The structure of image used is only a manner of producing output . This structure has 
been chosen because it permits to give for each defined axe the start coordinate and the 
step. 

A.3 Table 

A table is a two dimensional array orgin azed with ro ws and colt111rn s. 
The item in one row m ay describe different propert ies of t he same ohj Prt, or feat.ure . 

On the ot.her hand , a il elements in a given colu m n must be of 1,lic• sa me type and be 

associated by the sam e property. 
An item in a table is accessed by givin g it.s column and rm\· in ,idclil ion to the table 's 
name. 

The row number can eithe r be given as an absolut.e value , i.e. the seq uence number , or 
indicated by the valu e in a previou sly reference colu mn . Columns a re norrnall y referred to 
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by either user- defined label, but can be addressed by their absolute number. A character 
string containing the unit of the values is also associated with each column . 

Three types of datas can be stored in a table : real value in sin gle or double precision 
and char acter strings . If an element is not defined it will be a N ULL entry. 

A.4 Logfile 

The logfile corresponding at our particular execution is presented in Fig . A .2 

MIDAS 001> SET/CONTEXT TSA 
TSA Package Version 1 .0 (JAN 1987) 

Available Commands : 

SET/TSA 
SHOW/TSA 
ISA/TABLE 
PLOT/TSA 
TUTORIAL/TSA 

MIDAS 002> SET/TSA METHOD=PDM 
MIDAS 003> ISA/TABLE? TUCAS :T :X, :S 

Nyquist frequencies : Minimum 
0 .90E-02 

Maximum 
0 . 20E+OO 

Phase Dispersion Mi nimisation Method. 

Step 
0 . 18E-02 

Input table 
TUCAS 

Output Images and tables 
TSAPDM : . BDF, . TBL 

Freq Min 
0 .902E-02 

Freq Max 
0 . 199 

Sample 
105 

Freq Step 
0 . 180E-02 

llr of bins llr of covers Width 

MI DAS 004> SET/TSA METHOD=SVM 
MIDAS 005> ISA/TABLE? TUCAS :T :X , :S 

Nyquist frequencies : Minimum 
0 .90E-02 

Maximum 
0.20E+OO 

5 2 1 

Step 
O . 18E-02 
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Signal Variation Minimisation Method . 

Input table 
TUCAS 

Freq Min 
0 .902E-02 

Freq Max 
0 . 199 

Sample 
105 

Output Images and tables 
TSASVM : .BDF, . TBL 

Freq Step 
0 . 180E-02 

Rel Error 
0 . 10 

Width 
1 

MIDAS 006> SET/ISA METHOD=DFT 
MIDAS 007> ISA/TABLE? TUCAS :T :X, :S 

Nyquist frequenci es : Minimum · Maxi mum Step 
0 .90E-02 0 . 20E+OO 0.18E-02 

Dicrete Fourier Transform Method. 

Input table 
TUCAS 

Output Images and tables 
TSADFT : . BDF, . TBL 
TSADFTSW. BDF TSADFTDC . BDF 

Freq Min Freq Max Sample Freq Step Rel Error Width 

0 . 902E-02 0 . 199 105 0 . 180E-02 0 . 10 1 

Fig . A.2 Logfile. 
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User 's manual cont ribut ion 

The user 's manual presented in this appendix correponds to the document given to the 
astronomers and containing the specification of the time series analysis project. 
As it must be in t egrated into the MIDAS user 's guide , some details would be changed in 
the future. 

Time Seri es Analysis. 
This chapter deals with the Time Series of unequally spaced data. The period deter

mination techniques are discussed and described in section B .l. Three methods have been 
implemented and can be applied to MIDAS tables. The testing phase was performed com
paring the results of this package and of the previously written oftware that we received 
from Manfroid and Boucher and from Stellingwerf. 

Section B.2 describes the syntax of the different MIDAS commands, and section B.3 
illustrates a typical MIDAS session to analyse the period of some data. 

The outputs of t he program and their possible interpretation are given in section B.4. 
An example is presented in section B.5 , it may be convenient for the first time users to run 
the command TUTORIAL/TSA whi le reading this section . Section B.6 contains a summary 
of the commands. 

B.1 Outlin e of t h e available methods. 

This section contains an introduction t.o time series analysis and giv es a hrief description 
of the implemented met hods . 

A time series can be represented by a set of pair (T ,,i;) i = 1 . .. .• N where :ris the 
vector of the measured data and t the t.ime when t.hese mea . ur <: nwnt s W<-'rE' t.aken. The 
mean of the sample is 

,;;;-,N 
L..,i = I :r, 

:r - ---
N 
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and the variance 
a2 = L~1 (x; - x) 2 

N - I 
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To analyse a time series , the Fourier transform can be thought of importance but some 
non-parametric statistical methods give good resu lts. The successive steps of the analysis 
are : 

• the definition of a set of trial frequencies 1.1 based on some user knowledge of the 
data or on the Nyquist criteria. 

• the definition of a criteria that will point out t he actual candidates for the period . 
This can be the minimization of a statistic 0 on the period range or the detection of 
peaks in a periodogram. 

• from these candidates , the more probable period are to be extracted . 

The TSA package is offering complete first and t hird steps . Referring to a comparative 
study of the different period determination methods performed by A . Heck , J. Manfroid , 
and G . Mersch , three methods or criteria have been chosen for the present package with 
regards to their efficiency and robustness: 

l. the phase dispersi on minimization method developed by S tellingwerf 

2. the signal variation minimization meth od introduced by R en son minimazation of a 
quadratic form . 

3. the Fourier analysis based on th e discrete Fourier transform investigated by Deeming 

To know more about the reasons of our choice , the reader is invited to consul t the above 
mentioned papers. 

B.1.1 The Phase Dispersion Minimization Method. 

The development of this method is based on an a rticle of R. F . Stell ingwerf. 

For any subset of th e measurements , we can defi ne th e sampl e vari anc e s 2 , with analogy 
to a2 . For any set of M distinct samples, havin g respect ively the ,·a ri a nces s; j = 1, . . . , 111 
and nj j = I , ... , M data points , the overa ll variance is givcn hy : 

s2 = 
'\' M ( ) ~ L.,j = I 11 j - ] s1 

"'M 11 · - M ....., J ::: l J 

Let T be a trial period , the ph asf' vector cp is : 

c/>i = ti/T - [t, / T] 
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where [a] represents the greatest integer in a . Just remark that t he <Pi i ...:::. 1, .. . , N lie in 
[O l] . 

The method defines the set of samples as a struct re of bins and covers in the phase 
interval. The unit interval is divided into Nb bins of leng t h 1/ Nb , an d Ne covers of Nb 
bins are taken, each caver offset in phase by 1/ (NbNc) from t he previous one. 

The statistic 01 considered here is the overall variance s2 of the bins and covers divided 
by the variance of the whole sample: 

The criterion is based on very simple assumptions . 
If the tested period T is nota good one , then s2 ~ a 2 and 01 == 1. But , T can be considered 
as a correct period if 01 reaches a local minimum, hopef ully with a near zero value . 

A significance test is performed on the found minima using the F-distribution . The 
most probable periods have the smallest value in the F-test. Anyhow to be affected with 
a correct significance, the F-test performed on a period shou ld not exceed 0.1. 

B.1.2 The Signal Variation Minimization Method. 

This method was developed in an article by P. Renson. 

For a given period T , the phase of the k-th observat ion is : 

<Pi = ti /T - lti / T] 

where [a] is the greatest integer in a. 

Lafler and Kinman introduced the foll owing statistic: 

If the tested period is good , th e differences xi - Xi - l become small in mean. Nevertheless , 
it happens that the difference Xi - x; _ 1 is important. j ust because they correspond to very 
different phases. A correct ion has to be int.rod uced. 

Therefore, a followin g statistic is defined : 

But this formul a is also subj ect to crit.icis111 . If Jifferl' nt 11wnsurt· 111C·11t.c- .r , ,He corres po 11 d i11 g 
to two proximal phases then even if t,hey onl y differ by a quantity of th e order of the noise, 
the ratio (x; - Xi_ i) 2 / (<Pi - <Pi - d will co nt ribu t,c too much to t he sum as (rp, - <Pi- dis too 
sm all. The tested frequ ency cou ld t hen be abnorm all y rejected . To sa lve thi s problem , one 
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can simply add to the denominator a term e equal to the discard in phase corresponding 
to the noise. If the error mean is e and the total vari at ion of the fun ct ion is r , for a more 
or less sinusoïdal curve of period 1, e can be estimated : 

€ = 
e 

2r 

The statistic 02 proposed by Ren son is a weighted sum of t he squares of th e successive 
differences, i.e. 

where 

• V= { 
1 if i= l(and(i-l) = N) 
0 else 

• e = e/2r where 

l. e is the precision in magnitude of t he dat as; 

2 . r = maxi Xi - mmi Xi . 

The periods minimising the value of the statistic are good candidates . 

B.1.3 The Fourier Analysis. 

This method is based on the paper of T . J. Deeming. and uses the discrete Fourier 
transform. 

The complex Fourier transform F(v) of a fonction f(t) is : 

!
+oo 

F(v) = _
00 

f(tk21rvtdt. 

and the discrete Fourier transform is th e di screte version of it: 

N 

FN(v) = L f(t k)/21rvtk_ 
k= l 

ln the case of determinate processes, t he discrete Fourier transform is t he con voluti:on 
of the continuous Fourier transform F(1/) with a fun ction 8N(v) ra lkd t. he spectral window 
that is only a consequence of the disc retization of the time spacc: 

with 
N 

8N (11) = L ei2ntk. 
k= l 
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In practical computations , it is most convenien t to use the fonction N - 1 FN(v) and the 
corresponding spectral window ïN(v) = N - 18N(v ). Thus 

N - 1 FN(v) = ïN(v) * F(v) . 

On the computed discrete Fourier transform , a non- linear deconvolution is performed 
according to the spectral window using the CLEAN algorithm . An approximation of the 
actual Fourier transform is then obtained . Localisation and amplitude of the peaks are 
detected . 

B.2 Commands in the TSA. 

This section gives a description of the different commands developed in the package i .e. 

• SET/ISA 

• ISA/TABLE 

• SHOW/ISA 

B.2.1 SET /TSA. 

It sets up the different qualifiers for the next execution of the actual analysis . The syntax 
1s: 

SET/ISA [METHOD= method _name] [PRINT= nr _prints] [WIDTH = width] [OUTPUT= 
output] . 
Where : 

1. method name is one of the following : 

(a) PDM: Phase Dispersion Minimization (defaulted), 

(b) SVM: Signal Variation Minimization , 

(c) DFT: Discrete Fourier Transform . 

2. nr_print is an integer , the most probable nr_pr int periods are di splayed at the end 
of the treatment , this is defaulted to O. 

3. width is half the minimal distance (number of trial frequ encies) between two succes
sive extrema, its default value is l . 

4. output is a prefix for the name of the default output ; if 11 0 011t.r11t, i · given in the 
ISA/TABLE comma nd , the results wi]I bt:' st.ored in irna.gt:"s a ncl t. <1 hl t:'s t he 11 ame of 
which are built with this prefix foll owed by th e name of t.lH' mc- t,hod . Defaul t value 
of the prefix is TSA . 

Ex amples: 
SET/ISA METHOD= PDM PRJNT= l WIDT H= 2 O UT 
SET/ISA DFT 2 
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B.2.2 SHOW /TSA. 

This causes the d isplay of the actual value of the different qualifiers of the TSA package . 
The calling sequence is : 

SHOW/ISA . 

B.2.3 TSA/TABLE. 

lt performs the actual analysis of the time series. 
The syntax is: 

ISA/TABLE [method _par] INTAE [time [data [,segmentll] [OUTPUT] 
where 

• the method parameters are fmin,fma x,ndis f,nbin ,ncovj if the method is PDM and 
fmin,fmax, ndis f, error/ otherwise. fmin and fmax fix the investigated frequency in
terval and ndis is the number of trial frequen cies in this interval. If they are omitted 
or set to 0, they are co_mputed to satisfy the Nyquist criteria. 
nbin and ncov are, for the PDM , the number of bins and covers of the phase unit 
interval , if omitted or null they are set to (5 , 2) . 
error is the noise to signal ratio with O S error S 1. The default value is 0.1 

• INTAB is the name of the input table that contains the time series. 

• tim e is the reference to the column of JNTABcontaining the time vector. The default 
value is :TIME. 

• datais the reference to the data column in INTAB, it is defaulted to :DATA . 

• segment is the reference ta the segment column. Measurements can be separated in 
different segments or sets . If not given , the existence of only one segment is assumed. 
This column contains the value of the segment corresponding to the time and the 
data. When the value change , the time an d the dat a are consedering in an other 
segment . 

• OUTPUT is the name under which will be stored the results of the program. As 
different outputs are avai lable, they will differ by their extem:ion. For each method , 
an image named OUTPUT.EDF contains t he value of th e ohject.ive function (the 
statistic or periodogram) value at, each point of th e di screLi s;cit.inn and a t. ahle na.merl 
OUTPUT.TEL is an ordered li st. of the period candiclat,es . The fir st column of 
the latter is :FREQ and contains th e fr !:'qu encies wh erc· th e 0x t.rPma occurred , tlw 
second one named :FlJNC is the valuP of th0 objr,ct.ivP f11n r tion . The third on<" 
is either the F-test (:FTEST) eith er th r amplit.11de of t.hc· p1•;1k (:AMPLI) and is 
used ta appreciate the validity of rpsult.s . Morcc ,ver , fo r DFT. Iwo ot her images are 
produced: the first named OUTPUT.SWJ is the spect.ral wi11cJuw and the secoud 
OUTPUT.DCV is the deconvolved spectrum . The defaul t valu e of output is TSA 
followed by the method name, for instan ce TSAPDM. 
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PDM examples: 
TSA/TABLE 1.05,2.05 ,65 ,5,2 MYTABLE :TIME :MEASURE,:SEGM OUTPDM 
TSA/TABLE ? MYTABLE # 1 # 2 
SVM examples: 
TSA/TABLE 0.125 ,0 ,93,0.05 MYTABLE :TIME :MEASURE 
ISA/TABLE 0,0,0,0 MYTABLE # 1 # 2 OUTSVM 
DFT examples: 
ISA/TABLE 0,0.067,0,0 .05 MYTABLE :TIME :MESURE OUTDFT 
ISA/TABLE? MYTABLE . 

B.3 The Process 
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This section illustrates the typical sequence of commands for the use of the TSA process. 

The qualifiers must first be chosen : the method , t he number of searched period and 
so on . The actual analysis .can then be performed with t he right parameters . Severa! 
execution can be asked if results are not satisfying . The resu lts can be viewed on a 
graphies terminal. 

This typical sequence of MIDAS command would be : 

1. SET/ISA [METHOD= method _name] [PRINT= nr_prints] [WIDTH = width] [OUT
PUT= output] 

2. ISA/TABLE [method par] INTAB [time] [data [,segment]] [OUTPUT] 

The command SHOW/ISA can be call ed at each moment of the sequence. 

B.4 Interpretation of Outputs. 

Interpreting the results obtained by th·e differen t peri od determination techniques is not 
an easy work and some help is given below . 

B.4.1 The PDM method. 

The outputs from the PDM method are: 

• an image with the value of the statistic at each point of t.lw discret izat. ion , 

• a table with the frequencies wh ere t-ht> st.at.isL ir is mini mal. 1-h<' ,·,dn f' nf Lhat minimum 
and the corresponding F-TEST. 
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As defined , the statist ic 01 is the ratio of the overall variance of t he bins and covers and 
the variance of ail the observations. Therefore , 01 is the quotient of two sums of squares; 
its probability distribution is thus a F dist ribution with respectively ~ ni - M and N - 1 
degrees of freedom. 
As it is more convenient to make a test on the F distribution with a condition written 
with a > operator , we are defining our F fonction as 

The probability Pl that a given value of 01 is due to random fluctuations is twice the area 
of the F distribution above 011 (two sided test) . This probability approaches unity as 
01 -+ l. Thus the significance is p1 satisfying the following condition : 

F pif2 ,N11 ,N21 = 1/ 01 

where N11 = N - 1 and N21 = ~ n3 - M . Pl is obtained by reference to a F table or 
by using an approximation of the inverse fonction to P( F, N 1J , N 21). In this particular 
implementation , the approximation of Abramowitz and Segun , was chosen. 

B.4.2 The SVM method. 

The outputs from the SVM method are: 

• an image with the value of the statist ic at each point of the di scretization . 

• a table with the frequenci es where the statistic is min imal and the corresponding 
minimum value . 

B.4.3 The DFT method. 

The corresponding outputs are: 

• an image with the discrete Fourier transform at each poin t of the discretization ( 
periodogram) 

• ·an image with the spectral window , 

• a third image with the deconvolved spect.rum , 

• a table with the frequenci es wh ere th e decon volved spect rnm 1s maximal and the 
corresponding normalised value of th e maximum , 

B.5 The Tutorial. 

An example of the use of th e package is pro\·ickd in t.his sect. ion. 

A tutorial procedure (TUTORIAL/TSA) shows how to use the TSA package. This exam
ple works on a table (TSATUT.TBL) of three columns: 
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1. the time , labeled by :T , 

2. the data, labeled by :X, 

3. the segment , labeled by :S . 

The different steps of this execution are : 

1. copying the given t able into your directory, 

2. selecting the PDM method , allowin g to print the 4 best minima and setting the 

width for the minima to 2 by issuing : 
SET/TSA METHOD= PDM PRINT= 4 WIDTH = 2 

3. executing the PDM algorithm with 

• fmin = 0.1 , 

• fmax = 0.3, 

• ndis = 20 , 

• nbin = 5, 

• ncov = 2, 

• INTAB = TSATUT, 

• coltim = :T , 

• calmes = :X , 

• colseg = :S , 

• OUTPUT = TUTPDM , 

by issuing the command : 
ISA/TABLE 0.1,0.3 ,20 ,5,2 TSATUT :T :X,:S TUTPDM 

4. showing the value of the different parameters , MIDAS instruction : SHDW/TSA 

5. modifying the selection of the method to use t he DFT: 

SET/TSA METHOD= DFT 

6. executing the DFT algorithm : 
ISA/TABLE 0,0,0 TSATUT :T :X, :S TUTDFT 

7. selecting the SVM method 
SET/ISA METHOD= SVM 
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8 . execu ti ng t he anal ysis t hroug h S Vl\ 1: 
ISA/TABLE 0 2,0 .5 ,0 ,0 T SAT UT :T :X. :S T UT S \ r\1 

9 . deleti ng ail t he fil es created for t his executio n. 

B.6 The Command Summary. 

This sect ion gives a summarize of t he implement ed comma nds . 

The t able B .l summarises t he commands which are implemented 1n the co ntext of 
time series analys is . 

SET/ISA [METHOD=method~ame) [PRI HT=nr_prints) [WIDTH=width) [OUTPUT=output) 
SHOW/ISA 
ISA/TABLE [method_par) I NTAB [time [data[,segment]]] [OUTPUT] 

Table B .1: T S A Commands 
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. Toolpack 

C .1 Example 

ln this part m ore details of t he usin g of th e different t ools of Toolpack descri bed in sect ion 

4.1 will be given , and the usin_g ' s ·sequ ence will be illustrat ed . 

• First , t he program has to be scann ed wi t h th e lexical analyser : ISTLX. 

To use this tool , no pre-requisite is needed . 

The arguments are : 

t he name of t he input source fil e , 

t he name of t he ou t put list fil e , 

the name of t he output token s t ream , 

t he name of t he out put comment stream . 

Ali errors are reported to the error fil e. 

Errors are as follow : 

t oken tao long , 

error in t oken , 

error in token t o be screened , 

unprocessed t ext rem ainin g in t.oken to be srreened. 

sè:reen ended in error , 

scan ended in error , 

screened token ends un expPrt.adl y. 

buff er overflow. 

Fatal errors a re reported sepa rn.tely. 
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• After the scan , the program can be parse using the parser : JSTLY . 
The pre-requisite for this tool is the execution of ISTLX described before . 

The arguments are : 

the name of the input token stream , 

- the name of the input comment stream , 

the name of the output parse tree, 

the name of t he output symbol table , 

the name of the output comment index . 
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• The conformance of the pro gram to the Fortran-77 standard can be checked , ISTSA. 

The pre-requisites are ISTLX and ISTYP al ready described . 

The arguments are : 

the name of the input parse tree, 

the name of the input symbol table , 

the name of the output parse tree, 

the name of the output symbol tabl e, 

the name of the output attribute fil e. 

The output parse tree and symbol table are compatible with the parse tree and 
symbol table produced by ISTYP, and may be processed by any Loo! wich takes an 

ISTYP-produced parse tree and / or sy mbol table as inpu t . 

• We can now standardize the declarative parts of the program unit , by usmg the 

declaration standardizer ISTDS . 
The pre-requisites are ISTLX and ISTYP. 
The arguments are : 

the name of the input parse tree, 

the name of the input symbol table, 

the name of the input comment, st ream , 

- the name of the output token st ream, 

- the name of the output comment. stream , 

option string (not required). 

• Now that th e program is compkt.<' . W<' c-n n pnli sh i1 wi1h 11w prd1~· pr in t ing ISTP L. 

The pre-requi site is ISTLX . 
The arguments are : 

- the name of t he inpu t token st ream , 
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- the name of the inpu t comment stream, 

the name of the polished output fil e, 

the name of the option fil e. 
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This option fil e is created by the tool ISTPO which is the polish option file editor . 
lt has no pre-requisite and as argument has only the name of t he output option file .1 

• We can use the different tools allowing to view the intermediate obj ects created by 
the tools. 
These are : 

the attribute viewer ISTVA , 

the view symbol table ISTVS, 

the view parse tree ISTVT , 

the view warnings ITSVW . 

To view the attribute , ISTLX , ISTYP and ISTSA must be executed . 
The arguments are : 

the name of the input symbol table, 

the name of the input attri bu te fil e, 

the name of the output li ting fil e, 

the header text of the listing ( not requ ired) . 

The view symbol table requires the execution of ISTLX and ISTYP. 
The arguments are : 

the name of the inpu t sy mbol table, 

the name of the output list ing. fil e, 

the header text of the listing (not required). 

To use the view parse t ree ISTLX and ISTYP have to be first executed . 
The arguments are : 

- t he name of the input parse tree, 

the name of the inpu t sy mbol table. 

And for the view warnin gs , t he pr0- r0quisitc•s éH<' ISTLX anrl lSTYP. 

The arguments are : 

1m ore details about. th ese opti0ns can be fo 1rn d in \Nag] 
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the name of the input parse tree , 

the name of the input symbol table . 

• We can now use the execution analyser !STAN. 
This tool necessites the execution of ISTLX before its own execut ion . 
The arguments are : 

the name of the input token stream, 

the name of the input comment stream, 

the name of the output instrumented file , 

the name of the output statement summary file , 

the name of the output annotated comment stream , 

the name of the output summary report fi le, 

the option string (not required) . 
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!STAN praduces another pragram from the user 's program , wich has the same effect 
but has some instrumentation code added to it. 
This instrumentation code may : 

perform execution frequency couting of code segments , 

cou nt assertion failures ( assertions being special comments containing Fratran 
logical expressions , which the programmer expects to be true at, that point), 

trace analysis , this may be : 

* execution of particular code segments , 

* contrai flow following execution of particular code segments, or 

* contrai flow prior to execution of particular code segments, 

update history files containing cumulative frequency counts over a number of 
pragram execution. 

Having processed their program using ISTA N, t he user must then compile the in
strumental code praduced by ISTAN to obtain an instrumented versioon of their 
executable pragram. 

This instrumented pragram may then be executed t.o produce t he data required by 
the user. 

• Now that the pragram is ended, we can used the versi on rontroller ISTVC t.o main
tain a number of separate versions of th e program . 
There is no pre-requisite . 
The arguments are : 

option , 

the name of the version fi le , 

the name of the text fil e (not. requi red) . 
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Listings 

Two different kinds of listings are avai lable : 

1. the Fortran codes of the diff erent programs, 

2. the subroutine 's programs associated with t he programs listed before . These sub-

routines are written in the MIDAS 's command language . 

The following listings will take place in the next pages : 

• TSA .CTX associated with the new MIDAS 's command SET / CONTEX TSA; 

• SETTSA.PRG associated with the new MIDAS 's command SET / TSA; 

• TSAMAIN .FOR, TSAUTIL.FOR, 
PDMFUNCT.FOR, PDMFTEST.FOR, PDMIO.FOR, 

SVMFUNCT.FOR, SVMIO .FOR, 
DFTDMING .FOR, DFTTRANS .FOR, DFTUTIL.FOR, 
DFTCLEAN.FOR, DFTIO.FOR 
and TSATAB .PRG associated with the new MIDAS 's command TSA/TABLE; 

• SHOW .PRG associated with the new MIDAS 's command SHOW / TSA ; 

• TSAHELP.HLP associated with the new MIDAS 's command HELP / TSA, 

• TSATUT .PRG associated with the new MIDAS 's command TUTORIAL/ TSA. 

As this can take a certain place in t hi s document , a l! the list.ings mP1it.ic>1in ed abouve wo11 't 

be added, however they are avail able on simple rcquest. 
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